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 “Fables should be taught as fables, myths as myths, and 
miracles as poetic fancies. To teach superstitions as 

truth is a most terrible thing. The child mind 
accepts and believes them, and only through great pain 
and perhaps tragedy can he or she be in after years relieved 
of them. The reason for this is that a superstition is so 
intangible a thing that you cannot get at it to refute it.” 

— Hypatia (c.400), only-known female universal genius 
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Praise 

 
 
“One day instead of (or in addition to) regular math, chemistry, physics, 

etc., kids in school will be learning something like one human molecule 
+ another human molecule = ? ... it's just a crazy thought, but hey, we'll 
see or somebody will.”  

— Natalia Roubanenko (2006), review of Cessation Thermodynamics  
 
“I recently purchased a book Molly and Wally Molecule (2009) for the 

kids, which is OK but the kids really seem to like it, which reminds me 
how much a BETTER kid’s [physicochemical atheism] book more in your 
space is needed.” 

— Lynn Liss (2015), review of the Zerotheism for Kids Flickr slides 
 

 “Seeing kids being taught [zerotheism] the opposite of what I was 
taught is quite the relief. Thank you for doing what you do.” 

— Jacob Rubnitz (2016), post to Zerotheism for Kids, part 6, Jul 
 
“Thank you for making these [Zerotheism for Kids] videos. I have raised 

all my children to be sceptics and no church has EVER been part of 
our lives, they have not even been baptized. However, there have been 
times when, due to not knowing the best way to explain a particular 

matter, I have had to fall back on ridiculing religious tenants as 
opposed to presenting them with a rational argument. These videos 
provide a great reference to start with.” 

— Annet Quintana (2016), post to Zerotheism for Kids, part 1, Jun 
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“You should lead with the first page of the Explicit Atheism [P3] chapter. 
I think it very neatly encapsulates what you’re about, and it would save 
everybody a lot of time if this was the first thing they saw from you. The 
page [§:Abioism] with the carbon-based animation diagram [above], with 
the ‘walking molecule’ and ‘carrying molecule’ that identifies where the 
body and feet are on a carbon ring structure, is pretty great too.  

— Dalton Jackson (2016), Bible-belt high school biology teacher and 
strong atheist; Reddit review, Sep 9 
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Synopsis 
 

“The first and last thing which is required of 
genius is the love of truth.” 

— Goethe (1829), Maxims, Volume III 
 
Abstract [1-pg]: this kid’s atheism booklet will outline the ramifications 
of the new view that humans were NOT ‘created’ by god following a 
flood, but rather correctly WERE ‘synthesized’ by the universe following 
an explosion. 
 

The following is the visual overview of this booklet:  

 
Religion based on Nile river flood cosmology, as has been commonly 
taught to children, continuously over the last five-thousand years, in the 
myths of Noah’s ark (Christianity), Nuh’s ark (Islam), and MaNu’s flood 
(Hinduism), above left, a belief system that presently holds sway in three-
fourths of the world’s minds, and ideologies of meaning, morality, and 
senses of purpose derived therefrom, will be upgraded to a religion based 
on big bang cosmology, above right, aka a religion for ‘intelligent 
atheists’, as Stephen Hawking put it – to yield a modern upgraded in-
alignment-with-reality meaning, morality, and sense of purpose derived 
therefrom big picture of it all. Humans are heat-powered things. Heat, 
however, is not a god, nor does god exist. 
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P1. Dare Tell Kids the Truth? 
 

“When my son was around 3-years-old, he used to ask me a 
lot of questions about heaven. Where is it? How do people 
walk without a body? How will I find you? You know the 
questions that kids ask. For over a year, I lied to him and 
made up stories that I didn’t believe about heaven.  Like 
most parents, I love my child so much that I didn’t want him 
to be scared. I wanted him to feel safe and loved and full of 
hope. But the trade-off was that I would have to make stuff 
up, and I would have to brainwash him into believing 
stories that didn’t make sense, stories that I didn’t believe 
either.” 

— Deborah Mitchell (2013), “Why I Raise My Children Without 
God”, CNN iReport, Jan 14 

 
Abstract [12-pgs]: Tell kids the truth. If uncertain on something, as 
advised by Bertrand Russell, suspend judgment. When kids ask the big 
questions, explain as best you can; but, whatever you do, don’t tell 
fanciful stories in response to the ‘deeper’ questions. 
 

Parents, for thousands of years, 
have been telling their kids tall tales 
about various things such as: 
bunnies, unicorns, teeth, pots of 
gold, gifts under trees, morals, 
meaning, life and death, as truth, 
just as was done to them as 
children, by their parents, just as 
was done to their parents as children. 
 Why? The answer is complicated. The reason is complicated is that the 
subject matter is complicated.  
 Firstly, some so-called fib stores or ‘tall tales’ are fun. A fib, by 
definition, is a trivial or childish lie. Santa Clause, the Easter Bunny, 
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leprechauns, and the tooth fairy, e.g., are so-called adult fib stores told to 
children that produce a sort of short-lived amusement, wonder, and 
entertainment, which fosters fantasy and imagination in the mind of the 
child. Most of these are done in the name of love, fun or for the sake of 
teaching lessons or morals. 
 Most children grow out of these as they 
become young adults. Most children, by age 
six, to go through one example, are told 
about a fairy that comes to their room at 
night to collect their newly fallen out baby 
teeth. The fairy takes the teeth, leaving 
behind money as payment for each collected 
tooth. The child finds the money under his or 
her pillow and puts the money in their piggy bang. The child buys 
something later with their tooth fairy money. A lesson in personal finance 
has been taught. 
 Most children, according to Renee Miller, as discussed in her ‘At 
What Age do Kids Stop Believing in the Tooth Fairy?’, start asking 
questions about the fairy, e.g. ‘what is the fairy going to do with all those 
teeth?’, between the ages of 4 and 7, or he or she may never buy into the 
myth at all. In the end, very few children, according to Miller, emerge 
from middle childhood without figuring out the truth about the tooth fairy. 
 This is the same with most kid’s stories. There is, however, one kid’s 
story about which very few children are able to emerge from middle 
childhood without figuring out the truth about the story. This is the story 
about god. The process in which the ‘god story’ is transmitted, called 
projection or imprinting, operates as follows: 
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The child will ask some deep question. In response, the parent will give 
the child the answer that they were taught as a child, i.e. project the model 
into the mind of the child, which was projected into their mind as a child. 
Then the process repeats in the next generation over.  
 Very few, among the religious, stop to think if the answers they tell 
their children actually make any sense? 
 This imprinting process, moreover, is not limited to any one religion in 
particular. God, whether that of Jesus, Moses, Muhammad, or Brahma, is 
a quick fix answer to nearly every kid’s question:  
  

  
In this scheme, the first deep question that tends to come out of the 
child’s mouth is: ‘what happens when you die?’, asked by most kids, 
before age 5 or 6, shortly after a relative, friend, or pet ‘dies’ (note: this is 
a loaded word, as will be discussed herein). Parents, reflexively, in large 
part, because they don’t know any better, give the god answer in response. 
 

What Happens When You Die? 
 
The following, to evidence how the parental imprinting process works, are 
actual video responses, from pairs of 4 and 5-year-old children, at Keech 
Hospice Care, a hospice that provides care for terminally ill children, in 
Luton, England, when asked, during the 2016 Dying Matters Awareness 
Week, the question: ‘what happens when you die?’:124  
 

“I don’t even know? I need to speak with my mum.” 
 — Boy 1 (2016), response (0:12-)  
 
“You turn into a skeleton.” 
 — Girl 1 (2016), response (0:15-)  
 
“You sleep.” 
 — Boy 2 (2016), response (0:17-)  
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“You’ll be like a [sandwich] for a hundred years, and you won’t get 
back no more.” 

  — Boy 3 (2016), response (0:19-)  
 
“You never come back alive.” 
 — Boy 4 (2016), response (0:25-)  
 
“Everyone will have to stand around you. I knew that because I 
watched the ‘bare necessities’. That’s the Jungle Book.” 
 — Boy 5 (2016), response (0:28-)  
 

  
“You go into the sky and into the stars and you sit in the stars, because 
my two grandpas are sitting on them already.” 
 — Girl 2 (2016), response (0:41-)  

 
“You go into a field where you have your own coffin with your own 
name.” 
 — Girl 3 (2016), response (0:53-)  
 
“You don’t always have to, because my cat died, and she’s just in a 
jar.” 
 — Girl 4 (2016), response (0:59-)  
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“When you die / you’re dead, you go to the hospital for a very long 
time, and then you get buried, and you’re happy underground because 
your garden is on top of you.” 
 — Girl 5 (2016), response (1:06-)  
 
“You turn into an angel with very pretty wings and god is a boy with a 
nice white shirt.” 
 — Girl 6 (2016), response (1:21-1:40)  
 
“You go to a place that’s white and there’s lots of people around.” 
 — Girl 7 (2016), response (1:25-)  

  
“We have to go up to the angel and then we come back down when we 
are alive again.” 
 — Girl 8 (2016), response (1:41-)  

 
“You go to a place that’s gold and you see lots of statues.” 
 — Boy 6 (2016), response (2:02-)  
 
“They’ll be playing my favorite song and there’ll be chocolate –
everything chocolate – and marshmallows.” 
 — Boy 7 (2016), response (2:22-)  

 
“When my cat’s dead … when Poppy dies, I’ll be so happy, because I 
don’t like her.” 
 — Boy 8 (2016), response (2:41-)  
 

Keep in mind here, when reading these responses, that these are coming 
from children with ‘life-limiting illnesses’. A frankness, honesty, and 
humor in response is guaranteed. Adults, according to polls, like the 
answers of: girl 2, boy 1, and boy 7 the most, respectively.126 

 Here, as we see, we are still teaching kids, for the most part, an 
elaborate god based tall tale about either resurrection (Girl 2, Girl 6, Girl 
7, Boy 6) or reincarnation (Girl 8). In addition, some are taught facts (Girl 
1) or naturalism (Boy 3, Girl 3, Girl 4), among other variants (Boy 7), and 
some never have discussion about the topic at all (Boy 1).  
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 The bulk of these kid’s stories, taught to primarily by their parents, 
albeit in some cases via film, e.g. Jungle Book (Boy 5), to clarify, are 
either resurrection myth (Christianity) or reincarnation myth (Hinduism) 
based. The core or historical root of the myth, as will be explained herein, 
is Egyptian mythology. The remaining explanations, give or take, are 
lacking in philosophical and intellectual acuteness of reality, of the 
existence of the measurable real forces and energies of nature. 
 

Philosophy 
 
In young adulthood, some kids, from 
school, film, and or philosophy, may 
pick up hues of an acute deeper 
explanation of the big questions, 
outside of ‘god talk’ answers. A 
popular example is the force 
philosophy promoted in the film Star 
Wars, which teaches kids about the 
existence of a force, in the universe, 
and a battle in the universe between 
a dark side and a bright side, all 
done without gods: 
 

“Rejoice for those around you who transform into the force. Mourn 
them do not. Miss them do not. Attachment leads to jealously. The 
shadow of greed, that is.” 
 — George Lucas (2005), Yoda in Star Wars: Episode III 

 
Here, although this is science fiction, it is an upgrade as compared to the 
god fiction kids are typically told. The terms transform and force, to 
clarify, are real things. Gods and angels, however, are not real.  
 In adulthood, one may engage into deeper philosophical points of view 
on this matters of life and death, such as what the top geniuses of all time 
have said on these subject matters.44 The most famous of these was the 
great debate on ‘being’ between Greek philosophers Heraclitus, aka the 
flux and fire philosopher, and Parmenides, the void denying philosopher. 
Heraclitus held the following view: 
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“This world order, the same for all beings, was created neither by 
gods nor by humans; rather, it was always and is and will be eternal 
living fire kindled in measures and quenched in measure. All things 
are an exchange for fire, and fire for all things … the transformations 
of fire are, first of all, sea; and half of the sea is earth, half whirlwind. 
These transformations [implicit] occur in a void.” 

 
Parmenides, in opposition to Heraclitus, held the following view: 
 

“There is absolutely NO void. For void is non-being and the 
nothing could not exist. And it does not move. For it cannot move in 
any direction. But it is full. For if there were void, it would move into 
that void, but since there is no void it has nothing to move into.”  

 
Beings, according to Heraclitus, come and go, but there is a world order to 
this process. Beings, according to Parmenides, do not come and go, but 
will always be, because void is 
impossible, or said another way, 
being cannot go into, become, 
or transform into non-being.  
 Children as young as three 
can get the gist of this idea. A 
person or atomic aggregate 
comes into existence, and at 
some point becomes aware of 
their surroundings, and therein 
becomes a ‘being’, structured in 
the geometry of the carbon atoms of their mind. ‘Where does your ‘being’ 
go when you cease to exist as an animate atomic aggregate?’, is the basic 
question, in Heraclitus vs Parmenides speak, every kid will ask their 
parents, when a loved one passes.  
 

Experiment | Evidence 
 
The final arbiter of truth, so says the combined minds of Athanasius 
Kircher, Galileo, and Otto Guericke, is experiment. Theories which are 
‘demonstrated by experiment and visual perception’, according to 
Guericke, ‘must be preferred to those derived from reasoning, however 
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probable and plausible, for many things seem true in speculation and 
discussion which in actual fact defy reality.’150  
 The debate about the existence or non-existence of the void, between 
Heraclitus and Parmenides, to exemplify, eventually came to be known as 
the ‘nature abhors a vacuum’ idiom, which was an assertion that was 
accepted as truth for nearly the next two thousand years, therein becoming 
the most sustained philosophical debate in all of human history. Nature 
abhors a vacuum, and being is forever, so says Parmenides.  
 This logic, however, came in to question when in circa 1649 German 
engineer Otto Guericke began to conduct vacuum experiments. His first 
experiment was an attempt to make a void or vacuum inside of a beer keg, 
using a suction pump, as sown below, so to therein bring resolution to the 
being and void debate.  
 This is one example of the 
way in which a parent can tell 
their three-year-old that there 
are ways in which answers to 
their questions can be found and 
demonstrated experimentally, 
therein giving evidence of the 
truth. Do not put stock in things 
for which no evidence exists. 
 The problem remains, however, as to what the average parent, in the 
modern day and age, is to do when their three-year-old child asks what 
happens when someone dies? Make up stories? Tell them the truth as best 
you understand it? Take the fifth? Attempt to explain the answer in terms 
of forces, flux and fire, or beings and non-voids? 
 American free thinker Deborah Mitchell, whose quote opens this 
chapter, explains why she, as a parent, in opposition to her own Catholic 
upbringing, decided to stop telling the god story to her three-year-old son 
as follows:113 

“One day he would know this, and he would not trust my judgment. 
He would know that I built an elaborate tale – not unlike the one we 
tell children about Santa – to explain the inconsistent and illogical 
legend of god.” 
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Mitchell is also keen to the fact that in doing this she is going against the 
grain. She justifies her ‘tell-the-truth decision’ as follows: ‘And so I 
thought it was only right to be honest with my children. I am a non-
believer, and for years I’ve been on the fringe in my community. As a 
blogger, though, I’ve found that there are many other parents out there like 
me. We are creating the next generation of kids, and there is a wave of 
young agnostics, atheists, free thinkers and humanists rising up through 
the ranks who will, hopefully, lower our nation’s religious fever.’ As a 
parent, according to Mitchell, one can either raise tall tale children, or one 
can raise free thinking children able to ride the wave.  
 

Dumb Atheism 
 
Why the tall tale method 
continues to be used, to note, is 
not solely the fault of religion, 
for lack of a better culprit, but 
rather largely is the fault of what 
is will be referred to herein as 
dumb atheism, i.e. folklore 
atheism tenets discussed as 
truth, when in fact they are false. 
Many will continue to employ 
the standard religious fallback method, in short, because the popularized 
versions of modern atheism are dumb as doornails. The god method, 
accordingly, becomes the de facto option. Many presumed as true tenets of 
popular atheism are so absurd, so deleterious to the mind, or unbelievable, 
that the average person would prefer to believe in myth sold as truth over 
dumb atheism sold as truth; one views of which is as follows: 
 

“Today's children are taught by our culture that we are a cosmic 

accident. Something slithered out of the primal slime and over 
billions of years evolved into a human being. We are cousins, ten 
times removed, to the ape at the zoo eating his own excrement.” 

— Gary Bauer (1992/2013), Evangelical Christian politician 
 

The following is another similarly rationalized ‘it’s better to side with god, 
than to side with dumb atheism’ view: 
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“To think that we just evolved from a bang, that we used to be 

monkeys, that seems unbelievable when you look at the complexity 
of the human body … If you tell children: there is no purpose to their 
life—that they are just a chemical mutation—that doesn’t build self-
esteem.” 
 — Nigel McQuoid (2001), Headmaster Emmanuel College 

 
The theist parent, in short, in their rational mind, will reason that it is 
better to teach kids the general cultural god model, which seems to work, 
in spite of some unbelievable absurdities that might reside in its tenets, 
e.g. flying donkeys or virgin birth, because the alternative method of 
telling their kids that they are a meaningless unimportant lucky accidental 
chemical mutation, as the average dumb atheist puts things, is even more 
nonsensical. It is better to tell kids a tall tale, in this sense, then to tell 
them that they are an accident, which arose by chance, from slime, in 
short. The solution to this what is called smart atheism, namely the views 
and tenets of atheism according to big geniuses of history.  
 

Unlearn Process 
 
If one, to note, decides not to follows the smart atheism path, and, instead, 
to unwearyingly fallback on the ‘god did it’ method, there will be mental 
repercussions. Namely, to profess to believe what one does not believe, is 
called infidelity. As Thomas Paine, in his Age of Reason (1794), one of the 
first so-called atheist’s bibles, summarizes things: 
 

“Infidelity does not consist in believing, or in disbelieving; it consists 
in professing to believe what one does not believe. It is impossible to 
calculate the moral mischief, if I may so express it, that mental 
lying has produced in society.” 

 
If, as a parent, one teaches their kids stories that ‘don’t make sense’, as 
Deborah Mitchell says she regrettably did to her 3-year-old son for over a 
year, only confusion will result. At least, however, it will be a comforting 
confusion, so we are led to believe? 
 If, conversely, one chooses to raise a free thinking child, telling them 
facts instead of fibs, the result might be a wave of young agnostics, 
atheists, free thinkers and humanists rising up through the ranks who will, 
hopefully, lower our nation’s ‘religious fever’, as Mitchell puts it: 
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Mitchell here, to pause, uses the term religious fever, a metaphor for social 
heat.131 This is a so-called thermal word, i.e. a heat metaphor.131 To 
understand social heat, and related thermal words, such as the ‘work’ of 
relationships, political power, energy of love, heat of battle, etc., one will 
have to learn about bit about the science of heat, energy, work and power, 
which is called thermodynamics. This grand science, as will be touched on 
here, is the replacement for current myth-based models about god’s work, 
spiritual energies, and higher powers. The most important thing to 
remember about this science, is that heat is NOT a god, heat is ‘motion, 
and nothing else’, as Francis Bacon put it. 
 If, as a free-thinking parent, you choose to tell your kids the truth, i.e. 
use the Mitchell method, and therein to follow the smart atheism path, and 
stop telling your kids the fairy tale about god, heaven and hell, and instead 
to teach your kids the basic facts of existence, as best one is able, e.g. that 
they are made of atoms, that the universe originated from a big bang, that 
humans evolved over time from earlier animate carbon-based forms 
[which, to note, is a chemical form intellectually different than say iron-
based dumb doornails], and that morals, as will be explained herein, are 
based on the rules and principles of energy not the fables and follies of 
myth, then your child, so we supposition herein, will be better off in the 
long run.  
 One is advised, using the Mitchell method, to teaching kids the correct 
facts, as evidentially known about the universe, from the get go. This will 
save them from the very difficult so-called ‘unlearn’ process, as an adult, 
about which English Egyptologist Gerald Massey describe as follows: 
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“It takes the latter half of all of one’s lifetime to unlearn the falsehood 
that was instilled into us during the earlier half. Generation after 
generation we learn, unlearn, and re-learn the same lying legendary lore. 
Henceforth, our studies must begin from the evolutionist standpoint in 
order that they may not have to be gone over again.” 

— Gerald Massey (1883), The Natural Genesis  
 
The unlearn or debrainwashing process, as 
Massey points out, can very often absorb 
latter half of one’s existence, therein wasted 
on nonsense.    
 Humans, as current knowledge tells us, 
are atomic things, that derived from a bang, 
which have evolved over time, and whose 
reactions to each other are governed by 
principles of thermodynamics, and whose 
so-called morality, as Goethe prophesized 
two centuries ago, is explained in the symbols of physical chemistry, as is 
the case for every other thing and process in the universe. 
 Kids, after given the basic facts of existence, as currently known about 
the universe, as measurably evidenced to us, are advised to be smart free 
thinkers about things. 
   
Parent’s summary: fun fibs are OK; god fibs are NOT ok. 
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P2. Age Range 
 

“At age six, following the Lisbon earthquake (1755) 
and the Seven Years' War (1756-63), my faith was 
rattled and by age eight-one, I had found no faith to 
which I could ally myself without reservation.” 

— Goethe (1832), Poetry and Truth (aggregate quote) 
 
Abstract [6-pgs]: This booklet is intended to be readable to the minds of 
inquisitively intelligent youth aged 5 to 14, or free thinking parents of 
children aged 3 to 4, or thereabouts. 
 
Between the ages of 3 to 12, predominately, kids, naturally enough, being 
curious things, will begin to ask the big questions. The following diagram 
shows the typical age range when kids, according to polls, start asking the 
big questions: 

 
By age 5, in short, kids learn where they come from, and by age 9 then 
begin to wonder where they are going, and most-importantly why? This 
prolegomenon chapter gives some age-specific examples of this type of 
question engagement.  

 At age 3, the son of humanist mother Deborah Mitchell, cited in the 
previous chapter, started asking questions about the specifics of heaven, in 
response to which, Mitchell, at first, attempted to reply with made up 
stories to appease these queries, but in the end decided that it was not a 
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good idea to build an imaginary castle, with dubious foundations, in the 
sky for her kids, because in the end they would no longer trust her. 

 On 10 Aug 2015, five kids, aged 6 to 11 (ages: 6, 7, 9, 10, 11), two 
girls, three boys, were taught an ‘atheism for kids’ class, in Chicago, over 
the course of 3.5-hours, entitled ‘Zerotheism for Kids’, abbreviated ZFK 
herein, pictured on back cover, by the author, together with Atheism 
Reviews co-host Thor, father of a two-year-old daughter, which is 
available as a fourteen-part lecture on YouTube. The children were 
educated on the basics of the big bang cosmology origins of humans, in 
place of the status quo culturally taught mythological Nile River flood 
cosmology origins of humans, aka Noah’s flood, taught a system of 
morals and meaning based on atoms and energy, in place of morals and 
meaning based on snakes and apples, and were allowed to ask the big 
questions and get big answers.  
 The 2005, American elementary school 
teacher Helen Bennett published Humanism, 
What’s That? A Book for Curious Kids, as 
shown adjacent, an atheism for kids towards 

children age 8 (grade 3) to age 11 (grade 
5). The book, itself, is the result of a 
dialogue of an actual science class of 32 
students, taught by a Mrs. Green, during the 
course of which one classmate, named 
Amanda, was struck by a car, and went into 
a coma, after which a concerned boy named 
Jesse suggested in class: ‘Let’s all pray for 
Amanda. I bet god will make her well if he 
hears our prayers’? Mrs. Green explained 
that it would not be proper for them to pray 
in class because the US Constitution assures that there is a separation of 
church and state.  
 To remedy the situation, an after school class, for those kids who got 
signed permission slips, on ‘humanism’ was given. Humanism, to note, is 
a term situated below but leaning towards atheism, and a step above 
secularism or agnosticism.45 Six attended. The following are some of the 
signed permission things the kids were taught: 
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“God is seen as a powerful force that is greater than anything we know 
or could imagine. He is thought to be beyond nature, so he is often 

described as supernatural. Humanists do not believe in the 
supernatural.” 
 — Mrs. Green (2005), Humanism, What’s That (pg. 20) 

 
“Humanists think of the Bible as mostly myth, mixed in with some 
history.” 
 — Mrs. Green (2005), Humanism, What’s That (pg. 39) 

 
Some of questions the kid’s asked, in the after school class on humanism, 
are the following: 
 

“If god or the Bible isn’t there to show us the way, then how can I 

know if what I do is right?” 
— Joan (2005), Humanism, What’s That (pg. 25) 

 
“God writes down in a big book whenever 

you commit a sin. We all do sins—we were 
born that way.” 

— Steve (2005), Humanism, What’s That (pg. 15) 
 
Americans understand right and wrong as what 
god writes down in a big book? Correctly, what 
is right and wrong, as will be discussed, is 
determined by what is natural and unnatural, the sum of which is 
measured by the Gibbs energy change of the given reacting system. 
 In America, as we see, to engage in this type of dialogue, one needs: 
(a) parental permission, and (b) it can only be done after school. The most 
important subject of education, curiously enough, is taught outside of 
school in America? Go figure!? This is a repercussion of the First 
Amendment to the US Constitution, as will be discussed. 

 One 10-year-old male reviewer of this book, whose father 
previously had completed his graduate school thesis on German 
philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, had already read, on his own, out of 
curiosity, German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche’s 1888 Anti-Christ, 
which is a basic smart atheism reading material book, some content of 
which is employed herein.  

 One 10-year-old female reviewer of this book, whose mother had 
recently become an out and open atheist, in 2014, following deconversion 
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from Christianity, since 2010, and Islam, since birth, queried her mother: 
‘prove to me there is no god!’ The author, hearing of this, told the mother: 
‘tell her about the aluminum disproof’ of the existence of god, as pointed 
1925 by Austrian-born American physical chemist Alfred Lotka, who used 
this data to dismiss god as put poetic fancy; one of top 20 historical, and 
most cogent, god disproofs.62 

 In 2014, a sharp 10-
year-old American 
comedian Saffron Herndon 
was doing commodity skits, 
in and around Texas, 
wherein she would make fun 
of religious people who tried 
to convert her to their faith, 
per reason that: ‘you’re and 
adult who still believes in 
fairy tales, and I’m just a little ten-year-old girl, we’re really not that 
different. 

 The media frenzied story of 12-year-old student Jordan Wooley 
who in 2015 complained to the school board, while being videotaped by 
her mother, that it was unfair that her teacher assigned the class the task of 
determining whether the statement: ‘there is a god’ is (a) fact, (b) 
commonplace assertion, or (c) opinion, because it offended her religious 
beliefs, is an example of a cultural pulse tensioned religion and education 
scenario in real time. 
 In 2007 Time published a special article entitled ‘Sunday School for 
Atheists’, wherein a non-believing parent named Kitty, discussed how she 

sent her daughter Hana, age 11, and son Johnathan, age 13, to the Palo 
Alto atheist Sunday school, after taking to take them to church, 
commented how much more she felt comfortable taking her kids to the 
humanist class per reasoning: ‘I’m a person that doesn’t believe in myths. 
I’d rather stick to the evidence.’   

 In 1968, a curious age 13 boy by the name of Steve Jobs, better 
known as the person behind the invention of the smart phone, came across 
the cover of the new July Life magazine cover, shown below right, 
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showing pair of starving children in Biafra, a secessionist state in eastern 
Nigeria that existed from 30 May 1967 to Jan 1970: 
 

  
Jobs took the magazine to Sunday school and confronted the Lutheran 
church’s pastor: ‘If I raise my finger, will god know which one I’m going 
to raise even before I do it? The pastor answered, ‘Yes, god knows 
everything!’ Jobs then pulled out the Life cover and asked, ‘well, does god 
know about this and what’s going to happen to those children?’ The pastor 
responded ‘Steve, I know you don’t understand, but yes, god knows about 
that.’ Jobs announced that he didn’t want to have anything to do with 
worshiping such a god, and he never went back to church.’ A smart 
atheist, denies a dumb theory, and invents a smart phone. Who would 
have guessed? 
 The following, to get a bearing on the aimed at reading level of this 
booklet, is the standard US school grade level and age range for kids: 
 

  
To cite a case in point ‘atheism’ subject matter introduction ‘grade-range 
example’, in early 2016, in Texas, a 6th grade public school class, with 
children aged 11 to 12, according to the above table, in a class that didn’t 
have to do with religion per se, showed a filming of the 2014 God’s Not 
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Dead, which tells the story of a Josh Wheaton, an evangelical college 
student, who enrolls in a philosophy class taught by Professor Jeffrey 
Radisson, an atheist, who demands his students sign a declaration that 
‘God is dead’ to pass. The film opens to the professor showing a 
chalkboard with the following names:  
 

“Michel Foucault, Ludwig Feuerbach, Friedrich Nietzsche, George 
Santayana, Denis Diderot, John Mill, Richard Dawkins, Noam 
Chomsky, Bertrand Russell, Bertolt Brecht, Ayn Rand, Democritus, 
David Hume, Albert Camus, Sigmund Freud.” 

 
which is followed by the question: ‘what do these individuals have in 
common?’ [Answer: they are all atheists]. Others have reported watching 
the film in their 9th grade religion class (age 14-15). Of note, 6th grade 
filming prompted one angry atheist uncle (or aunt), to vent about this to 
the atheism subreddit, and also to complain to the Freedom From Religion 
Foundation that the school or teacher should be disciplined for playing this 
film.191 
 The reading level of the book will aim to appease the minds of kids 
and children in the general age evidenced by these examples, or for 
parents with children in this age range.  

  
Kid’s summary: this book is geared toward the reading level of smart 
inquisitive youth aged 5 to 14, or parents of youth in this age range. 
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P3. Explicit Atheism  
 

“Never be a spectator of unfairness or stupidity.” 
— Christopher Hitchens (2001), Letters to a Young Contrarian 

 
Abstract [6-pgs]: Implicit and closet atheism are no longer acceptable. 
 

The following visual, which shows the nuts and bolts of human 
reaction existence, aka being and becoming, explains ‘implicitly’ why 
there is NO god: 

  
Every day, as shown, the earth rotates once on its axis [note: this conflicts 
with the Quran (Surah 18:86) which says that the earth is flat], and every 
year the earth rotates once around the sun [note: this conflicts with the 
Bible (Genesis 1:1-19) which says that the sun rotates around the earth], 
during which time, the surface of the earth is heated for approximately 
twelve-hours, and cooled for about twelve hours, depending on location, a 
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heating and cooling cycle that occurs three-hundred-and-sixty-five times 
per year. 

During this contact, units of heat, defined mathematically by the 
inexact differential δQ [note: this is an advanced concept], move into the 
various region-delineated ‘systems’, of the surface of the earth, such as 
boundary-delineated group of six people, shown above left, thereby 
changing the so-called internal energy of each system, defined 
mathematically by the exact differential dU, and therein causing or forcing 

each system to do a certain amount of work, defined mathematically by 
the inexact differential δW, on its surroundings, e.g. on the group of ten 
people shown to the right, of the boundary delineated system.108  

The young child, to note, need not fret about the specifics of these 
symbols. One only needs to know they exist, that there is a functional 
order to their operation, that they are based on measurements of the 
operations of the real world, and that there is NO god involved in any of 
these symbols, in order to be able to step intelligently in the right 
direction, if one so chooses.  

This so-called work is variously defined by the number of ways in 
which a person ‘occupies’ their time, while moving about, periodically, on 
the surface of the cyclically heated and cooled earth, interacting and 
reacting. To understand all of this, in terms of first principles, all one has 
to do is understand the following statement: 
 

“Every force tends to give motion to the body on 
which it acts; but it may be prevented from doing so 
by other opposing forces, so that equilibrium results, 
and the body remains at rest. In this case the force 
performs no work. But as soon as the body moves 

under the influence of the force, work is performed.” 
— Rudolf Clausius (1875), The Mechanical 
Theory of Heat 

 
Whenever a body moves under the influence of a force, work is done. 
Work is done, said another way, whenever a body moves under the 
influence of a force. This rule, called the principle of transmission of 
work, applies to every body in the universe.132  

In the case of human bodies, the force is a combination of the 
electromagnetic force, that which transmits light, and the gravitational 
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force, that which pulls rocks to the ground, termed herein, in combination, 
the gravito-electro-magnetic force, and the work done is what, as 
colloquially referred to, e.g. by Einstein, is one’s sense of purpose: 
 

“Strange is our situation here on earth. Each of us comes for a short 

visit, not knowing why, yet sometimes seeming to divine a purpose.” 
 — Albert Einstein (1932), “My Credo” 

 
Heat, force, motion of bodies, work and divined senses of purpose. The 
totality of existence in a nutshell.  
 The important point to remember here, in respect to Einstein’s divine 
purpose statement, is that this is a metaphor. Einstein, whenever queried 
about his theological beliefs, replied that he believed in Spinoza’s god. 
The term ‘Spinoza’s god’, as depicted below, in turn, is a polite atheism 
way of saying that I believe in nature, or something to this effect:114  

 
When, in this ‘Spinoza’s god’ sense, we study nature, we find that it has 
rules. The water at the top of the waterfall, in the above picture, e.g. will 
be found to have a lower temperature than the water at the bottom of the 
fall. This is what is called the mechanical equivalent of heat.133 Humans, 
however, are NOT taught that this rule applies to the water as it does to 
humans. Correctly, it does apply.  
 Force moves the body of water through a distance, and work is 
performed. Hotter water at the bottom of the fall is a result. This was first 
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measured by Robert Mayer in 1841 by shaking water and by James Joule 
in 1847 while on honeymoon with his wife at a waterfall in Switzerland.  
 Spinoza’s god, it seems, has discernable rules. When we learn about 
these rules of heat and work, as applied to trivial things, such as plants and 
water falls, polite atheism is the status quo rule, i.e. the scientist just refers 
to the event as a natural process and remains mute about any ‘no god’ 
involved implications. When, however, we begin to learn about the rules 
of heat and work as applied to humans as bodies moving on a surface 
under the influence of a force, polite atheism no longer suffices. The theist 
will either openly object, and call the atheist absurd or insane, or, 
conversely, will try to join the party via inserting god into the polite 
atheism model. It is at this point, that the implicit atheist must draw the 
line. Explicit atheism, therein, becomes a moral imperative. 

In respect to these rules of heat and work, as applied to humans, in 
reference to the diagram as shown on the cover, aka the ‘Sales surface 
diagram’, as we will refer to it herein, firstly, in this ongoing daily and 
yearly solar heat converting into earth surface work transformation 
process, according to French philosopher Jean Sales, as outlined in his 
seven-volume The Philosophy of Nature: Treatise on Human Moral 
Nature (1789), atoms of the earth, over time, have become so many 
billions of humans or ‘human molecules’, as he defines people, a count 
that is estimated to reach eight-billion in the next eight years. Secondly, 
this atomic transformation, 
according to Sales, involves 
two things, namely: 
 

1. Great Principle 
2. Great Process 

 
This great principle, according 
to modern science, is called the 
free energy minimization principle.  The details of this were first outlined 
by American physiological zoologist Harold Blum in 1934. This great 
process is what is called physico-chemical mechanism. The details of this 
were first outlined by German polyintellect Johann Goethe in 1809 in 
terms of chemical affinities, the forerunner to free energies. This principle 
and process, as will be simply touched on herein, in NO way whatsoever 
involved god. Why? 
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 The reason is that ‘god’, as a concept, is not part of the science of heat 
[δQ], work [δW], energy [dU], and power, which is defined as energy per 

unit time. The name of this science is thermodynamics. To understand 
reality, as modern evidence appropriates this knowledge to us, one must 
begin to learn some basics of this science, aka the ‘science of energy’, 
which, to repeat, does NOT involve god.  
 The need for 21st century 
explicit atheism, in upgrade to 20th 
century implicit atheism, is 
evidenced in the 19th century last 
and final fragment (#1067) of the 
unpublished Will to Power (1888) 
notes, of German philosopher and 
atheist par excellence Friedrich 
Nietzsche:134 

 
“And do you know what ‘the world’ is to me? This world: a monster 

of energy, without beginning, without end; a firm, iron magnitude 

of force that does not grow bigger or smaller, that does not expend 
itself but only transforms itself; as a whole, of unalterable, set in a 

definite space, as a play of forces and waves of forces; with an ebb 
and a flood of its forms; out of the simplest forms striving toward the 
most complex, out of the stillest, most rigid, coldest forms toward the 
hottest, most turbulent, most self-contradictory, and then again 

returning home to the simple. This world is the will to power — and 

nothing besides! And you yourselves are also this will to power — 
and nothing besides!” 

 
The physical science focused key term analysis, of the full fragment, is as 
follows:135  
 

● Force (5) 

● Energy (1) 

● Power (2) 
 
The modern ‘smart atheist’, accordingly, will need to grapple with the key 
scientific terms: force, energy, and power, as these have to do with the 
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human ‘will’, as all of these are explained, uniformly, in terms of the 
science of power as defined in chemistry, aka the subject of ‘moral 
chemistry’, as Nietzsche phrased it, at the human level and, paradoxically, 
at the chemical level, wherein, to state things explicitly, NO god resides.142 

 
Moral chemistry, quantified by force, energy, work, and power, according 
to Nietzsche, is the new legare, i.e. binding belief system of the smart 
child, no god involved, dubbed zerotheism in 2015, in short. 
 
Kid’s summary: Heat, force, energy, work, and power, to state things 
explicitly, do NOT involve god in any way, form, shape, or semblance of 
idea, and moreover these godless things are the keys to smart atheism. 
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P4. Smart Atheism 
 

“Notation facilitates discovery. This, in a most 
wonderful way, reduces the mind’s labor.” 

— Gottfried Leibnitz (c.1690) 
 
Abstract [5-pgs]: the abbreviations: GA [greatest atheist], HD [Haught 
disbeliever], FA [famous atheist], and ADB [atheist by denial and belief] 
will be used herein as a key or shorthand to quickly indicate the ranking of 
various atheists, by greatness, intellect, power, and chronology. 
 
In 1600, English scientist Francis 
Bacon, in his essay ‘Of Atheism’, 
indirectly, ranked Greek 
philosopher Epicurus as the chief of 
the school ‘most accused’ of 
atheism. In the centuries to follow, 
those who built on Epicurus, e.g. 
Giordano Bruno and Pierre 
Gassendi, themselves became great 
atheists. 
 In the late 17th century, Dutch 
philosopher Benedict Spinoza, author of Ethics: Demonstrated in 
Geometrical Order, a treatise on morality, written in the style of Euclid's 
Elements, was ranked as the greatest atheist there ever was:  
 

“Spinoza [GA:19] was the greatest atheist there ever was and who 
was so infatuated with certain principles of philosophy that, to 
meditate on them better he went into retirement, renouncing all that 
may be called the pleasures and vanities of the world and concerning 
himself only with abstruse meditations.” 

— Pierre Bayle (1682), Various Thoughts on the Occasion of the 
Comet  

 
Spinoza, as will be touched on, was the intellectual parent of a large 
majority of the top atheists, Johann Goethe and Percy Shelley in 
particular, who would each, independently derive a new atheistic religion 
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based on elective affinities, one of the nuts and bolts of what Friedrich 
Nietzsche would later refer to as moral chemistry.142 

 In the early 19th century, English-born American political philosopher 
Thomas Paine was ranked as the world’s greatest atheist: 

 
“Thomas Paine [GA:28], deeply shocked at the rising atheism in 
France, wrote his Age of Reason in which he urged the belief in a 
supreme being but attacked the established religions so fiercely that he 
was execrated in England and America as the world’s greatest 
atheist.” 

— Author (1943), “Article”, New York History 
 

In the 21th century, German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, building on 
atheism power of Spinoza, Goethe, and Goethe’s protégé Arthur 
Schopenhauer, has emerged, according to predominate consensus, as the 
leading greatest atheist of all time: 

 
“Even Nietzsche [GA:1], the world’s greatest atheist, was well aware 
of this basic dishonesty; he wrote ‘we godless anti-metaphysicians still 
take our fire, too, from the flame lit by a faith that is thousands of 
years old, that Christian faith, which was also the faith of Plato, that 
god is truth, that truth is divine’.” 
 — David Seel (2000), Parenting Without Perfection (pg. 159) 
 
“In addition to being an effort and a plea to advance atheism, this book 
is also a tribute to the greatest atheist of the modern era and arguably 
the greatest atheist of all time, Friedrich Nietzsche [GA:1].” 

— David Eller (2007), Atheism Advanced: Further Thoughts of a 
Free Thinker (pg. xiv)  

 
“Nietzsche [GA:1] is the supreme philosopher when it comes to the 
topic of morality. His critique of religion is easily the most 
comprehensive attack on religiosity of all time; therefore making him 
the greatest atheist that has ever lived. Epicurus [GA:4] is the first 
great atheist in history; Schopenhauer [GA:10] is the first modern 
atheist; and Nietzsche is the greatest atheist of all time. Albert Camus 
[FA:100] called Nietzsche the ‘most famous of God’s assassins’.” 
 — Monydit Malieth (2013), The Future Affects the Past 
  

Based on these various general historical consensus rankings, an updated 
meta-analysis ranked listing of the top 35 greatest atheists [GA], compiled 
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by the author, in terms of atheist power rankings, is available online.89 The 
list itself is a subset of the top 200 famous atheists [FA] of all time, also 
listed online, chronologically.90 These lists, in turn, are an expansion of 
the famous 1996 Haught disbeliever [HD] ranking of the top 64 
disbelievers of history, compiled over the course of thirty years by James 
Haught, as detailed in his thousand-plus quote rich 1996 book 2000 Years 
of Disbelief: Famous People with the Courage to Doubt, also available 
online.91 
 The following are the four main smart atheists that will be cited 
heavily herein, namely: Nietzsche, who in 1868 began to intellectually 
train under the will to power theory concepts of Arthur Schopenhauer, 
German’s first out and open atheist, who, in turn, in 1806 directly trained 
under the implicit physicochemical atheism of Johann Goethe, who, in 
turn, in 1775 began to intellectually train under the god equals nature 
coded polite atheism of Benedict Spinoza: 
 

  
The IQ scores and genius ranking position, in the top 500 genius rankings, 
are shown for each thinker. 
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 Spinoza, in his day, in turn, trained directly under the work of 
Giordano Bruno [GA:20] [FA:26], who himself, in turn, built his mind 
from the atomic theory based atheism of Epicurus [GA:4][FA:11]. Bruno, 
to note, was burned at the stake for the ‘crime of atheism’ in 1600: 

 
Bruno’s intellectual flame, sparked in the Greek atoms of Epicurus, in 
sum, burned through the mind of Spinoza, Goethe, Schopenhauer, and 
Nietzsche, and is now a flame which burns in this work. 
 A fourth more complex atheist ranking system notation, is found in the 
online article ‘atheism types by denial and belief’ [ADB], a sort of X-ray 
of atheists and proto-atheists beliefs and disbeliefs, listing, in spread-sheet 
like tabular form, the number of disbeliefs or denials of each famous 
mononymous atheist, on the following god-subset topics:  
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as well as the main beliefs or creeds of each famous mononymous atheist, 
on the following ‘god void’ topics: 
 

  
will be employed herein, in some cases. Nietzsche, e.g., is ADB:6, therein 
ranked lower in atheism belief/denial density than someone like French 
abbe and closet atheist Jean Meslier [ADB:2], whose 1729 Testament, per 
its influence on individuals such as Voltaire [GA:12] [HD:9] [FA:38], and 
commentary such as that ‘matter and energy moves itself, it has no prime 
mover’, is said to have launched the modern atheism movement.92 

 Some notable atheists, upon first mention herein, will have their GA, 
FA, and HD ranking shown accordingly, e.g. the notation Friedrich 
Nietzsche [GA:1] [HD:40] [FA:83], signifies that Nietzsche is a #1 
greatest atheist of all time, according to modern atheism power ranking, 
#40 greatest atheist, chronologically speaking, according to Haught 
ranking, and #83 chronologically famous atheist of the top 200 atheists of 
history.  
 
Kid’s synopsis: GA means Great Atheist, HD means Haught Disbeliever, 
and FA means Famous Atheists, each of which are ranked on line. 
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P5. Sunday School for Atheists 
 

“The lives of [free thinking] young people would be 
much easier if they learned, at an early age, how to 
respond to the god-fearing majority in the US.” 

— Jeninne Lee-St. John (2007), “Sunday School for Atheists” 
 
Abstract [10-pgs]: Atheism for kids classes is a growing phenomenon. 
The need for intelligent kids’ reading level literature in this area is lacking. 
 

In 2004, the Humanist Community Center in Palo alto, Ca, began to 
offer a weekly ‘Sunday School for Atheists’ class for the children of 
atheists, secularists, and humanists, where parents would take turns 
teaching kids about morals and meaning with god. Three years later the 
boundary-pushing class was featured in one-page article in Time 
magazine, as shown below, where Julie Willey, a design engineer, who 
was raised Buddhist, but says she has never believed in god, reads a book 
to the class: 

 
In 2015, in Chicago, the author, as mentioned, together with Atheism 
Reviews co-host Thor, taught a ‘Monday School for Atheists’ kids class, 
dubbed ‘Zerotheism for Kids’, as pictured below, to five kids, ages: 6, 7, 
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9, 10, and 11, two girls and three boys, over the course of 3.5-hours, with 
one recess and lunch break: 

 
One of the goads that prompted the Zerotheism for Kids class, was the 
incident, told to the author, about how a six-year-old, prior to coming to 
the ZFK class, after having been given a standard ‘Children’s Bible’, came 
back with the question: 
 

‘How did god create the world so fast?’ 
 
The child, in short, like most children in America, was given the wrong 
information from the get go, i.e. data from a book that says the earth is 
immobile, at the center of the universe, which was created in six days, 
and, accordingly, came back with a smart question about the details of this 
dumb book. Go figure? The inherent problem here is that there is NO 
standard ‘Children’s Bible’ for atheists? 
 What is lacking presently, in short, is a modern so-called ‘Atheist 
Bible’ for children. Historically, there have been several adult reading 
level so-dubbed ‘Atheist’s Bibles’, such as: Lucretius’ On the Nature of 
Things (55BC), Baron d’Holbach’s The System of Nature: Laws of the 
Moral and Physical World (1770BC), Thomas Paine’s The Age of Reason 
(1794), and most-famously Ludwig Buchner’s Force and Matter: 
Principles of the Natural Order of the Universe, with a System of Morality 
Based Thereon.66 These books, over time, have become the backbone of 
the so-called genius level free thinking movement, aka smart atheism.  
 Buchner's Force and Matter, e.g., ‘became the Bible of a new 
movement, i.e. ‘free thinking’, otherwise known as atheism’, in the 19th 
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century, as summarized by Howard Bloom, in his The God Problem 
(2012). Thomas Jefferson, a self-described ‘Epicurean materialist’, the 
chief founding father of America, e.g. owned at least five Latin editions of 
On the Nature of Things. Epicurean materialism was Jefferson’s religion. 
Lucretius was his Bible. 
 The problem now, however, confronting the inquisitive 21st century 
young mind, stepping forward two centuries, as compared to days in 
Jefferson’s time or Buchner’s time, is that that belief in Lucretius means 
belief in atoms and forces. Accordingly, to understand the nature of atoms 
and forces, as these interact to create work, energy, and power, one needs 
to understand the subject of ‘chemical thermodynamics’, which is 
notoriously known as one of the most difficult subjects in all of modern 
knowledge. The children in the ZFK 
class were taught kid’s version of 
chemical thermodynamics. This method 
will be followed herein and this book 
will aim to play the role of a basic 
child’s atheist’s bible. 
 In 2016, American existential 
philosopher Nick Bohl, of the Humanist 
Hub YouTube channel, under the 
direction of Greg Epstein, the humanist 
chaplain at Harvard and author of the 
2009 book Good Without God, launched 
a ‘Big Questions Lab’, dubbed a ‘Sunday school for atheists’ or ‘secular 
Sunday school’, wherein in kids of parents that are humanists, atheist, 
agnostic, and allies, in and around Cambridge, Massachusetts area, came 
in for a weekly big questions class, geared around basic science.88 

 The push for such an ‘atheism for kids’ class is a repercussion of 
conflicting growing forces amid the social milieu. In the Time article, 
atheist Bri Kneisley comments, e.g., how the need for her son Damian, age 
10, to learn about secularism, arose after a neighbor showed him the Bible, 
who was then bedazzled by the false truths of its grandeur: ‘Damien was 
quite certain thus guy was right and was telling him this amazing truth that 
I had never shared’, recalls Kneisley. She was forced to push back with a 
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dose of realism against the religious myth force pushed into the mind of 
her son. Newton’s second law of motion in operation (no god involved). 
 In 2015, an atheist father, to give another example of the need for kids 
books on atheism, shared the story of how his Christian sister-in-law had 
been trying to take his two girls, aged six and eight, shown below, to 
church:136 

 

  
The father, being a ‘nice atheist’, as he describes himself in a message to 
atheist activist Hemant Mehta, at first politely declined. The sister-in-law 
then switched to covert tactics. She asked, instead, if she could take the 
two girls out for ice cream. The nice atheist father complied. The theist 
sister-in-law took the two girls to ice cream, but unknowing to the father, 
the pastor was there, and told the two girls that they needed to accept Jesus 
as their master and moreover that if they prayed hard enough god would 
change their dad’s mind and he wouldn’t ‘burn in hell’.  
 The girls, naturally enough, told their atheist father about this, who in 
turn gave them a copy of Iranian-born Canadian ex-Muslim atheist Armin 
Navabi’s 2014 book Why There is No God: Simple Responses to 20 
Common Arguments for the Existence of God, shown being read by the 
six-year-old above.  
 Navabi’s first chapter pits classical arguments such as William Paley’s 
watch analogy argument for the existence of god against John Conway’s 
game of life computer simulation origin of life model. The second chapter 
points out Biblical errors, e.g. that god told Moses that he created plants 
before the sunlight (Genesis 1:1-19), which is physically impossible being 
that seeds cannot become plants without sunlight, and Quranic errors, god 
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told Muhammed that the earth is flat with the sun rising and setting in 
particular parts of the earth (Surah 18:86). While these are good starting 
points, Navabi is no Nietzsche, and his book is not geared towards kids. 
 A second area where the push for ‘smart atheism’ for kids arises, and 
therein classes on this subject, for kids to learn the specifics, is the 
repercussion of the growth of error-ridden aspects of popular atheism and 
or new atheism. The contents 
of atheistic books such as 
Richard Dawkins’ The God 
Delusion (2006), shown being 
read by the child adjacent, and 
Sam Harris’ The End of Faith 
(2004), are slowly being 
filtered down into the minds of 
young children as a new so-
classified bedazzled truth. 
 This new brand of atheism, 
however, while commendable for breaking the ice, so to say, and opening 
up discussion on atheism, has certain aspects, e.g. smart bulling, 
vehemence of argument, scientific incorrectness, philosophical vacuosity, 
and moral platformlessness, etc., an intellectual ineptitude, in short, which 
to tends to push some adult atheists into the publicly ‘embarrassed to be an 
atheist’ category.59  
 In 2006, atheist Scott Atran, an American anthropologist, to cite one 
example of new atheism embarrassment, after speaking at the Salk 
Institute Beyond Belief conference, attended by new atheists Richard 
Dawkins and Sam Harris, stated the following: 
 

“I find it fascinating that among the brilliant scientists and 
philosophers at the [Salk Institute] conference, there was no 
convincing evidence presented that they knew how to deal with the 
basic irrationality of human life other than to insist against all reason 
and evidence that thing ought to be rational and evidence based. It 

makes me embarrassed to be a scientist and atheist.”   
 
If adults are embarrassed to be a new atheist, where does that leave kids? 
Should children be embarrassed to say they are an atheist? Certainly not. 
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 The following aggregate quote, to exemplify this general new atheism 
embarrassment, is an aggregate synopsis of the assumed mottos of new 
atheism, which is being bandied about these days to kids as presumed 
truth: 
 

“You are valueless ‘star detritus’ 
[Tyson], turned ‘pond scum’ 
[Hawking], ‘thrown’ [Yalom] into a 
universe, derived from ‘nothing’ 
[Krauss], by blind, random, 
accidental, haphazard, roll of the 

dice ‘chance’ [Lucretius], wherein 
every thing is ‘permissible’ 
[Dostoyevsky], but in the end 
‘meaningless’ [Huxley], because 
god does not exist, and whereby, accordingly, all actions are 
‘pointless’ [Weinberg], and there is no ‘purpose’ [Camus], nor any 

‘rhyme or reason’ nor ‘good or evil’ [Dawkins], and in the end you 
can ‘make up your own rules’ [Dahmer] as you go along.”  

 
All of these new atheism tenets, barring prolonged discussion, are 
incorrect, from the point of view of modern science, and or presented in a 
theistic attack minded misaligned manner. Richard Dawkins, the so-called 
leader of new atheism, has created so much hoopla about evolution being 
governed by ‘chance’, e.g., that writers Scott Hahn and Benjamin Wiker, 
in their 2008 book Answering the New Atheism, a cover section of which 
is shown above, adjacent, entitled their first chapter as ‘Dawkin’s god, 
Chance’. 
 Moreover, it is not Dawkins alone who is trumpeting chance is the 
new replacement for god, it is the vast majority of intellectually shallow 
atheists going backwards in time to Lucretius and his atomic chance based 
theory of everything. In 1990, ex-atheist Christian philosopher Ravi 
Zacharias, in his The Real Face of Atheism, citing French biochemist 
Jacques Monod, among others, points out that the answer that the atheists 
keep coming back with, ‘like a chorus with mantric resonance’, is chance. 
This is what is called dumb atheism.  
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 If, conversely, we query one of the classical smart atheists on the 
question of ‘chance’ in the workings of the universe, we find a strikingly 
different view: 
 

“Nothing in nature is by chance. Something appears to be chance 
only because of our lack of knowledge.” 
 — Benedict Spinoza (c.1665) 

 
Chance, correctly, is vestige of Greek atheism, that was discarded as 
incorrect in the newer 17th century upgraded atomic theory based atheism, 
as summarized by Spinoza above. Dawkins, a zoologist by profession, 
however, never got this memo. Hence dumb atheism is the result. This 
highlights the need for smart atheism, for kids, a corrective for these types 
of assumed-to-be-correct dumb atheism mottos. 
 Another reason that smart atheism for kid classes are becoming 
paramount, is that children, in the modern day and age, are born into a 
world where the majority of the world’s leading scientists no longer 
believe in the existence of god. Moreover, it is not just disbelief, but 
strong disbelief. The following bar graph, to exemplify, shows the 2005 
poll results of a query of 1,074 members of the Royal Society, of which 
253 responded (243 male, 10 female), on the question of the existence of 
god, which indicates that some 90 percent of scientists strongly disagree 
that a supernatural being such as god exists or has existed:137 
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Moreover, as of 2016, more than 95% of scientists of the US National 
Academy of Science are atheists:138 

 
This trend towards atheism, moreover, is not confined to elite scientists, 
but also to highly educated kids in general. Nearly half, or 45%, of those 
graduating from Harvard, according to 2014 polls, are declaring 
themselves atheists or agnostics, which compares to less than 5% of the 
general American public declaring themselves atheist or agnostic, as 
shown below: 
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What is missing presently, accordingly, is a feedback connection, filling 
the so-called ‘god gap’, between how a significant percentage of elite 
scientists (95% atheists) and leading students (37% atheists) know there is 
No god, because of education, and the average everyday kids of jane and 
joe (3% atheists), the majority of which thinking there is a god, owing to a 
lack of education about the fact of the universe. There is, so to say, no 
feedback between these smart atheist Harvard students, American NAS 
scientists, and Royal Academy scientists and the general public. British 
physicist Stephen Hawking, to cite one example, in the film Theory of 
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Everything, talked about his atheism with his wife-to-be in college, at 
Cambridge, telling her:  
 

   
Little of this so-called smart ‘atheistic religion’, however, is fed back to 
the general public. There is, in short, no trickle down, feedback, cybernetic 
loop, or give back of this ‘know’, from the top scientists, back to the 
young minds. This is where the need for smart atheism for kids comes into 
play.    
 
Kid’s summary: Atheism for kids classes is a good idea. This book aims 
to be a basic kid’s atheism bible, to be used in Atheism Sunday School. 
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P6. Hypatia-Erasmus Teaching Method 
 

“We can’t get into the business of knocking down 
kid’s religions and the religions of families.” 

— Chris Scott (2008), head of science at Park High School 
queried by Dawkins about why the conflict isn't addressed  

 
Abstract [7-pgs]: If we know a story, in fact, is myth, as advised by Greek 
universal genius Hypatia, we will teach it as such.  
 

The Hypatia-Erasmus teaching method 
will be employed herein. Namely, as advised by 
Greek female universal genius Hypatia (c.400), 
fables will be taught as fables, myths will be 
taught as myths, and miracles will be taught as 
poetical fancies—and or the origin of the miracle, 
myth, or fable will be presented and explained. The Bible, Quran, and Rig 
Vida, and related books, which we now know factually as being based on 
Egyptian mythology, in large part, will be explained as myth. 
 Moreover, and most importantly, as advised by Dutch universal genius 
Erasmus (1497), only the best information will be presented so to avoid 
the time absorbing unlearn process:60 
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The Hypatia-Erasmus teaching method was employed, successfully, 
during the 2015 ZFK class, a visual overview of which is shown below.12  
 

  
This booklet, give or take, is a textual expansion of this ‘atheism for kids’ 
summer school class, following, in tied connection, the fourteen videos 
parts, in order: 
 

  
In the class, to summarize, the children were taught how five-thousand 
years ago, during the formation of the Egyptian 1st Dynasty in 3100BC, 
various state-divided polytheisms, i.e. belief in multiple gods, which 
varied per territory, e.g. belief in Jupiter in Rome, Jahwe in Jerusalem, 
Odin in Scandinavia, Gott in Germany, and Allah in the Middle East: 
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merged or syncretized into an empire-sized brand of supreme god based 
polytheism, i.e. belief in one top ranked sun-centric creator god and 
various lesser gods derived therefrom.  
 Syncretism, by definition, is a religious 
growth process in which two or more stale, 
outdated, or declining religious models, gods, or 
beliefs are merged or morphed into one new 
singular upgraded more powerful story or belief. 
The Bible is syncretism par excellence.  
 American comparative religion and mythology 
scholar Karl Luckert explains syncretism, in his 
Egyptian Light and the Hebrew Fire: Theological 
and Philosophical Roots of Christendom in Evolutionary Perspective 
(1991), as follows:25 

 
“In the Egyptian religion, later theological formulations showed a 

need to embrace their antecedents, to accommodate them as 
well as they could. It has been precisely this tolerant and endless 
incorporation of older theological statements that, to this day, has held 
our understanding of Egyptian royal religion in suspense.” 

 
Syncretism, comparatively, 
is similar to the method of 
making 2001 film Shrek, 
wherein various classic 
fairytale characters, such as 
the gingerbread man 
(1875), Robin Hood 
(1450), fire-breathing 
dragon (300BC), the three 
little pigs (1886), etc., and 
various magical props, e.g. 

the magic mirror (1812), are summed and amalgamated into a singular 
new imagination-capturing narrative, more powerful than any individual 
narrative. 
 In the Bible, to go through one example of syncretism, the myths of 
Pandora’s box (800BC), Khnum’s creation (330BC), and Enki’s rib 
(3,500BC), as shown below, as will be discussed further later (§:Adam 
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and Eve), were merged vis syncretism to make the now famous myth of 
Adam and Eve: 

 
The myth of Adam and Eve is so powerful, in fact, that some 56% of 
Americans, presently, believe Adam and eve were real people.69  
 The kids were then taught, in the ZFK class, how two-thousand years 
ago, as humans grew intellectually, supreme god polytheism switched 
over, via another syncretism process, into supreme god monotheism, with 
the minor gods rebranded into humans, e.g. the god Ra became the person 
Abraham, the god Nun became the person Noah, the goddess Isis became 
the person Mary, the god Set became the devil, and so on, thereby creating 
a religion of belief in one creator god, with various subsidiary beliefs in 
lesser deity-like things, such as: patriarchs, prophets, holy spirit, sons of 
god, angels, demons, god messengers, souls, spirits, life force, etc., as 
shown below: 
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The children were then taught how in the last three centuries, owing to 
intellectual grown, loosely dated to the 1729 publication of French thinker 
Jean Meslier’s Testament, which flamed the start of ‘true atheism’, a 
similar switch has been accruing, namely a gradual switch from 
monotheism over into zerotheism, i.e. belief in zero gods, with various 
subsidiary beliefs in non-deity-like things, such as: force, energy, work, 
power, atoms, and principles, such as the Gibbs energy minimization 
principle, all rooted in belief that not only are all things on the surface of 
the earth made of atoms, but more precisely all things in the universe are 
made of bosons, aka forces or things you can ‘feel’ but not touch, like 
light, and fermions, aka matter or things you can feel and touch, like fur:47  
 

  
In sum, the Children learned how, over the last 6,000 years, polytheism 
(3100BC) morphed via syncretism into monotheism (200AD), then how 
monotheism, in the last three centuries, has been morphing via the process 
of enlightenment gradually into zerotheism (2000AD), with god getting 
usurped by power defined by chemical thermodynamics, which is now 
slowly becoming the new belief system of smart free thinking youth. 
 Many, to note, will not like this teaching method. Telling children that 
god is a myth is an infuriating assertion to the minds of many adults, who 
will tend to be intimately caught up in this fable. In 2011, in California, to 
cite one example, a public quote by Thomas Jefferson, American’s third 
president, stating that ‘religions are all alike, founded upon fables and 
mythologies’, shown below, had to be fenced in to prevent vandalism:15 
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These fables and mythologies, referred to by Jefferson, above, as will be 
explained herein, are those deriving, predominately, from the of the myth 
of the birth of sun out of a land mound, aka the pyramids, as they are 
known to Americans, carried by a bird, balanced on its head, aka the god 
Ra, as known to the Egyptians, or the ‘phoenix’, as recorded by Greek 
historian Herodotus, following a great flood, aka Nu’s flood, as known to 
the Egyptians, or Noah’s flood as known colloquially. In Christianity, Ra, 
as shown below left, became the person Abraham and in Hinduism, Ra 
became the creator god Brahma, as shown below right.  
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This flood myth, geographically, was physically based on the annual 150-
day Nile River flood, but which is now known to modern people as 
Noah’s flood (Christians), Nuh’s flood (Muslims), or MaNu’s flood 
(Hindus), aka Heliopolis creation myth, of Egyptian mythology, as it these 
myths are classified, upon which Hinduism, Christianity, and their 
derivatives, are founded. That this fact is not commonly known, the world 
over, is one of the great travesties of the modern society. 

 
 
Kids summary: Christianity, Islam, and Hinduism are myths. This truth, 
as advised by Greek universal genius Hypatia, will be taught. 
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P7. Reality  
 

“To a materialist no thing is real but atoms in a void 
and we are but molecular people controlled by the 
actions of natural physicochemical law.” 

— George Scott (1985), Atoms of the Living Flame 
 
Abstract [5-pgs]: Atoms are real. Energy is real. God is not real. 
 
The new child, entering the modern 21st century world, will be confronted 
with a barrage of speculations in the form of a wall of ideas, behind which 
reality is said to exist, such shown below: 
  

  
Some of the ideas shown on this wall are real, whereas others are not real. 
How is one to decide between what is real and what is not real?  
 A clue to this riddle was stated in 1964 by physicist Richard Feynman, 
a closet atheist, like most scientists in his day, who said, as he famously 
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told his Caltech students, that it is advisable to believe first and foremost 
in the existence of atoms: 
 

“If, in some cataclysm, all scientific knowledge were to be destroyed, 
and only one sentence passed on to the next generation of creatures, 
what statement would contain the most information in the fewest 

words? I believe it is the atomic hypothesis (or atomic fact, or 
whatever you wish to call it) that all things are made of atoms — little 
particles that move around in perpetual motion, attracting each other 
when they are a little distance apart, but repelling upon being squeezed 
into one another. In that one sentence you will see an enormous 
amount of information about the world, if just a little imagination and 
thinking are applied.” 

 
Belief in atoms is the first and foremost creed of the smart atheist.139 What 
is one to believe in next? 
 One basic principle of the universe, that we have gleaned from 
science, after nearly three-thousand years of experimentation and 
measurement, is that energy is in all things is conserved. This principle 
called the law of conservation of energy. This law was discovered, 
independently, by about twelve people in the early-to-mid-19th century. 
The bulk of the discovery, however, is the results of a variety of heat 
converting into work and work converting into heat experiments 
conducted by English physicist James Joule as summarized by him in 
publication in 1843. The unit of energy, called the ‘joule’, symbol J, is 
named in his honor, based on the following two experiments he 
conducted: 
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The joule, the unit of energy, formulaically, is the ratio of the amount of 
work W that can be produced from a unit of heat Q, e.g. a fire that boils 
water, which turns a wheel, which raises a weight, as shown above right, 
or the amount of heat that can be generated from an amount of work, e.g. 
the degree of temperature increase in a tub of water, when a paddle wheel 
churns in the water, powered by pulley attached to a falling weight, as 
shown above left. 
 In 1665, to go through 
another example, English 
physicist Robert Boyle, a 
curious fellow, wanted to 
know how much weight it 
would take to keep the cork 
of a wine bottle full of water 
from popping out at night, as 
the temperature dropped 
below the freezing point. He 
found that 72 pounds of 
weight were required to keep 
the cork from popping out. 
 Boyle found, in short, that force of the weight of 72 pounds is required 
as a pressure on the cork to stop the expansion force of the freezing water, 
as its volume tries to increase, as heat crosses the boundary of the glass of 
the wine bottle into the surroundings of the cold winter night sky. In this 
case the energy of the weight counterbalances the energy of expansion. 
This is a law of nature. Humans must abide by this law in society just as 
the water molecules must abide by this law in the system of the wine 
bottle.  
 The important point to note here, in this Joule example and Boyle 
example, is that in the joule, the unit of energy, is that there is NO god 
involved. Energy is energy and NOT a god. Force is force and NOT a god. 
Heat is heat and NOT a god. Work is work and NOT a god. Power is 
power and NOT a god. There is no such thing as energy as the ‘will of 
god’, as many attempt to argue, or heat of passion as ‘god’s love’, or work 
as ‘god works in mysterious ways’, among other superlatives. This is what 
is called ‘objectionable nonsense’, as Einstein likes to define things.140 
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 A guiding rule-of-thumb, discerned from this law of conservation of 
energy, as pointed out by James Johnstone, in his The Philosophy of 

Biology (1914), is that the ‘law of conservation of energy applies to 
some things and not to others, and the things which it does not apply are 

unreal’. Things to which the law of conservation do not apply are unreal 
and do not exist. God is thing to which the conservation does not apply. 
God, therefore, is unreal and does not exist. 
 The concept of god, to explain, is thing often classified as ‘infinite 
energy’.112 Infinite energy, however, is a violation of the perpetual motion 
of the first kind.115 The two laws of energetics, aka thermodynamics, 
according to German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald, as summarized 
in his Textbook of General Chemistry, are the following: 

 
God, therefore, as a perpetual motion thing of the first kind, is a thing to 
which the conservation of energy does not apply, and is therefore unreal. 
 The second belief, after energy, the smart atheist is advised to believe 
in is ‘atoms’. Atoms were proved to be ‘real’ things via the experimental 
work of French physicist Jean Perrin. In 1909, Perrin proved that atoms 
exist by calculating Avogadro's number, which is the number of atoms in a 
twelve-gram sample of the element carbon, via three different 
experimental means. In the years to follow, to the modern 20th century 
mind, one came to believe that atoms and energy exist, and that all else is 
but speculation. Little, details aside, has changed to this day. Atoms and 
energy exist, all else is but speculation. 
 This basic atheist creed, i.e. belief in atoms and energy, however, 
conflicts with the creeds of most everyone else, in one way or another. To 
cite one example, English physicist John Polkinghorne, a noted Christian 
apologeticist, in his 1986 One World, stated the following about what he 
conceives as reality: 
 

“Realty is a multi-layered unity. I can perceive another person as an 

aggregate of atoms, on open biochemical system in interaction with 
the environment, a specimen of homo sapiens, an object of beauty, 
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someone whose needs deserve my respect and compassions, a brother 

for whom Crist died.” 
 
Yes, it is a reality that a human is a ‘atomic aggregate’. All things are 
made of atoms, as Feynman pointed out. Three things, however, in this 
quote, are NOT real. These, as shown bolded, are: bio-, died, and Christ. 
Life and death are not real, as Empedocles famously pointed out, and 
Jesus Crist never existed, as Napoleon discerned.  
 
Kid’s summary: Reality is presented in a distorted hue. One is advised to 
believe first and foremost in the existence of atoms. Secondly, one is 
advised to believe in the reality of energy. Thirdly, belief in atoms and 
energy invalidates belief in god. 
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P8. God Disabused? 
 

“Nature’s operations, as far as we have yet observed 
them, proceed by inexorable atheistical laws, and 
every new discovery of natural laws is a new blow to 
the tottering dogma of a ‘moral governor’ and 
mechanical contriver, the offspring of dark and 
ignorant ages.” 

— E.B. (1851), commentary on John Mackintosh’s “The Logic of 
Atheism” 

 
Abstract [4-pgs]: God was disabused from physics and chemistry in the 
19th century. To explain one’s own existence, via physics and chemistry, 
one must now use the atheistic point of view. 
 

In 1802, god was famously kicked out of physics by French physicist 
Pierre Laplace. In in his famously retold conversation with Napoleon, 
Laplace, while walking in Josephine Bonaparte’s rose garden, at the 
Chateau de Malmaison, dismissed god with but a wave of the hand.40 

 
A fuller account of the interaction, which is said to have involved French 
mathematician Joseph Lagrange, was reported by British mathematician 
Walter Ball, in 1888, is as follows: 

 
“Laplace went in state to Napoleon to accept a copy of his work, and 
the following account of the interview is well authenticated, and so 
characteristic of all the parties concerned that I quote it in full. 
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Someone had told Napoleon that the book contained no mention of the 
name of god; Napoleon, who was fond of putting embarrassing 
questions, received it with the remark, ‘M. Laplace, they tell me you 
have written this large book on the system of the universe, and have 
never even mentioned its creator.’  
 
Laplace, who, though the most supple of politicians, was as stiff as a 
martyr on every point of his philosophy, drew himself up and 
answered bluntly: 
 

‘I had no need of that hypothesis.’ 

[‘Je n’avais pas besoin de cette hypothèse-là.’] 
 
Napoleon, greatly amused, told this reply to Lagrange, who 
exclaimed: 'Ah, it is a fine hypothesis; it explains so many things'.” 

 
Both Laplace and Lagrange, according to Napoleon, as dialogued in his 
circa 1814 debates with Gaspard Gourgaud, were atheists: “how comes it, 
then, that Laplace was an atheist? 
At the Institute neither he nor 
Monge, nor Berthollet, nor 
Lagrange believed in God. But 
they do not like to say so.’ 
 Of the two, Lagrange, of note, 
via his 1788 Analytical 
Mechanics, formulated a single 
function, known as the 
‘Lagrangian’, that expresses the 
different forces of a system, and 
so to form, in an elegant manner 
the differential equations of its 
motion.  
 This Lagrangian function, in 
turn, as will be discussed, is the 
forerunner to another function called the ‘Gibbsian’, defined as G = H – 
TS, in short, as shown above, derived in 1776 by American engineer 
Willard Gibbs, which expresses the different forces operating in social 
systems, and therein is the formulaic replacement for god, such as is 
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alluded to by the above illustration, from Daniel Schroeder’s An 
Introduction to Thermal Physics (2000). 
 In 1885, god was kicked out of 

chemistry by German chemist 
Johannes Wislicenus. Specifically, 
when Wislicenus arrived at the 
University of Leipzig, to 
succeeded German chemist 
Hermann Kolbe, as the new 
chemistry professor, to his dismay, 
upon walking into the chemistry 
lecture hall, saw the following Wisdom of Solomon quote written above 
the classroom periodic table: 

 
His first mandate, as new chemistry professor, began with but a simple 
utterance to his orderly: ‘that must go!’ 
 The statements: ‘I had no need of that hypothesis’ and ‘that must go!’ 
were all that was needed to disabuse god from science. Physics and 
chemistry, therein, and from then on after, became atheistic implicit 
subjects. God no longer had a role as a working concept in physics and 
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chemistry. F = ma and A + B → C became godless. The full listing of the 
year god was disabused from each branch of science is listed online.38 

 This is now all but a rarely addressed implicit factoid. When 21st 
century students learn how forces move things and how atoms react to 
form molecules, it is taken as matter of fact that the powers of god are not 
involved in these descriptions. For a student or professor to assert such 
would result in a failing grade or post dismissal, respectively. 
 When, however, physics is applied to social phenomena, such as in the 
form of sociophysics, or chemistry applied to social phenomena, in the 
form of sociochemistry, a collision of creeds is the result. Personal belief 
understandings of how forces move humans and how man reacts with 
woman to form children are soaked through to the bone with theism. God, 
in short, has not yet been disabused from the realm of social phenomena. 
 
Kid’s summary: God was disabused from physics in 1802 by Laplace. 
God was disabused from chemistry in 1885 by Wislicenus. Physical 
chemistry, accordingly, is a god free science. 
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P9. Transmogrification of God 
 

“And if the inscription on the ancient pyramid of 
Sais says, ‘I am all that is, that was, and that will be, 
no mortal man has yet removed the veil’, it might be 
replied thereto, that modern science has removed the 
veil and has discovered that force and matter were, 
are, and will be.” 

— Franz Pisko (c.1875), front matter quote to Ludwig Buchner’s 
Force and Matter 

 
Abstract [6-pgs]: God is the ultimate shapeshifter. From son god, to 
intelligent designer, to Gibbs energy as the will of god. Be alert!  
 
The following diagram shows the transmogrification of god from the 
Heliopolis creation myth (3100BC) sun model view of god, to the 
intelligent design (1987) model of god, to Gibbs energy (2013) view of 
god vs physicochemical atheism model.  

  
To ‘transmogrify’ means to transform, especially in a surprising or 
magical manner. At left, god is conceived as the sun, personified as the 
creator god Ra, being born out of a golden egg, following the flood, who 
thereafter creates humans out of clay.  
 At center, in the wake of ruling of the 1987 Edwards vs Aguillard 
case, wherein the term ‘creation science’ is deemed illegal and banned 
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from public schools, god is shown as some type of spiritual power, 
rebranded as an ‘intelligent designer’.  
 At right, image from the 2013 Spanish magazine Triple Bond 
Chemistry, article ‘Chemical Formula of a Human’, in the wake of the 
independently derived Sterner-Elser human molecular formula (2000) and 
Thims human molecular formula (2002), the so-deemed ‘higher power’ 
model of god as creator of humans is depicted as coming into conflict with 
the human-as-molecule view, wherein power as defined by Gibbs energy 
per unit time becomes the overarching arbiter of the formation and going 
ons of humans.128  
 The following god morph timeline, to elaborate on the above, shows 
the shape-shifting nature of god over time—the golden egg derived god, 
e.g., being a product of the Ogdoad god conception of Hermopolis, as will 
be expanded on in the Noah chapter: 
 

Dynasty  Period  Supreme God  Capital 
       

Pre‐Dynastic  5000‐3150 BC  Ra/Nun  Heliopolis 

Early       

1st Dynasty  3150‐2890 BC  Atum  Heliopolis 

2nd Dynasty  2890‐2686 BC  Ptah  Memphis 

Old Kingdom        

3rd Dynasty   2686‐2613 BC  Ptah  Memphis 

4th Dynasty   2613‐2498 BC  Ptah  Memphis 

5th Dynasty  2498‐2345 BC  Ogdoad  Hermopolis  

6th Dynasty   2345‐2181 BC  Ogdoad  Hermopolis 

First Intermediate       

7th‐8th Dynasty   2181‐2160 BC  Ogdoad  Hermopolis 

9th Dynasty  2160‐2130 BC  Ogdoad  Hermopolis 

10th Dynasty  2130‐2040 BC  Ogdoad  Hermopolis 

Early 11th Dynasty  2134‐2061 BC    Hermopolis 

Middle Kingdom       

Late 11th Dynasty  2061‐1991 BC  Amen  Thebes 

12th Dynasty   1991‐1803 BC  Amen  Thebes 

13th Dynasty  1803‐1649 BC  Amen  Thebes 

14th Dynasty   1705‐1650 BC  Amen‐Ra  Thebes 

Second Intermediate       

15th Dynasty   1650‐1550 BC  Amen‐Ra  Thebes 
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16th Dynasty  1660‐1600 BC  Amen‐Ra  Thebes 

17th Dynasty  1580‐1549 BC  Amen‐Ra  Thebes 

New Kingdom       

18th Dynasty  1549‐1292 BC  Amen  Thebes  

     → Atenism  1352‐1336 BC  Aten  Amarna 

19th Dynasty  1292‐1189 BC  Osiris‐Ra  Thebes 

20th Dynasty  1189‐1077 BC  Osiris‐Ra  Thebes 

Third Intermediate        

21st Dynasty  1069‐945 BC  Osiris‐Ra  Thebes 

     → Judaism   1050‐1000BC  YHWH  S. Canaan 

22nd Dynasty  945‐720 BC  Osiris‐Ra   

     → Judaism  922 BC  El  N. Canaan 

23rd Dynasty  837‐728 BC  Osiris‐Ra   

24th Dynasty  732‐720 BC  Osiris‐Ra   

25th Dynasty  732‐653 BC  Osiris‐Ra   

Late Period       

26th Dynasty  672‐525 BC  Zeus = Ra   

27th Dynasty  525‐404 BC  Zeus = Ra   

28th Dynasty  404‐398 BC  Zeus = Ra   

29th Dynasty  398‐380 BC  Zeus = Ra   

30th Dynasty  380‐343 BC     

31st Dynasty  343‐332 BC  Jupiter = Zeus = Ra   

Ptolemaic Period       

Macedonian Dynasty  332‐305 BC  Jupiter = Zeus = Ra  Alexandria 

Ptolemaic Dynasty  305‐30 BC  Ptah‐Amen‐Ra  Alexandria 

Roman Period       

Caesar Dynasty  30 BC ‐ 306 AD  Lord‐God Almighty  Rome 

Constantine Era  306‐337 AD  Nicaean Creed [325]   

Theodosius I  337‐641 AD  Paganism Illegal  Rome 

Arab Period       

Arab Egypt  641‐969 AD  Allah = El  Persia 

Fatimid Egypt  969‐1171 AD  Allah = El  Persia 

Ayyubid Egypt  1171‐1250 AD  Allah = El  Persia 

Mamiuk Egypt  1250‐1517 AD  Allah = El  Persia 

Renaissance Period         

Atomic Theory Revival  1417‐1600  God?  Germany 

Heliocentrism  1543‐1623  God?  Italy 

Cartesian dualism  1620  Pineal Gland Soul  France 
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→ Spinozism  1677‐1809  God = Nature  Holland 

Extreme Atheism  1729‐1855  No God  France 

Paley Apologetics   1736  Intelligent Designer  England 

Goethe Period       

Goethe  1749‐1832  Chemical Spinozism  Germany 

Schopenhauer  1818‐1844  Will = Chemical Will  Germany 

Nietzsche  1882  God is Dead  Germany 

Ontic Opening Period       

Colloquial    Higher Power   

Teilhard  1936  Spirit‐Matter   

Rossini  1971  Gibbs Free Energy  America 

Beg era  1987‐2014  Allah’s Will via Gibbs  Pakistan 

Rothschild  2008  Sudden Emergence  America 

Explicit Atheism       

Zerotheism  2015  Zero gods exist  America 
 
Into the Renaissance period, initiated with the re-discovery of atheist 
Greek atomic theorist Lucretius’ 55BC On the Nature of Things, in 1417 
by Poggio Bracciolini, followed by heliocentrism revival by Nicolaus 
Copernicus in 1543, belief in god and god prophesized tenets began to 
become suspect. In the 20th century, god was subterfuged into ontic 
opening coded scientific speak, such Prigogine far-from-equilibrium 
theory, Heisenberg uncertainty principle arguments, and or various 
emergence theories. The front-line battle, presently, in the effort to sneak 
god theory into the modern mind, via a scientific Trojan horse, is the will 
of god works through Gibbs energy ideology, such as as American 
physical chemist Frederick Rossini, in his ‘Chemical Thermodynamics in 
the Real World’ (1971) Priestly Medal address, implicitly asserted, or that 
Gibbs energy is the energy or will of god, as Pakistani organometallic 
chemist Mirza Beg, in his New Dimensions in Sociology: a Physico-
Chemical Approach to Human Behavior (1987), implicitly asserted, and 
later, in recent discussions (2014), explicitly asserted, or posit, similarly, 
that the components of Gibbs energy, namely enthalpy and entropy, define 
the ‘material’, aka body, and mental, aka spiritual or soul parts, 
respectively, of humans, as American biophysicist Harold Morowitz, in 
his The Emergence Theory of Everything (2002), alludes to. This latter 
path, i.e. the Gibbs energy emergence approach, to note, leads but to a 
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disingenuous attempt, by the theist, at trying to sell god to high school 
kids as an ontic opening like sudden emergence:  
 

“A draft of Pandas and People’s sequel, The Design of Life, had been 
previewed during Dover’s trial (2005). Just as Foundation for Thought 
and Ethics substituted the word ‘creationism’ with ‘intelligent design’ 
– following Edwards vs Aguillard (1987) – throughout versions of 
Pandas, this edition substituted ‘sudden emergence’ for ‘intelligent 
design’. This prompted Rothschild to ask Michael Behe during cross-

examination, ‘will we be back in a couple of years for the 
‘sudden emergence’ trail?” 

— Lauri Lebo (2008), The Devil in Dover: an Insider’s Story of 
dogma v. Darwin in Small-Town America 

 
The second option, in opposition to implicit or explicit theism, as 
exampled in the first option, is to take a stand for the mind, and raise a 
finger in objection to all of this intrusion of god, god talk, and or god 
theory into the domain of physics and chemistry, as the author is doing 
herein, per implicit reason that god was disabused from physics and 
chemistry in the 19th century, and therein become an open and out of the 
closet physicochemical atheist, like the great Goethe, Schopenhauer, and 
Nietzsche did previously, and state the specifics of this out and open 
atheism explicitly. 
 The third option, taken by the vast majority of scientists, is to remain a 
closet spectator on the sidelines of the issue. Danish-born American 
physicist Martinus Veltman, co-winner of the 1999 Nobel Prize in physics, 
gives the following frank statement, in 2004 interview with Harold Kroto, 
of the reasons behind this scientifically closeted position: 
 

“We are living in a totally ridiculous world. We have all kinds of 
things from horoscopes to Zen Buddhism to faith healers to religions 
to what have you. The whole world around us is full of nonsense, 
baloney, big speak and what have you. The fact that I'm busy in 

science has little or nothing to do with religion. In fact, I protect 
myself, I don't want to have to do with religion. Because once I start 
with that, I don't know where it will end. But probably I will be burned 
or shot or something in the end. I don't want anything to do with it. I 
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talk about things I can observe and other things I can predict and for 
the rest you can have it.” 

 
Occasionally, of note, a scientist, on issues he or she feels strongly about, 
will shout out a letter of support for one or the other side. Moves to get 
creationism taught in school is a common example. A subtler, albeit more 
advanced, type of contribution is evidenced in the 2006 Rossini debate, 
publicly dialogued via an exchange of opinion letters in the Journal of 
Chemical Education, about whether or not Rossini’s 1971 suggestion that 
chemical thermodynamics has the power to explain the real world, e.g. as 
applied to problems such as freedom and security in a post 9/11 world, is a 
valid approach.129  
 
Kid’s summary: Smart atheists, heed these words: be aware of the 
shapeshifter. All theists and many claimed-to-be-atheists will try to sell 
god to you morphed in the language of physics and chemistry. This, in the 
witty words of Alan Watts, is akin to someone who picks your pocket and 
tries to sell you your own watch. 
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P10. People React 
 

“How I look forward to the effect that this novel 
will have in a few years on many people upon 
rereading it.” 

— Goethe (1809), comment to Karl Reinhard, Dec 31 
 
Abstract [10-pgs]: The principles outlined in Goethe’s Elective Affinities 
are the replacement for the principles outlined in the Bible. 
 

At 0:38 seconds, of 2015 Zerotheism for Kids class, the author 
explained to the children that what was going to be discussed, over the 
course of the following 3.5-hours, was the conflict between science and 
religion, at which point he held up a copy of the Bible, in one hand, and a 
copy of Goethe’s Elective Affinities, in the other, as shown below. He then 
explained that one book, the Bible, constitutes the old way of thinking and 
the other book, Elective Affinities, the new way of thinking.  
 

  
Specifically, in the Bible (or Quran or Rig Vida), the old model, the origin 
of the ‘choice’ of an action was conceptualized as being situated in the 
soul (or atman), said to have been inside of a person, in their ‘heart’, 
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according to the Egyptians, or in the ‘pineal gland’, according to 
apologetic ideas of Rene Descartes. 
 In Elective Affinities, the new model, based on Lucretius (55BC), i.e. 
belief in atoms, Empedocles (450BC), i.e. belief in forces, and Spinoza 
(1675), i.e. belief that all things happen according to the laws of nature – a 
view that was interred for nearly two millennia in dark ages – each person, 
labeled A, B, and C, as shown below, left, is reconceptualized NOT as a 
god made clay thing, with a freewill-powered soul, but as an affinity 
powered animate reactive chemical: 

 
This is called the Goethean view of things. If, according to Goethe’s view, 
you put three people or chemicals together you are going to have a 
chemical reaction. This is the basics of the Goethean model, aka the 
‘scientific model for human experience’, as Scottish German-languages 
scholar Gundula Sharman in 1997 defined things.141 

 The Empedocles model, the precursor to the Goethe model, 
comparatively, was very simple. In this model, there are four elements, 
earth, air, water, and fire, which make up all thing. There are two forces, 
attraction and repulsion, which mediate the dynamics of all things. When 
applied to human interactions, people, according to Empedocles, friends 
mix like water and wine, whereas enemies separate like oil and water: 
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A child can readily take water and wine and evidence to their own eyes 
that these two things do mix. The child can also take oil and water and 
evidence to their own eyes that these things do not mix. These two 
observable phenomenon evidence to the mind that an underlying principle 
at work here.  
 Using this model, Empedocles, according to Roman Christian 
apologist Theophilus of Antioch, ‘taught’ kids atheism.90 Now, however, 
to teach kids atheism, according to the modern view of things, people 
don’t just mix, but—as Carl Jung tells us—when put in contact, react: 

 

  
The new view that people react, obviates the need for god, and therein 
overturns the entire edifice of all modern religions.  
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 In modern terms, when we teach kids atheism, as was done in the 2015 
ZFK class, as Empedocles did over two millennia ago, we now use the 
Goethe model (1809), aka the human chemical reaction model, as shown 
below, an upgraded Empedocles model, so to say: 

 
Here, however, things become a bit more complicated. When, according to 
Goethe, a hypothetical weekly attached couple, such as Edward (B) and 
Charlotte (A) marriage, or AB, modeled on calcium carbonite, CaCO3, as 
shown below left:   

 
is put in contact, firstly with the Captain (C), one of Edward’s old 
childhood friends, modeled as sulphuric acid, H2SO4, the products of 
which are then put in contact with Ottilie (D), the adopted daughter of one 
of Charlotte’s deceased best friends, the reactions that ensue are ones 
defined by the laws of physical chemistry.   
 In the laboratory, one can readily take limestone, aka calcium 
carbonate, shown below left, and mix it with sulfuric acid, shown below 
middle left, and evidence to their own eyes that gypsum, aka calcium 
sulfate, forms, accompanied by the production of carbon dioxide gas. 
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One can also evidence to their own mind that when limestone reacts with 
sulfuric acid, there is no god involved, nor god concepts, e.g. soul, spirit, 
life, or afterlife, involved. What is involved is atoms and energy, and 
energy related concepts, such as: heat and work. 
 These reaction models, according to Goethe, explain the nuts and bolts 
of all human social phenomena. The god problem seems to have been 
solved. There is no god. Human react. Physical chemistry explains 
everything. Simple. Not so?  
 Problems arise when one attempts to reformulate the issue of the 
inherent conflict between passions and ethics, in the physiochemical sense 
of the matter. Goethean philosopher Otto Weininger puts it like this: 
 

“If iron sulphate and caustic potash are brought together, the SO4 ions 
leave the iron to unite with the potassium. When in nature an 
adjustment of such differences of potential is about to take place, he 
who would approve or disapprove of the process from the moral point 
of view would appear to most to play a ridiculous part.” 

— Otto Weininger (1903), Sex and Character    
 
It would be ridiculous for a priest, in modern times, to go into a chemistry 
classroom and tell the chemistry professor, e.g., that it is immoral for 
sulfuric acid to react with limestone, because god said so. The chemistry 
professor, no doubt, would likely call security and have the person 
removed.  
 If, however, conversely, the physical chemistry professor were to go 
down to the religious studies classroom and tell the students, e.g., to cited 
an in the news example, that it is moral for homosexuals, to cite a modern 
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example, to marry because the laws of physical chemist deem it natural, 
while the religious studies professor might not call security, eyebrows 
would certainly be raised.  
 This eyebrow raising is evidenced by actual hand written reaction 
notes of bioengineering thermodynamics students of the author’s 2010 
lecture on human thermodynamics, given at the University of Chicago, 
Illinois, one of which is shown below; others available online:143  

 
Here we see an average college student, a bioengineering thermodynamics 
student to be specific, objecting, on implict religious grounds, to the 
premise of things such as morals and love being defined through 
thermodynamics. This is what is called a conflict of belief systems. The 
laws of thermodynamics, we believe, govern the operations of the entire 
universe. This is generally taken as a de facto truth. The laws that govern 
the operations of humans, however, are seen by many to be something 
beyond the confines of science, or so we are led to believe. A conflict of 
beliefs is the result. 
 The gist of the confusion is that in the Goethe model, the ‘choice’ of 
actions or reactions, that accrue, between each chemical or person, as 
nature explains to us, is determined, and the resulting consequences or 
products derived therefrom, are determined NOT by something, called the 
‘soul’ (or god), inside of each person or chemical, but by what is called the 
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‘free energy’ change of the system. The free energy is a summation of the 
affinities or micro exchange forces operating inside the system. 
 

  
The repercussions of this new view drastically overturn the entire 
foundation of religion. This is why, in commentary of Goethe’s novella, 
German writer Heinrich Heine commented that the ideas and theories 
presented in Elective Affinities ‘overturns everything holy.’   
 To put things another way, as summarized in 2011 by an anon Indian 
BrightHubEngineering.com writer going by the handle Baby Rani: 
 

“The matter of using thermodynamics to the hypothesis of hell, in 
efforts to corroborate or controvert, in a modern human 
thermodynamic logic is a modern view. Thermodynamics presumes 
that humans are particles, complete, unadulterated, and trouble-free, 
synchronized by the laws of chemical thermodynamics similar to all 
other molecules in an established chemical system.  
 This understanding straight away gives rise to a lot of issues which 
actually require a near total revolution to define and comprehend of 
constituting a human and living. Any new person in this subject will 
surely inquire as to whether a human molecule has a soul.  
 Therefore, modern theory will have to find answers to a lot of 
questions. For instance, it has to be found out as to what takes place 
when the basic molecules making up a human being move about in the 
cosmos and later on stop moving meaning dead. Does an individual’s 
entire activities and progress be it good or bad, affect the motion of the 
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universe. If so, how can this be clarified in terms of the first law of 
thermodynamics?” 

 
This total revolution, referred to above, in thinking about things, is known 
as the Goethean revolution, as surmised by American woman's rights 
activist Victoria Woodhull in her 1871 review of Goethe’s human 
chemical theory.70  
 This is why, in 1774, Goethe, at the age of twenty-five, began to 
intellectually train under the ethical writings of Benedict Spinoza, the 
first of the modern intellectual atheists, whose philosophy he described as 
a ‘sedative for his passions’. 
 This is why, in 1806, German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer, at 
the age of eighteen, drawn like an iron filing to a magnet, as genius 
attracts genius, began to train directly under Goethe, and therein would go 
on to develop his own chemical affinity based ‘will to life’ theory; 
thereafter becoming Germany’s first open admitted atheist.  

 This is why, in 1868, German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, drawn 
like a moth to a flame, began to train intellectually, directly under the 
work of Schopenhauer, therein going on to developing his force and 
energy based ‘will to power’ theory.  
 

 

Physico-Chemical Atheism 
The embodiment or underlying principles of this Epicurus-based Bruno-
Spinoza transitioned Goethe [GA:6], Schopenhauer [GA:10], Nietzsche 
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[GA:1] physico-chemical atheism juggernaut is embodied nicely by the 
following quote by Robert Burton, from his Anatomy of Melancholy 
(1621):  
 

 “As amber attracts a 
straw, so does beauty 
admiration, which only 
lasts while the warmth 
continues.” 

 
In short, to understand the 

passions, e.g. why people 
are attracted to beautiful 
things, which only lasts while 
the warmth continues, and 

their conflicts with morality, one has to understand the nature of heat 
and the nature of electricity, both of which are godless things. This is the 
start of modern smart atheism.29  
 The ‘smart’ aspect of this brand of atheism is evidenced by the fact 
that Goethe, the first to grapple with this problem, was the first person, in 
the history of humankind, to be ranked with an IQ of 225:42 
 

“One rater (M) has scored on the basis of the record of Goethe’s youth 

an IQ of 225. Goethe’s true IQ may in the history of mankind have 
been equaled in a few instances; one may well wonder whether it has 
ever been exceeded?” 
        — Catherine Cox (1926), Early Mental Traits of 300 Geniuses 

 
The reader is encouraged to consult the online ‘geniuses on’ page, to see 
how the views of Goethe, on the big questions, such as: god, soul, religion, 
love, free will, purpose, good and evil, etc., stack up against the biggest of 
the top 500 geniuses of history, such as Newton, Aristotle, Descartes, 
Maxwell, and Einstein.44 
 
Kids summary: Kids are advised to be keen to the fact that the big picture 
creed of the modern smart atheist is ‘belief in atoms’, as stated famously 
by Richard Feynman in 1964. These atoms however are NOT Greek atoms 
that move around by blind random accidental chance, but German atoms 
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that move around by the principles of elective affinities, aka free energy in 
modern speak. 
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P10. Jeffersonian Wall 
 

“I’m sorry Jesse, but we can’t, as a class, pray for 
Amanda to get better, because the United States 
Constitution assures that there is what some people 
call a [wall of] separation of church and state.” 

— Mrs. Green (2005), 3rd grade classroom discussion 
 
Abstract [14-pgs]: In 1791, the first amendment was added to the US 
Constitution, which prohibited, via a legal wall, the discussion of religion 
IN the educational system AND, as a repercussion, prohibited the 
discussion of topics, e.g. evolution, morals, purpose, etc., in class, which 
might conflict with anyone’s faith. American, as a result, compared to 
other countries, has mentally atrophied in this area of knowledge; and, as 
a repercussion, become mentally trigger sensitive on this topic.    
 

In 1789, the original draft of the First Amendment, which prohibits 
state legalized religion, was penned by James Madison – fourth American 
president, possessor of a 4,000-book personal library, the 16th ranked top 
disbeliever, in the existence of god, in the history of humankind, according 
to James Haught (1996) – as follows:  ‘The civil rights of none shall be 
abridged on account of religious belief or worship, nor shall any national 
religion be established, nor shall the full and equal rights of conscience be 
in any manner, or on any pretext, infringed.’ The finalized version, which 
went in to law and added to the Constitution of the United States in 1791, 
reads as follows: 
 

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.” 

 
This terse statement, comprised of sixteen words, have had a profound 
effect on the minds of Americans. 

In 1802, Thomas Jefferson – third American president, possessor of a 
6,500-book personal library, the 17th ranked disbeliever of history – 
elaborating on this Madisonian clause, defined America’s now famous 
religion and state ‘separation wall’ as follows: 
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“I contemplate with sovereign reverence that act of the whole 
American people which declared that their legislature should 'make no 
law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof,' thus building a wall of separation between Church 
[religion] and State [education].” 

 
This wall of separation, aka the ‘Jeffersonian wall’ or ‘establishment 
clause’, has had a two-fold effect on the American educational system, 
and accordingly the mind of American adults.  
 Firstly, the upside of this clause is that kids in American are NOT 
forced, by the state, as they are in other countries, e.g. Iran, to learn read 
the Quran, England, to read the Bible, or India, to read the Rig Vida, etc., 
to learn any particular religion. Jefferson’s wall, in short, booted the Bible 
out of the American educational system:  
 

  
A severe downside of this Madison clause, fortified by this Jefferson wall, 
however, is that it is muted discussion of the big questions. We have, in 
this respect, to paraphrase Malcolm Muggeridge, ‘educated ourselves into 
imbecility’.  
 When deeper questions in the mind of children, arise, such as where 
humans came from, e.g. Adam and Eve (56% of Americans believe they 
were real) or from atoms and energy (only 40% of Americans believe in 
evolution), and related, e.g. ‘was Jesus a real person?’ (92% of Americans 
believe so), the discussion is muted, shut down, dogged, or deflected. The 
deeper questions, in short, have become intellectually subterfuged and 
American has become a divided melting pot of either new agers, empty-
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headed secularists, or faith-headed theists. The subject of god in America, 
in short, has become a ‘don’t ask, don’t tell’ subject. Idiocy is the result. 
 This don’t ask, don’t tell taboo, to note, is not solely the result of 
Madison’s clause and Jefferson’s wall. Historically, the forerunner to the 
American First Amendment, in some sense, was the British Blasphemy 
Act, the 1697 version of which read as follows:  
 

   
In the early 18th century, in short, it was illegal to reproach or deny any 
part of the Bible. Those who did were subject to imprisonment, for up to 
six months, and torture, including ‘whipping’ and or ‘boring through the 
tongue with a red hot iron’!  
 Prior to this, historically, punishment for pointing out errors and 
inconsistencies in the bible, which are many, therein denying the supposed 
to be true word of god, included not only mockery, such as Marin Luther 
attempted on Copernicus: 
 

“I reject as folly the [supposed] discovery of Copernicus [that the earth 
moves], because in the Bible [it says that] ‘Joshua bade the sun, not 
the earth, to stand still’.” 
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— Martin Luther (c.1540), paraphrase of his view according to 
Ernst Haeckel (1899) 

 
But also permanent house arrest, such as happened to Galileo for 
supporting Copernicus, and in some cases the death sentence, such as 
happened to Giordano Bruno in 1600 for supporting Epicurus. All of this 
has had a profound effect on the shaping of the American mind.  
 American philosopher Peter Kreeft, in his Three Philosophies of Life 
(1989), to explain via example, after he cites the great classic treatises on 
ethics, such as: Plato's Republic, Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics, 
Augustine's Confessions, Thomas Aquinas’ ‘Treatise on Happiness’, 
Blaise Pascal's Pensees, Benedict 
Spinoza's Ethics, Soren 
Kierkegaard's Either/Or, among 
others, gives the following 
parable:144 

 
“Ancient ethics always dealt 
with three questions. Modern 
ethics usually deals with only 
one, or at the most two. The 
three questions are like the three things a fleet of ships is told by its 
sailing orders. First, the ships must know how to avoid bumping into 
each other. This is social ethics, and modern as well as ancient 
ethicists deal with it. Second, they must know how to stay shipshape 
and avoid sinking. This is individual ethics, virtues and vices, 
character building, and we hear very little about this from our modern 
ethical philosophers. Third, and most important of all, they must know 

why the fleet is at sea in the first place. What is their mission, 
their destination?” 

 
Americans, in respect to the third question, are like lost ships. With the 
Madison amendment, fortified by the Jeffersonian wall, in place, modern 
students aren’t able to engage into the question of why the fleet is sailing 
in the first place.  
 Prior to Christianity, ancient students, who were introduced to Plato’s 
Republic, Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, or Epicurean morals had a 
handle on this problem. Modern students, however, have no modern 
Aristotle and Epicurean equivalent. Nor is the topic allowed to be 
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addressed rightly. Accordingly, the American public would rather deny 
evolution, hold fast to theism, and therein at least have some semblance in 
their head, irrespective of the fact that it’s a mythical semblance, as to why 
the fleet is at sea.  

 The following, to give some global comparison, are the 2005 beliefs of 
Americans (fourth from the bottom), on the question of the existence of 
god, spirit, and life force, as compared to other countries, which shows 
that, as of the last a decade, some 91% of Americans believed either in 
god, spirit, or life force:  

  
America, in short, has become the fourth most intellectually retarded 
country, in the world, in the area of fundamental education on the deeply 
rooted topics of god, spirit, and life force, behind Turkey, Romania, and 
West Africa. 
 Why have we become so backwards? Jefferson’s wall seems to be the 
source of the problem. We may have, it seems, booted the Bible salesman 
out of elementary school, but belief imbecility has been a repercussion. 
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 In 1930, to put things into historical perspective, Jefferson’s wall had 
become so high and insurmountable, the minds of students thereby 
become so fractured in Cartesian dualistic ideas, that American 
neurologist Judson Herrick, during the dedication of the University of 
Chicago’s new Social Science Research building, declared that college 
students were now but mentally fragile eggs sitting on Humpty Dumpty’s 
wall, which he envisioned as siting precariously between the physical 
science departments and the humanities departments on every college 
campus in America: 
 

  
To quote from his dedication speech:34 
 

“We need no archaeologist to locate the Great Wall [of Dumpty] in 
its modern form. We have it on our campus. It stretches, vast and 
impenetrable, from east to west across the main quadrangle [diagram 
below]. It is invisible, to be sure, but one has only to stand on Fifty-
Eighth Street and look across the quadrangle to see where it is. To the 

south there are the homes of the humanities in imposing array, to 

the north the massive laboratories of the natural sciences, and 
between them a wide expanse of—nothing at all. What means this 
gap? It is not empty space. It is, in fact, a mighty barrier, slowly and 
unwittingly fabricated from the founding of the University—the ill-
concealed antipathy between the humanities and the sciences.” 

 
Judson, who, like Nietzsche, was born to a pastor father, but was drawn to 
science, went on to explain, the full transcript of which is available online, 
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that the modern college student, who wishes to inquire about deeper 
things, such as passion, morality, purpose, life, etc., must straddle a 
precarious fence between the humanities departments and the physical 
science department. 
 

Educational heat 
 
In 2007, to go through one 
example of how this American 
intellect vs religion atrophy process 
operates in real time, at Capistrano 
Valley High School, Mission 
Viejo, Ca, European history 
teacher James Corbett did the 
seemingly innocuous things as 
referring, in class, to creationism as 
‘religious, superstition nonsense’ 
and a ‘foolish belief in magic’, 
quoted Mark Twain as saying: 
‘religion was invented when the 
first conman met the first fool’, 
stated that religion over the ages has been used to suppress the ignorant 
and oppressed, and that Aristotle’s view that there had to be a god was 
‘nonsense’. One student in this class, Chad Farnan, a then fifteen-year-old 
at the time, took offence to these statements, per reason that to him they 
were ‘derogatory, disparaging, and belittling regarding religion and 
Christianity in particular’, sued the school.  
  In 2009, a federal judge in Santa Ana ruled that Corbett violated 
student's First Amendment rights by referring to creationism as ‘religious, 
superstitious nonsense’ during a fall 2007 classroom lecture. The decision 
was appealed to a higher court. In 2011, a three-judge 9th Circuit panel in 
Pasadena reversed the lower court's decision, ruling that Corbett could not 
have known he might be breaking the law, thereby exonerating Corbett. In 
2012, the U.S. Supreme Court declined to hear an appeal by Farnan, now 
aged 20, to have the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals decision reviewed. 
 Certainly, Corbett may have been a little more tactful in his teaching 
methods, but the legal idiocy that resulted out of this little teaching 
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incident only works to showcase the First Amendment foolishness that the 
US educational system is producing, all because teacher’s hands are tied 
by the ramifications of Madison’s amendment.  
 Yes, all modern religions are but coded mythology presented as 
reality, but there is no need to be disparaging about this. The specifics of 
this need to be vented. The new Madison, however, has to untie our hands 
before this task can be completed successfully, in public schools. Smart 
atheism classes for kids, outside of the public schools, presently, seems to 
be the only alternative,. 
 In 2015, to go through another news media frenzied example, a 
teacher, at West Memorial Junior High School, Katy, Texas, gave the 7th 
grade class an assignment, wherein the students were given the following 
listing of nine statements: 
 

1. The fastest land-dwelling creature is the cheetah. 
2. There is a god. 
3. American is the freest country on earth. 
4. Michael Jordan was a career average of 30.4 points per game. 
5. George Washington was the first American president. 
6. The ugliest sea creature is the manatee. 
7. What goes around comes around. 
8. People with glasses are smart. 
9. One bad apple can’t spoil the bunch.  

 
The students were then asked to decide if each statement was: (a) factual 
claim, (b) commonplace assertion, or (c) opinion. If, for statement #2, the 
student put the word ‘fact’, they were graded incorrect.  
 Technically, to clarify, the statement THERE IS A GOD is an 
HYPOTHESIS as defined in 1802 by French philosopher Pierre Laplace 
in conversation with Napoleon Bonaparte, on the topic of the celestial 
mechanics of the universe (which was an hypothesis that Laplace said that 
physics no longer needed), as touched on previously.40 

 Not knowing this standard definition. Two Christian students took 
offence to the teacher’s assignment. The assignment, however, according 
to the teacher, was intended to encourage critical thinking: 
 

“The activity, which was intended to encourage critical thinking 
skills and dialogue by engaging students in an exercise wherein they 
identified statements as fact, opinion, or common assertion was not 
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intended to question or challenge any student’s religious beliefs as 
reported by some media outlets.”  

 
One of these two students, Jordan Wooley, a 12-year old, argued back by 
citing the Bible. The teacher said citing the Bible does not prove that 
‘there is a god’ is fact. Wooley took offence, per the reason that her 
teacher told her that ‘god is a myth’, ‘not real’, not a factual statement, or 
something along these lines, depending on version of story. The other 
student, a friend of Wooley, went home crying. 
 Wooley, later that day, protested the assignment and her grade to the 
school board, videos of which are available online, wherein she stated the 
following:31  
 

“Today, I was given an assignment in school that questions my faith 
and told me that god was not real. My teacher said that anyone who 
put ‘fact or opinion’ was wrong and that ‘god is only a myth’.” 

 
The event then made national headlines, as summarized below, after 
which Wooley began to be bullied at school, was told to ‘kill herself’, was 
called a number of foul names, and lost many of her friends, as she 
explains in her second school board meeting video (below left). 
 The response of the 
schoolboard, using the 
politically correct stance, 
to the incident was to 
apologize, reprimand the 
teacher, thereby shutting 
down the issue; 
specifically: 
 

“Yesterday, October 
26, at the end of the 
school day, two West 
Memorial Junior High 
parents contacted the school’s principal to share their concern over a 
classroom activity that they felt questioned students’ religious 
beliefs. At the conclusion of the investigation today, the principal 
determined that the classroom activity included an item that was 
unnecessary for achieving the instructional standard. This ungraded 
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activity was ill-conceived and because of that, its intent had been 
misconstrued. As a result, the activity will no longer be used by the 
school, and the teacher has been advised and reprimanded.” 

 
That any classroom activity that ‘questions a students’ religious beliefs’ is 
to be avoided is what is called American educational idiocy at its finest!  
 Jefferson would only laugh, in sadness, if he could. To exemplify, in 
1787, Jefferson, in a letter on educational recommendations to his nephew 
Peter Carr, suggested that to question the existence of god is the first and 
foremost rule of education in respect to the promulgating of one’s belief 
system: 
 

“Religion: your reason is 
now mature enough [age 
17] to examine this 
object. In examining this 
subject, divest yourself 
of all bias, in favor of novelty and singularity of opinion, shake off all 
fears and servile prejudices, under which weak minds are servilely 
crouched: fix reason in her seat firmly; question with boldness even 
the existence of god; because if there is one, he must approve more of 
the homage of reason than that of blindfolded faith. Read the Bible as 
you would Tacitus or Livy. Those facts in the Bible which contradict 
the laws of nature must be examined with care.” 
  

In sum, the question of the ‘existence of god’, in America, has been shut 
down. The shutdown, however, has only worked to make the subject 
matter into a latent heat, a heat existing below the surface, one that has 
become too hot to touch.  
 So controversial, historically, is the topic of teaching human origins 
that conflict with god, that in 1925 a high school biology teacher, by the 
name of John Scopes, shown below left, in Tennessee, was put in jail for 
teaching kids about evolution, which conflicts with belief in god, i.e. the 
belief that humans were ‘created’. The 1960 film remake of this event, 
shown below right, entitled Inherent in the Wind, is highly recommended.  
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Similarly, in 1974, in Kanawha county, West Virginia, the entire county 
violently took to the streets and protested to newly adopted school books 
which taught that ‘god was a myth’, poster below left, and that humans 
evolved over time, that the stories in the Bible were myths akin to Aesop’s 
fables, and even more horrendous things such as the following, as reported 
by Alice Moore, the wife of the town’s preacher, who was the one that 
fired up the protesting in the first place:  
 

“One of the elementary school books had a poem that referenced God, 
but they used a lowercase g. In another section, they had a plural 
reference to ‘gods’ capitalized.” 

 
In America, the de-capitalization of a single letter is enough to enflame an 
entire county. Certainly we may dismiss this incident and say that these 
were but uneducated hillbillies, but then again, as the middle poster 
(below) indicates, even hillbillies have ‘rights’ too:  

 
The problem here is that modern children – even the children of hillbillies 
– need to be taught the difference between ‘right’ and ‘wrong’, based on 
sound reason, not based on ‘because the Bible tells me so’ logic:  
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During the protest, some 3,600 miners went on strike, schools were 
bombed, police were shot at, reporters were beaten up, and one person, a 
mail man, was shot — all in the name of defending god myth based 
ideals.21 
 In 2005, in Dover, Pennsylvania, to a give a more recent, albeit less-
flamed example, high school science teachers had their jobs threated, via 
verbal and legal pressure, some having to leave the school district, by the 
religiously-minded school board, if they taught evolution in place of 
creation. The effect of this religious social pressure, in sum, has been to 
shut down discussion between students and teachers on the deeper 
questions of reality; this is frankly stated below by various high school 
science teachers, in interview: 
 

“I teach evolution not as a unit, but by introducing the concept here 
and there throughout the year. I put out my little bits and pieces 
wherever I can. While some students have college educated parents, 
other students come from families that may not accept the idea, and 
that holds me back.” 

— Ron Bier (2005), Interview on teaching evolution at Oberlin 
High School, Ohio 

 
“[We can’t talk about Jesus] because we teach science, and I would 
not feel comfortable talking about anything but science.” 

— Rachel Hughes (2008), Park High School biology teacher 
interviewed by Dawkins about why the conflict isn't addressed 

 
“American science teachers, fearing religious backlash, have become 
timid about teaching evolution theory to their students.” 

— Lauri Lebo (2008), The Devil in Dover 
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Out of this stifling religious social pressure, the average newly minted 
high school student will receive less than one hour of education on human 
evolution.20  
 

  
The mind of Americans, in the area of religion-conflicting educational 
topics, in short, has become atrophied. Our country, in the words of Sam 
Harris, in his Letter to a Christian Nation (2006), per religious effect, has 
become, a ‘lumbering, bellicose, dim-witted giant’.  
 More people in America, as pointed out by Obama during his 2006 
presidential campaign, presently believe in angels than evolution:  

 
“Substantially, more people, in America, believe in angels, then 
they do in evolution.” 
 — Barack Obama (2006), ‘Faith and Politics’, Jun 28 

 
Moreover, among those forty-percent of American who believe in 
evolution, only 12 percent believe that ‘life’, i.e. powered carbon-based 
animate forms, on earth, has evolved through a natural process, without 
the interference of a deity.188 Globally, according to 2005 polls, American 
is, in respect to the question of whether or not humans evolved over time, 
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the second dumbest country, only Turkey, blinded by Islam, is more 
confused on the question of evolution than the average American: 
 

   
This aspect of the United States was parodied on the cover of the 2009 
book Idiot America: How Stupidity Became a Virtue in the Land of the 
Free, by Charles Pierce, which pictorially showcased the abysmal factoid 
that many Americans, supposedly, actually believe that Thomas Jefferson 
road a dinosaur around the White House. Even more disheartening, some 
Biblically-minded parents teach their children that dinosaurs aren’t real, 
and when quizzed about the names of dinosaurs in class, those kids put 
‘not real’ (see: Bible) below each name slot. 
 
Kids summary: Jefferson’s wall has worked to make American’s very 
sensitive to religious questions in the classroom. The growth of ignorance, 
in respect to basic questions about the origins of humans, morals, 
meaning, etc., has been the result. Time has come to fix Humpty Dumpty. 
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← Prolegomena | Core → 
 
The previous chapters, function as a prolegomenon – or prefatory remarks; 
specifically: a formal essay or critical discussion serving to introduce and 
interpret an extended work – to the remaining chapters. The chapters to 
follow are ordered textual summary, of the content of the 2015 Zerotheism 
for Kids class, with references and specifics on details. 
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1. Noah 
 

“The world’s deluge-legends all originated with the firmament as the 
celestial water called the Nnu, or Nun, meaning ‘flood’ in Egyptian. 
Water being the primary element of life, it was also based on 
figuratively; and Osiris with his throne resting on the water takes the 
place of the earlier Nun, or later Noah, resting in his ark as master of 
the deep.” 
 — Gerald Massey (1907), Ancient Egypt, the Light of the World 

 
Abstract [49-pgs]: The story of Noah and the flood is the monotheistic 
syncretism rewrite of the polytheistic myth of Nun and the Nile flood. 
 
The following diagram shows the gist of religio-mythology story morph 
behind the character of Noah and his ark: 
 

Sah, Orion, Osiris, Horus, Jesus 

  
In short, over the last five-thousand years, the story of Nun, the flood god 
of the Nile River, personified anthropomorphically as Nu, who carries a 
solar barque, containing the sun, or sun disc held by the sun god Ra, in its 
daily and yearly journey through the sky, morphed, as it was passed along 
through a stepping stone of cultures, as each rose to power, alternately, 
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namely: Egyptian, Sumerian, Canaan, Greek, Roman, Arabian, to English, 
eventually solidifying into its final form in the King James Bible, penned 
in 1611, which is what children in modern times are taught as kids. 

In more detail, some five millennia ago, some great thinker, or group 
of thinkers, during the formation of the Egyptian first dynasty, in 
3,100BC, noted that on Jun 25, what is called the heliacal rising of Sirius, 
the brightest star in the sky, occurs: 

 
The heliacal rising of Sirius, to clarify, is when the star and sun are 
sufficiently separated so that—for the first time in 70 days—Sirius can be 
seen on the horizon just before dawn. The day when Sirius is first sighted 
marks the start of the annual Nile River flood, which, over the next 150-
days swells in size, owing to the melting of snow in the Ethiopian 
highlands, submerging many of the islands of the Nile: 
 

 
In ancient Egypt, the stars of the Orion constellation, which looks like a 
warrior, shown above left, were regarded as a god, called Sah (later called 
Osiris). Because Orion rises before Sirius, the star whose heliacal rising 
was the basis for the Solar Egyptian calendar, Sah was closely linked with 
a goddess named Sopdet (later called Isis), who personified the star Sirius, 
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depicted as a woman with a five-point star on her head. In the Pyramid 
Texts of 2400BC, Sah was one of many gods whose form the dead 
pharaoh was said to take in the afterlife.193 

 Over the course of the five months to follow, the waters of the Nile 
rise to an eventual height of 30 feet (9 meters). When the Nile River flood 
subsides, exactly 150-days later, which is EXACTLY the number of days 
of the length of Noah’s flood (Genesis 7:24), land mounds our mountains, 
e.g. the mythical Mount Ararat, perceptually ‘appeared’, to an ancient 
Egyptian flat-earth minded person, to ‘arise’ out of the water, as shown 
below: 

  
The rise in height of the Nile flood waters, starting on Jun 25, and 
continuing over the five months or 150 days is shown below: 
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On Dec 25, following three days of perceptual solar stand-still, the sun is 
‘re-born’, conceptually, as the Egyptians saw things, into its former 
growth phase power, i.e. the length of hours of daily sunlight begin to 
increase, progressively each day. 
 The sighting of star Sirius, originally personified by the goddess 
Sopdet, came to be associated with the fertility of the soil, which was 
brought to it by the Nile's flooding, from the mountains of Ethiopia. This 
significance led the Egyptians to base their calendar on the heliacal rising 
of Sirius.193 
 In coordination with these star, flood, and sun rebirth patterns, these 
Egyptian thinkers also noted that a fertile black soil, called keme, 
pronounced ‘chem’, as in chem-istry, aka the ‘black art’, the term ‘keme’ 
spelled as the suffix -ham in Hebrew, as in Abra-ham (or Ebra-him in 
Islam), is left behind, i.e. deposited on the Nile banks, when the flood 
recedes, after which, via the action of sunlight (heat) and water (H2O), 
animate things, aka ‘life’, such as plants, e.g. wheat, and animals, e.g. 
mice, appeared seemingly to be ‘born out’ of this newly made black fertile 
soil, as shown below: 

 
The appearance or depositing of this keme, or fertile black soil, on the 
banks of the Nile Delta, following the annual flood, is why the ancient 
Egyptians were called ‘Kemites’. The name keme is based on the Egyptian 
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hieroglyphic for ‘black’, which is a ‘crocodile skin with spines’ symbol, 
the number I6, in the Gardiner’s sign list (1927), as shown below left:  

 
Ancient Egypt, itself, similarly, was commonly referred to as 'km.t', in 
reference to the black Nile Delta earth, left after the flood, such as shown 
above right, a section from the obelisk of pharaoh Ramesses II (1302-
1213BC).  
 These earth Egyptian thinkers then posited, based on this reoccurring 
150-day flood phenomenon, a cosmological origin of things model, aka a 
theory of everything model, according to which, ‘in the beginning’, the 
universe existed in a state of water abyss and darkness, deified as the god 

Nun, out of which life-given land or keme arose, from which the sun, 

deified or conceptualized as the god Ra, was born, bursting forth each 
day, and yearly, at the end of the flood cycle, as a new-born sun, carried 
by a bird on its head through its daily and yearly journey.  
 This Ra, as a bird, carrying the sun disc, born out of a rising land 
mound, following a flood, is various depicted as follows:  
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The religious epicenter of this sun-birth creation myth was the Egyptian 
city of Junu, later named by the Greeks ‘Heliopolis’ or city of the sun, 
which is shown as location #1 on the Ancient Egypt map shown below, 
aka city of the sun.41. In the Hebrew Bible, Junu or Heliopolis is called 
On. In the Pyramid Texts, Junu is called ‘House of Ra’.52  
 This belief of a bird-carrying-sun-disc bursting forth out of a mound 
model, following the Nile river flood, was described by Greek historian 
Herodotus in 450BC as the story of the ‘phoenix’, such as conceptually 
shown above.  
 The Hebrew-turned-Christian-turned-Islam rewrite of this is shown 
below, according to which the sun [not: sun god] comes out after four 
birds are released, and after a land mound arises, following the 150-day 
flood: 
 

  
The following, to get our feet wet on this big Ra-Nun religio-mythology 
deconstruction subject, is 1926 etymology of the name ‘Abraham’, by 
American comparative mythologist Wakeman Ryno, according to which 
Abraham, descendant of Noah, is defined as ‘father Ra, born of earth, at 
its fire city’, i.e. Ra born out of the land mound (pyramid) at Heliopolis:192 
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The location Heliopolis, where this Ra born of Nun, or Abraham 
descendant from Noah story was invented, thereafter becoming the 
morphed root belief of all modern resurrection and reincarnation 
theologies, is shown on the Ancient Egyptian map below. 
 Here, to pause, the reader is advised to slow down, in the pages of this 
chapter to following, as we step through the morphing of creation myths, 
over time, and pay particular attention to Heliopolis and its creation myth, 
the gods: Nun, Ra, Osiris, Isis, and Horus, in particular, per reason that 
this sun rebirth creation myth is the backbone of the Abrahamic religions: 
Hebrew (Torah), Christianity (Bible), and Islam (Quran), and the 
Brahmaic religions: Hinduism (Rig Vida) and Buddhism (various texts). 
 

 
We will now explain, in as few pages as possible, how this ‘sun god Ra 
born out of Nun’ model of everything became the ‘sun shining after 
Noah’s flood’ model of the origin of things, as told to children world-wide 
during Sunday school story-time, a belief peculiarly ripe in America? 
 In more detail, to explain how the ‘Nun’, of Egyptian Heliopolis, 
became ‘Noah’, of Hebrew Canaanite, we will need to step through ten 
key ‘creation myth’ morphs, namely: Heliopolis creation myth (3100BC), 
Memphis creation myth (2800BC), Hermopolis creation myth (2400BC), 
Thebian creation myth (2050), Amarnan creation myth (1300), New 
Kingdom creation myth (1250BC), Canaanite creation myth (1000BC), 
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Hindu creation myth (900AD), Greek creation myth (800BC), and Meccan 
creation myth (800AD), in order to show the specifics of how a Nile flood 
god became a man who saved humankind from a great flood. In this 
digression, of note, we will skip over, for the sake of terseness, aspects of 
Sumerian (3500BC) and Mesopotamian (500BC) creation myths, of 
influential relevance.   
 

0. Pre-Dynastic beliefs | 4000BC  
 
In 4,000BC, various tribal African totem beliefs began to evolve into god 
beliefs. Supreme in these early proto-god beliefs was the sun god, called 

Ra (or Re). English Egyptologist Wallis Budge, in his chapter ‘On the 
Gods of Egypt’ (1899), summarizes this as follows: ‘Ra was probably the 
oldest of the gods worshipped in Egypt, and his name belongs to such a 
remote period that its meaning is unknown.’ In addition to Ra, and the 
various proto-gods, existed 42 un-unified nomes or state territories of pre-
Dynastic Egypt, each with its own ‘state god’. 
 

Budge-Greenburg redactor rule 
 
Just as humans have evolved from earlier forms, so to have religions, i.e. 
their respective binding belief systems as Edward Ulback, in his ‘The 
Kerasher Papyrus’ (1936), summarizes things, evolved from earlier forms. 
To go from scattered tribal and variegated state religious beliefs into a new 
supreme dynasty religion, what is called religion morph, belief shapeshift, 
and or god merger is done, by schools or colleges of theologians. How this 
god merger is done, over time, according to Wallis Budge, from his 
Egyptian Religion (1899), in respect to the religion in Heliopolis in Egypt, 
was as follows:187 
 

“It is evident that the priests of Heliopolis ‘edited’ the religious texts 
copied and multiplied in their college to suit their own views.” 

 
Similarly, Gary Greenberg, in his 101 Myths of the Bible (2000), in respect 
to the penning of the Old Testament of the Bible, by the Hebrew priests, 
puts it thusly:48 

 
“Ultimately, a single redactor, or most likely, a school of redactors 
gathered the main sources and traditions and produced the first version 
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of biblical history in its present form, editing as best they could to 
eliminate inconsistences between monotheism and earlier religious 
forms.”   

 
Others refer to this as ‘revisionism’, i.e. destruction, suppression, or 
modification of sources, in the form of deliberate destruction of 
documents and or suppression of reports contrary to a ruling power's 
agenda? The Flavian Caesars, supposedly, were notorious for this.  
 This so-called Budge-Greenberg rule, as we will refer to it herein, is 
important to keep in mind. More often than not, the child will be told that 
so-and-so holy book is the received word of god absorbed or divined some 
prophet or holy person. Moses, so children are told, received the Bible 
from god on a mountain top. The Quran, so children are told, was 
presented to Muhammad by the angel Gabriel in a cave. Correctly, per the 
Budge-Greenburg rule, each respective holy book was written by ‘teams’ 
of theological editors, redactors, final editors; a process which repeats 
again with each global power shift. 
 

1. Heliopolis creation myth | Atum | 3100BC  
 
In 3100BC, in the city of Heliopolis, the pre-Dynastic model of the land 
mound arising out of the water, out of which the sun emerges, was re-

worked to incorporate a new state god called ‘Atum’. Here, it was re-
conceived that in the beginning, a chaotic watery Nun existed, out of 
which the god Atum, in the form of a primeval hill, or sitting on the 
primeval mound, arose, from which the sun or god Ra emerged, spat out 
of Atum, either as a sunburst or as a sun disc carried by a special bird, 
called by Herodotus the ‘phoenix’, which is the name of the myth as now 
commonly known.52 This origin process of Atum arising out of Nun, from 
which Ra or the sun is born, as diagrammed above, with annotation, from 
American religio-mythology scholar Karl Luckert, in his Egyptian Light 
and Hebrew Fire (1991): 
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Water covers the earth. Land rises. The sun comes out. Biblical creation in 
a nutshell. 
 In short, in the beginning, the world existed as only water, signified by 
the prefix Ab-, meaning ‘water’ in Arcadian or ‘father’ in Hebrew, the 
water itself deified by the Egyptians as the god Nun or Nu, the god of the 
water abyss.  
 

“Ab. This word, in many languages, denotes "father" (as in Akkadian, 
Turkish, Hebrew, etc.) like the Latin avus. With Akkadians also ab 
was "moving water " (compare A) like the Turkish ab "wave," and the 
Aryan ap "water." The Babylonian month Ab was called in Akkadian 
Nene-gar ("fire making"), sacred to "the queen of the spear" (see 
Quirinus). This was August, but the Akkadian January was called 
Abba-uddu ("rising flood ").” 
 — James Forlong (1904), A Cyclopædia of Religions 

 
Out of this water, or Ab-, arose a land mound, aka -keme (fertile soil). Out 
of this land mound, the sun burst forth, conceptualized as being a fire disc 
carried by bird on its head, i.e. the sun god -Ra-.  
 The name Abraham, and Brahma (Hindu equivalent), accordingly, 
transliterate, in the original Egyptian, as: ‘Father Ra born of Keme’, ‘Ra 
born out of the Keme following the flood’, ‘Father Ra born of Nun’, or, as 
Wakeman Ryno (1912) puts it, ‘father Ra, born out of earth mound, at 
Heliopolis’, among other variants, in short. 
 In this new reinterpretation, Ra and Atum became Atum-Ra or Ra-
Atum the new godhead of the Heliopolitan theology, depictions of whom, 
in human form, are shown below, wherein we see Atum holding the ankh, 
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or breath of life amulet, in one hand and was scepter, or spear of Seth, in 
the other hand:  

 
The Heliopolis creation myth was recorded on the walls of seven large 
pyramids during the fifth and sixth dynasties (2500BC-2200BC).52  
 Eventually, this Nun, Atum, Ra based three god model of creation and 
the origin of things, in Heliopolis, expanded into the a nine-god theogony, 
as shown below, where Atum-Ra procreates, by his own doings, eight new 
off-spring gods: 

 
In the expanded version of the Heliopolis creation myth, the supreme god 

Atum or Ra-Atum, specifically, was said to have self-engendered the 
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gods: Shu (air) and Tefnut (moisture), by spitting and breathing them out 

of his mouth, who in turn self-engendered the gods Geb (earth) and Nut 
(sky). Geb, the earth god, and Nut, the sky god, in turn, begat, in a process 
artistically shown below, a detail from the Book of the Dead of Tameniu 
(c.1025BC), four new god-powered offspring:  
 

  
namely: Osiris (male), Isis (female), Seth or Set (male), and Nephthys 
(female). These third generation Atum-Ra off-spring, of this Geb + Nut 
coupled marriage, are shown below: 
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Osiris and Isis, in turn, beget Horus, the savior god. Osiris and Nephthys, 
in turn, beget Anubis, the mortuary god. In Christianity, Osiris and Horus 
were blended or morphed into the story of Jesus, representative of the 
triumph of good over evil or life after death, and Set was morphed into the 
character of the Devil, the embodiment of darkness or evil. 
 Of note, the older star goddess Sopdet, not shown above, was 
syncretized, i.e. merged, with the goddess Isis, of this new Heliopolis 
Ennead theogony, and Sopdet’s male consort Sah, not shown, the god of 
the star constellation Orion, was syncretized, i.e. merged, with this new 
god Osiris; specifically: 
 

Sopdet [Sirius star] → Isis [goddess] 

Sah [Orion star constellation] → Osiris [god] 
 
Those shown bolded are important to keep in mind, in that they are the 
key characters in the story of the birth, death, and resurrection of Jesus. 
Ra-Atum becomes Abraham. Osiris becomes god the father or the Holy 
Spirit, depending. Isis and Nephthys become the ‘Mary pairs’ seen 
throughout the Bible. Horus becomes Jesus or god the son. Nun, last but 
not least, becomes Noah. 
 

2. Memphis creation myth | Ptah | 2800BC  
 
In 2800BC, religious power in Egypt switched from Heliopolis to the city 
of Memphis, location #2 in previous map, the specifics of the creation 

myth changing accordingly, to account for the god Ptah, who was 
popular in Memphis: 
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The following are few artistic representations of the god Ptah, shown with 
a green skin, representative of plant regrowth, a blue skull cap, 
representative of water, and three-part staff, comprised of the djed pillar, 
aka backbone of Osiris, ankh, aka breath of life, and uas or was scepter, 
aka key of Nile or staff of Atum: 
 

  
The three-part staff of Ptah, as shown in parts below left, when assembled, 
below right, shows how, in a roundabout sense, how the Christian cross, 
the amulet worn around the neck of many modern Christians, came into 
formation:  
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In this new Memphis version of the creation myth, in short, the new 
supreme god Ptah created Nun who then created Atum or Ra-Atum, who 
then created Osiris and Horus. 
 Biblically, of note, the names of Noah’s latter two sons: Ham, which 
transliterates as ‘keme’, and Japheth, which transliterates as ‘god Ptah’, as 
shown below, were a god reduction syncretism way to account, in a coded 
monotheism literary guise, the switch from the Heliopolis creation model, 
of Ra or Atum-Ra being born out of the ‘keme’ or rising land mound, to 
the newer Memphis creation model, of the god Ptah creating the Nun, out 
of which the land mound rises, out of which the sun god Ra or Atum-Ra is 
born: 

  
The name of Noah’s first son, Shem, meaning ‘eight’ in Hebrew, 
according to Greenberg, was a way to ‘coded way’ to account for the 
switch from Memphis creation myth to the newer Hermopolis creation 
myth, to be discussed in the following section, a modified version of the 
Heliopolis creation myth. Greenburg summarizes this ‘three son’ coded 
rewrite as follows:50 

 
“The names of Noah’s three sons—Shem, Ham, and Japheth—
correspond to the Hermopolitan creation story. The word ‘shem’ forms 
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the root of the Hebrew word ‘shemoneh’ meaning ‘eight’. This gives a 
connection to the Egyptian city of Hermopolis. Hermopolis is the 
Greek name of the city but Egyptians called it Shmn, which means 
‘eight-town’, after the eight Hermopolitan deities [Nun-Naunet, Huh-
Hauhet, Kuk-Kauket, Amen-Amenet] that emerged from the flood. 
Ham, the name of Noah’s second son, is pronounced ‘Chem’ in 
Hebrew, and he is depicted as the father of the Egyptian an African 
people. The name derives from the Egyptian word ‘Keme’, an ancient 
name for Egypt. It means ‘the black land’ and refers to the fertile 
black soil left behind when the annual Nile flood withdraws to its 
banks. The third of Noah’s sons Japheth, which consists of the three 
Hebrew consonants, ‘J-Ph-Th’, is the linguistic equivalent of the name 
‘God-Ptah’.” 

 
The name Ham, pronounced ‘Chem’, as in chem-istry, to go into more 
detail, as this subject is confusing to many, being that many incorrectly 
think that (a) Ham was real person and (b) that the ‘Ham = black’, this 
being a commonly known factoid, e.g. in England in 1660, meaning that 
black was symbolic of the skin color of Ham, meaning that Noah had a 
negro son.175 Correctly, black refers to soil color. 
 As touched on, the blackness etymology of Ham refers to the black 
fertile soil carried from the Ethiopian mountains, via the water of the 
melting snow, and deposited on the banks of the Nile, at the end of the 
150-flood cycle. Old Testament scholar Christian Stock, in his The Key of 
the Holy Tongue of the Old Testament (1717), as summarized by Rufus 
Perry (1893), discussed this as follows:176 

 
“Treating of ham in his elaborate ‘key’ to the Bible. Christian Stock 
(1717) says: ‘the father of Mizraim, the founder of the Egyptians, was 
Cham [Latin] or Ham [in English]. Whence, from this name, Egypt 
was called now Ham now the land of Ham. St. Jerome (in Genesis) 
asserts that always, even down to his time, Egypt had been called Ham 
in the tongue of the Egyptians.” 

 
The name Ham, from keme or ‘black land’, Noah’s second son, to 
summarize, was representative of Ra born out the rising land (keme) out 
of flood model of creation.  
 The name Japheth (god Ptah), Noah’s third son, was a coded literary 
way of accounting for the switch of state religious belief, from a 
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Heliopolis creation myth (3100BC), to the Memphis creation myth 
(2800BC) centric one, during the period of Egyptian history when the 
religious power center, of the Egyptian dynasty, switched from Heliopolis 
to Memphis.  
 The name Shem (meaning: eight), Noah’s first son, was a way to 
account from the switch from Memphis creation myth to Hermopolis 
creation myth.  
 

3. Hermopolis creation myth | Nun-Naunet | 2400BC  
 
In 2400BC, Hermopolis, location #3 in the Ancient Egypt map, became 
the new religious power center of Egypt, during which time the older 
Memphis creation myth was morphed or tweaked, so to say, by the 
theologians in power, into a new theogony, wherein the god Nun took on a 
new form as follows: 
 

  
The water god Nun, in short, expanded into a set of four male-female god 
pairs, specifically: Nun and Naunet, god and goddess of chaos, Huh and 
Huhet, god and goddess of space of infinity, Kuk and Kauket, god and 
goddess of darkness, and Amen and Amenet, god and goddess of 
invisibility of the winds and of turbulence of stormy waters, both 
incarnation of hidden powers: 
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In respect to the lineage of Noah, the name Shem, Hebrew for ‘eight 
gods’, aka the ‘Ogdoad’, as shown above, or Noah’s first son, as described 
in the Bible, cited previously by Greenberg, accordingly, was a coded 
literary, used by the writers of the Bible, as a way of accounting for, 
monotheistically, the switch of state religious belief, from a Memphis 
creation myth (2800BC) centric one, to the Hermopolis creation myth 
(2400BC) centric one. 
 A newer aspect of the new Hermopolis theogony is the golden egg 
myth. In particular, in Hermopolis Ra was incorporated or reformulated to 
the effect that Nun and his consort Naunet, or ‘lady-Nun’, were 
conceptualized as two of eight frog/snake gods who showed up first and 
collectively laid an egg, as shown adjacent, which contained Ra, the sun 
god. Ra, in this more zoologically-correct model, was not just born out of 
the flood waters, but also born out of an egg: 
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In respect to the Bible, this aspect of the Memphis + Hermopolis 
amalgamation, famously found its way into the opening paragraph of 
Genesis (1-2) of the Hebrew Bible, penned in 1000BC, as follows: 
 

“In the beginning, god [Re-Atum] created heaven [Nut] and earth. 
[Geb] And the earth was without form [Huh] and void [Hauhet]; and 
the darkness [Kuk] was upon the face of the deep [Kauket]. And the 
Spirit of god [Amen] moved upon the face of the waters [Amenet].” 

 
Unbeknownst to most, accordingly, in the assumed to be monotheistic 
Bible, there are ten gods alone, mentioned in the very first paragraph. 
 

4. Sumerian creation myth | Enki | 2300BC  
 
In 2300BC, in Sumer, a region of southern Mesopotamia, a flood god 
called god Enki (equivalent to the latter Akkadian god Ea), defined as the 
god that filled the Tigris and Euphrates rivers with scared sweet water, 
representative of the fresh waters of the two main Mesopotamian crop 
irrigation supply rivers, was predominate. 
 Here, to pause, there is some gray area that exists in respect to which 
god was worshiped or came first, Nun, the flood god of the Nile, which 
seems to be the case, or Enki, the flood god of the Tigris and Euphrates, or 
whether they both independently arose and influenced each other in 
culturally overlapping way? The following, from an Akkadian cylinder 
seal impression, circa 2400-2200BC, is one of the earliest depictions of 
the god Enki: 
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Aspects of both Sumerian creation myth and Egyptian creation myth, to 
note are found in the Christian Bible, in about five to one ratio, the 
Egyptian stories predominating by far and large over Sumerian influence.  
 To situate god origin dates, Michael Jordan, in his Encyclopedia of 
Gods (1998), dates Enki worship from 3,500BC to 1750BC, but dates Ra 
(or Nun) worship from 3,000BC to 400AD.203 Wallis Budge, however, 
dates Ra worship, who he considers as the most ancient of the gods, to 
4,000BC, seemingly. 
 Also, of note, there some debate about whether Cuneiform script, the 
Sumerian writing system, the basis of the telling of the tale of Enki, or 
Egyptian hieroglyphs, the Egyptian writing system, the basis of the telling 
of the tale of Nun, originated first. Nun, by all accounts is the most 
dominate of the two, as is evidenced by the size of the pyramids in Egypt, 
each pyramid being a visual image of the land that arises out of the Nun, 
as compared to equivalent monuments in the Mesopotamian region. 
 Gunter Dreyer (1998), based on his findings at the Tomb UJ at 
Abydos, in Upper Egypt, dating to c.3250BC, argues that proto-Egyptian 
hieroglyphic writing on bone and ivory labels was more advanced, as a 
form of writing, that was evident at Sumer at that date.204 Geoffrey 
Sampson (1990), conversely, asserts that most scholars hold that Egyptian 
hieroglyphs ‘came into existence a little after Sumerian script, and ... 
probably [were] invented under the influence of the latter.’205 
 Here we see a bit of a blur, in respect to the gods of the period 3500 to 
3100BC. Whatever the case, Enki, in short, is the Sumerian equivalent to 
the Egyptian god Nun. Enki was either copied from Nun, via migratory 
idea translation, Nun copied from Enki, via migratory idea translation, or 
both gods arose independently based on observed patters of respective 
river flooding observations. 
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 In respect to Noah myth, in circa 1800BC, in Sumer, a region of 
southern Mesopotamia, where modern-day Iraq is located, a tale called the 
Epic of Gilgamesh was compiled, based on an amalgamation of older 
sources, surrounding the 
Enki, and floods of the 
Tigris and Euphrates rivers. 
  Comparing flooding 
patterns, Tigris and 
Euphrates rivers, as 
compared to the Nile river, 
we note that the former are 
unpredictable, and can also 
vary from violent to minor, 
involving different amounts 
of water, as compared to the 
latter, with its predictable 
large yearly rise and fall pattern. Some scientifically-dated flood deposit 
archeological evidence, to note, indicates that there may have been a large 
Tigris-Euphrates flood in 2900BC.202 
 In respect to Noah, as told in the Gilgamesh Epic, a story put in stone 
tablet form during the period 1800BC, Enki instructs a character named 
Utnapishtim (Noah equivalent) to abandon his worldly possessions and 
create a giant ship to be called ‘The Preserver of Life’. He was also tasked 
with bringing his wife, family, and relatives along with the craftsmen of 
his village, baby animals and grains.199 The oncoming flood wiped out all 
animals and humans that were not on the ship.  
 After twelve days on the water, Utnapishtim opened the hatch of his 
ship to look around and saw the slopes of Mount Nisir (Mount Ararat 
equivalent), where he rested his ship for seven days. On the seventh day, 
he sent a dove out to see if the water had receded, and the dove could find 
nothing but water, so it returned. Then he sent out a swallow, and just as 
before, it returned, having found nothing. Finally, Utnapishtim sent out a 
raven, and the raven saw that the waters had receded, so it circled around, 
but did not return.200 The order of three birds sent out here is: dove, 
swallow, raven. 
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 In the Biblical version, as explained in Genesis 8:7, Noah sent out, in a 
similar fashion, three birds: raven, dove, dove (and again the third dove, 
after it returned with an olive leaf). 
 In the original Egyptian version, a theory which arose in the pre-
Dynastic era, circa 4000 to 3100BC, to clarify, the earth was considered to 
be flat, and each morning the sun, conceptualized as a disc, was said to be 
re-born, out of a mound, following a flood, being carried by a bird, who 
balanced the sun or sun disc on its head as it few. The bird in the Egyptian 
version was conceptualized as having been either a ‘falcon’ (Jordan, 1998) 
or a ‘heron’, in the form of the benu bird, or as the fiery ‘phoenix’, as 
Herodotus described the story, based on his journeys in Egypt and Greece 
in circa 450BC.  
 Here, as we see, we have a number of ‘birds’ to keep track of: falcon, 
heron, phoenix, dove, swallow, and raven, in respect to which one carries 
the sun around the earth, or, as the story was retold, sent out from a boat 
following the flood to search for land. This sun bird is variously depicted 
as follows: 

 
Here, to pause, in 1700 we see Isaac Newton displacing Johannes Kepler’s 
previous 1600 view that planets move around being powered by angels 
flapling their wings and pushing the planets in their orbits, by the concept 
of force. English physiologist Charles Sherrington, in his Man on his 
Nature (1938), comments on this as follows:  
 

“Our sixteenth-century Fernel viewed the body as a tenement for 
faculties. One faculty was that which actuated the various bodily 
movements. Then came Descartes with is robot, a mechanism 
actuating itself. Such too had been Descartes’ thought with respect to 
the motions of the macrocosm. For Kepler, still, a century later than 
Fernel, though each planet was ridden by an angel. Then later with 
the ‘reign of law’ that guidance became a ‘force’, e.g. gravitational. 
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Today that ‘force’ has in turn disappeared. There remains a curvature 
of space. The human mind looking at nature has had to dehumanize its 
point of view—it has, using Samuel Alexander’s word, to 
‘deanthropize' itself. It has to dispense with ‘causation’, which is 
regarded as an anthropism, but is yet a final cause. It is more faithful to 
William of Occam.” 
 

Likewise, American physicist Richard Feynman, in his The Character of a 
Physical Law (1965), stated the following on Kepler angel powered 
planets: 
 

“What makes planets go around the sun? At the time of Kepler some 
people were saying that there were angles behind them beating 
their wings and pushing the planets around in orbit. As you will 
see, the answer is not very far from the truth. The only direction is that 
the angles sit in a different direction and their wings push inwards.” 

 
Here, as we see, at least in physics, by 1700, ‘angel power’ motion had 
been replaced by motion as defined by force moving bodies through a 
distance per unit time. In social physics, going into the year 2100, the 
same cannot be said in respect to human orbital movement. More people 
in American believe in angels than they do in evolution, as Obama 
famously said. We do not, as of yet, have the equivalent Newtonian force 
upgrade to social movements, although its mold has been cast in the 
Goethean model, and there are no shortage of social Newtons.209 

 
Utnapishtim then set all the animals free, and made a sacrifice to the gods. 
The gods came, and because he had preserved the seed of man while 
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remaining loyal and trusting of his gods, Utnapishtim and his wife were 
given immortality, as well as a place among the heavenly gods.200   
 Prior to the flood, of note, the god Enki (Sumerian) or Ea (Akkadian), 
told Utnapishtim (Noah figure) to take the beginning, the middle, and the 
end of whatever was consigned to writing, and to bury it in the ‘city of the 
sun’ at Sippara, shown on previous map, located on the east bank of the 
Euphrates river.197 This is a literary equivalent copy translation to the story 
of Ra being born out of the Nun at the Heliopolis, the city of the sun in 
Egypt, from where the sacred Heliopolis creation myth, and teachings 
derived therefrom were first penned in the form of pyramid and coffin 
texts, in 2800BC.  
 American secular Jewish religio-mythology scholar Constantine 
Grethenbach, in his The Secular View of the Bible (1902) comments on 
this Sippara = Heliopolis translation, in respect to Noah, as follows:  
 

“No one can deny the importance of Sippara, since it was in that twin 
town, divided as it was by the Pur-at, that the Chaldean Noach built 
his boat, buried his books, and set afloat, as the cuneiform inscriptions 
tell us; nay, more, we are told that its special deity was called Malik, 
and that its sacred name was Ma-Oru; though Greek writers called it 
"City of the Sun" [Heliopolis]; but it is nowhere else suspected of 
connection with this record unless it was used to make odious the 
name of Baal-Ak, son of Zippar, who sent Baal-Am to curse Isra-el, as 
well as the repudiated (Ex. 18:2) wife of Mosheh, and even the liar 
Sephira of Christian story (The Acts 5: 1.&c).”   

 
Beyond this, others have dug into this question deeper. William Williams, 
in his Primitive History: from Creation to Cadmus (1798), e.g., devotes a 
certain amount of discussion to how the Sippara reinterpretation or 
Sumerian translation of the Heliopolis creation myth was blurred together 
in the Greek era of Alexander, in respect to the making of the Noah 
story.201  
 

5. Thebian creation myth | Amen | 2050BC  
 
In 2050BC, Thebes, location #4 in the Ancient Egypt map, became the 
new religious center of the Egyptian dynasty, during which time, 
accordingly, the national religion morphed into a new order, according to 
which all of the various previously held to be supreme gods, namely: Ra, 
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Ptah, Nun, and Atum, as shown below, who were, at the time, vying with 
each other for god power seniority: 

 
were merged together into one morphing god, via the concept of what is 
called god incarnation, or god syncretism, into a new god called Amen:  

 
Amen, was a god that had been growing in conceptual power since at least 
the time of the Pyramid texts from the end of the 5th Dynasty (2500-
2350BC). Amun, as shown below, was oft-portrayed as a pharaoh, with 
blue skin, wearing a modius (turban) surmounted with two plumes of 
feathers, symbolic of dominance over both Upper and Lower Egypt. 
 In the new reformulated Thebian creation myth, the Hermopolitan 
Ogdoad (aka Nun) was conceptualized as the so-called ‘first incarnation’ 
of the all-powerful newly-rose-to-power god ‘Amen’ (Amun or Amon), 
the god Ptah was considered the second incarnation of Amen, the god 
Atum was considered the third incarnation of Amen, and Ra (or Re) was 
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considered the fourth and last incarnation of Amen, after which he became 
known as Amen-Ra, Amun-Ra or simply Amun. 
 

  
The following timeline, to put things into context, part of John Spark’s 
1932 histogram, showing world powers distribution per century, wherein, 
in 2000BC, we see Egyptian dynasty power as the world’s superpower, 
amid which the god Amen reigned supreme: 
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In the years 1850 to 1500, above, we note that the prominent gods are:  
Ra, Osiris, and Amen or Amen-Ra morphed. 
 The following, to put things into geological perspective, shows the 
extent of the Egyptian empire in the year 1450, the power peak of the New 
Kingdom (1550-1077), during the reign of Thutmose III, during which 
time we see Egyptian + Canaanite beliefs merged:  
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This visual is an important point to keep in mind, being that in less than 
400 years later, beginning in circa 1000BC, the principle parts of Old 
Testament of the Hebrew Bible (500BC), turned Christian Bible (300AD), 
turned Islamic Quran (800AD), would be penned, i.e. translated from 
Egyptian religion, in this Canaanite religion. Biblically, accordingly, this 
new Thebian god ‘Amen’, famously found its way into Christianity as the 
word uttered at the end of every prayer or hymn, transliterated to mean ‘so 
be it’ or ‘truth’, factually meaning the signature of the prayer by whatever 
final god version is being invoked in question, incarnate. Every time a 
Christian says the word ‘Amen’, he or she is unknowingly giving praise to 
the Egyptian god Amen. 
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6. Amarnan creation myth | Aten | 1300BC  
 
In 1320BC, an Egyptian so-labeled ‘heretic’ 
pharaoh named Akhenaten rose to power, during 
which time he moved the religious center of Egypt 
from Thebes to the city of Amarna, location #5 in 
the Ancient Egypt map, and, to the consternation of 
the many, he did away with all the various gods 
incarnate and god families, and in their place 
asserted that there was just one god named Aten, 
similar in some sense to the Amun hidden god 
concept, albeit more monotheistic. A new religion 
called Atenism was born.  
 Initially, Akhenaten presented Aten as a variant 
of the familiar supreme deity Amen-Ra, in an attempt to put his ideas in a 
familiar Egyptian religious context. This new Amen-Ra morph was the 
sun god, which went by the name ‘Aten’, which was depicted as sun disc, 
surrounded by a snake (said to do battle with Ra each night), with long 
out-stretched ray of sunlight-like arms, with fingers, some of which 
holding the ankh or breath of life amulet, as shown below: 

 
In year five of his reign, Amenhotep IV took decisive steps to establish the 
Aten as the sole god of Egypt, namely he disbanded the priesthoods of all 
the other gods and diverted the income from these other cults to support 
the Aten. To emphasize his complete allegiance to the Aten, the king 
officially changed his name from Amenhotep IV, i.e. ‘son of Amen’, to 
Akhenaten or ‘living spirit of Aten’. 
 In year nine of his reign, Akhenaten declared that Aten was not merely 
the supreme god, but the only god, and that he, Akhenaten, was the only 
intermediary between Aten and his people. He ordered the defacing of 
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Amen’s temples throughout Egypt and, in a number of instances, 
inscriptions of the plural 'gods' were also removed. Most cite this bold 
move as the origin of monotheism. 
 In this period, a poem called ‘Hymn to Aten’, attributed to Akhenaten, 
was penned to describe this new creator god; the main section of which is 
as follows: 
 

How manifold it is, what thou hast made! 
They are hidden from the face (of man). 
O sole god, like whom there is no other! 
Thou didst create the world according to thy desire, 
Whilst thou wert alone: All men, cattle, and wild beasts, 
Whatever is on earth, going upon (its) feet, 
And what is on high, flying with its wings. 
The countries of Syria and Nubia, the land of Egypt, 
Thou settest every man in his place, 
Thou suppliest their necessities: 
Everyone has his food, and his time of life is reckoned. 
Their tongues are separate in speech, 
And their natures as well; 

 
In 1899, English Egyptologist Flinders Petrie wrote the following about 
this Aten hymn: ‘If this were a new religion, invented to satisfy our 
modern scientific conceptions, we could not find a flaw in the correctness 
of this view of the energy of the solar system. How much Akhenaten 
understood, we cannot say, but he certainly bounded forward in his views 
and symbolism to a position which we cannot logically improve upon at 
the present day. Not a rag of superstition or of falsity can be found 
clinging to this new worship evolved out of the old Aton of Heliopolis, the 
sole Lord of the universe.’ Similarly, English Egyptologist Henry Hall, in 
1913, characterized Akhenaten, per content of this Aten hymn, as the ‘first 
example of the scientific mind.’ Akhenaten, in this sense, was trying to 

promote a heat = god stylized religion, give or take. 
 Here, to pause, similar to Akhenaten, we are taking things one step 
further and removing god from the ‘energy of the solar system.’ Energy 
has certain rules of operation, defined by the science of heat and work, aka 
thermodynamics, wherein god has no existence. Hence, the new brand of 
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‘zerotheism’, to be outlined here, in upgrade to Akhenaten’s previously 
new brand of monotheism. 
 Biblically, to note, this Aten hymn, accord scholars such as C.S. Lewis 
(1958) and Miriam Lichtheim (2006), is the precursor to the Psalms, 
Psalm 104 in particular, wherein the god YHWH (Jehovah or Jahve) or 
Adonai, rendered in English as ‘Lord’, one of two main Canaanite gods, 
namely the southern Canaanite volcano god, the other being El, the 
northern Canaanite mountain god, is explicitly defined as the creator deity. 
The implicit assumption here being that YHWH = Aten.189 

 The location of Amarna, location #5 on the Ancient Egypt map, 
herein, in respect to the location of Thebes, location #4, on a map of 
Upper Egypt, is shown below:   

  
Akhenaten’s ruling, however, was short-lived. People didn’t like the 
abrupt jump to monotheism, and as soon as his reign was over, all 
depictions of Aten were effaced and his new religion dismantled. The seed 
of the idea of ‘monotheism’, however, was planted. The seed first 
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germinated in the Hebrew mind, then grew, via translation into the Greek 
mind, then flowered into bloom, via expanded translation in the Roman 
mind. Egyptian-born English religio-mythologist Ahmed Osman, in his 
Moses and Akhenaten (1990), building on the earlier decoding work of 
Sigmund Freud, as presented in his Moses and Monotheism (1939), 
summarizes the Aten to Adonai (Lord), or Adonai YHWH (Jehovah), 
translation switch as follows:194 

 
“The ‘ai’ can be removed from the word ‘Adonai’ as it is a Hebrew 
pronoun meaning ‘my’ or ‘mine’ and signifying possession. Wea re 
then left with ‘Adon’ (Lord) which, as correctly noted by Freud [1939] 
is the Hebrew word for the Egyptian ‘Aten’ as the Egyptian ‘t’ 
becomes ‘d’ in Hebrew and the vowel ‘e’ becomes an ‘o’. The name of 
the god of Moses, Adon, is therefore the same as the name of the god 
of Akhenaten, Aten.” 

 
After the passing of Akhenaten, the city of 
Amarna was destroyed and the religious 
power center moved back to Thebes. 
 In the Bible, the visual aspect of this 
Aten god, with long out-stretched arms, 
with fingers, is found in about a dozen 
places, e.g. Exodus 31:18, Deuteronomy 
5:15, Deuteronomy 9:10, etc., wherein 
ever it speaks of god doing so-and-so act with his long out stretched 
finger. The most famous of these is the myth of Moses receiving the Ten 
Commandments, on a mountain, that were written, as the Bible tells us, on 
a stone tablet, with god’s own finger. God’s own finger, in short, is but 
monotheistic code for Aten’s finger.51  
   

7. Late New Kingdom myth | Osiris-Ra | 1250BC  
 
In 1250BC, after the fall of Atenism, a new Osiris-Ra formulation of 
Heliopolis creation myth began to brew in Thebes, as the new dynasty 
dominate religion. This new national religious order put focus on Ra, the 
solar deity, as the bringer of light, and thus the upholder of Ma’at or 
principle of moral order, who at nightfall did battle with Apep, a snake 
god, known as the lord of chaos, or bringer of darkness, who was said to 
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do battle with Ra each nightfall. In this mix, Osiris became the new 
national god, greater in power than Ra.  
 Unique in this period was that individual citizens, not just pharaohs, at 
death, could have scrolls, a cheaper version of the pharaoh’s pyramid and 
coffin carvings, printed for them, upwards of 80-feet in length, variously 
called Book of Going Forth by Day or Book of the Dead, in which 
declarations and spells were printed, to help the deceased get into the 
afterlife. In one of these books, called the Papyrus of Ani, printed in 
1250BC, an afterlife spell book written for a prominent Thebian scribe 
named Ani, we find, in line 110, the following identification of Ra with 
Osiris, in respect to a discussion of the soul of Ani in the afterlife: 
 

“I am the soul which dwelleth in the two tchafi [i.e. souls of Osiris and 
Ra] What is this then? It is Osiris when he goeth into Tattu [i.e. 
Busiris, a necropolis in Lower Egypt, near Hermopolis] and findeth 
there the soul of Ra; there the one god embraceth the other, and the 
souls spring into being within the two tchafi.” 

 
In following is the vignette, which illustrates this passage, we see, at left, 
the souls of Ra and Osiris, in the form of hawks, standing on a pylon and 
facing each other in Tattu:  

 
At this point in history, according to Wallis Budge (1899), Osiris became 
not only the equal of Ra, but, in many respects, a greater god than he.169 
At right, we see Ra in the form of a cat, under the Persea tree, a type of 
fruit-bearing evergreen common to the Nile Delta region, cutting off the 
head of the evil chaos or disorder god Apep.  
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 In the years 1350 to 950, shown below, we see twelve pharaohs 
Rameses I-XII, over the course of 300 years, all named Ra-meses or Ra 
Moses, mean ‘sun god Ra born out of Nun’ or water: 

  
In the years 1050 to 1000BC, of significant note, we see decrease in 
Egyptian power concurrent with an increase in Hebrew power, concordant 
with the daughter of a pharaoh being married to a King David of the newly 
growing Hebrew global power, during which time the god Ra began to 
morph into the man Abraham.  
 

8. Canaanite creation myth | YHWH | 1000BC  
 
In 1000BC, a new ‘Abraham as person’ in place of ‘Ra as sun god’ 
reformulated creation myth was in the works, which seems to have 
resulted largely as an effect of a translation play on words, in going from 
Hieroglyphics to the newly invented Hebrew text. While archeological 
evidence, akin to the Coffin Texts and Books of the Dead of the 
Egyptians, are scant, defining the specifics of this new mold of theology, a 
recently discovered pottery shard, dating to 1000BC, dug up during 
excavations at Khirbet Qeiyafa, near Israel's Elah valley, per translation by 
Gershon Galil (2010), indicated Hebrew scribes, during these years, were 
penning some type of proto Bible with social statements about how people 
should treat slaves, widows and orphans; specifically:190 

 
1. you shall not do [it], but worship the [Lord]. 
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2. Judge the sla[ve] and the wid[ow] / Judge the orph[an] 
3. [and] the stranger. [Pl]ead for the infant / plead for the po[or and] 
4. the widow. Rehabilitate [the poor] at the hands of the king. 
5. Protect the po[or and] the slave / [supp]ort the stranger. 

 
The content, which has some missing letters, is similar to some Biblical 
scriptures, such as Isaiah 1:17, Psalms 72:3, and Exodus 23:3, but does not 
appear to be copied from any Biblical text. 
 This new theology, in short, was centered around a newly devised 
Egyptian-rooted theological belief system, anchored worship of the gods 
Isis, Ra, and El, but NOT Osiris (as Hebrew theology is afterlife free 
theology), admixtured with Yhwh god syncretism, i.e. volcano god beliefs 
of the southern Canaanites. These people came to be known as Is-Ra-El-
ites, and their creation myth known as Canaanite creation myth. This 
religion morph is summarized below: 
  

 
Heliopolis model of a god Ra born out of the Nun, or god Nu, who carries 
12-solar deities on a barque, in short, is found re-written, cryptically, in 
so-called ‘god reduction’ form, in the story of a man named Abraham (aka 
Ra), married to a wife-sister named Sarah (aka Sirius), who is descendant, 
by 12-generations, from a man name Noah (aka Nun). This, new 
reformulated model, as shown below right, is what is called Canaanite 
creation myth, a monotheistic reformulation of Heliopolis creation myth, 
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wherein Nun became Noah, Ra became Abraham, and Sirius became 
Sarah.  
 The following diagram, a section from the Papyrus of Nespakashuty, 
an accountant of the granaries of Amun, dating from 1069-945BC, 21st 
Dynasty, Third Intermediate Period, presently held at the Louvre Museum, 
Paris, shows what Abraham, Noah, and Noah’s Ark actually looked like, 
conceptually in the minds of people, during this period, in contrast to what 
modern children are taught they look like:196  
 

  
In more detail, in 1000BC, in the region of Canaanite, an anonymous 
thinker, or school of thinkers, who were monotheistically-focused on 
fusing the gods Isis, Ra, and El, into a new one god Is-Ra-El-ite religion, 
aka Hebrew theology, i.e. someone who believes in the god Ra, goddess 
Isis (Is), the great granddaughter of Ra, and the god El, a Canaanite 
mountain god, the supreme god of the Canaanite religion, took at least 
four separate source documents, derived from evolved earlier variants of 
this Ra born out of Nun-keme creation myth, and therein retold the story, 
monotheistically, as a story about a man named Noah, a 150-day flood, a 
mountain that rises out of the flood, and a sun that appears after the 
darkness of the flood. 
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 Specifically, according to the so-called documentary hypothesis, first 
decoded by French Biblical scholar Jean Astruck (1753), who noted a 
distinction between the Jahvist god and Elohist god textual sources, these 
scholars or editor, took four Egyptian mythology source documents, aka 
the: J source (Jahweh theist), E source (Elohim theist), P source (theist 
concerned with Priestly matters, e.g. rituals, dates, numbers, 
measurements, etc.), and D source (theist who authored Deuteronomy), 
and syncretized the batch into the so-called Book of Moses. The dated 
origin of these different sources, including the Aten source (A source), are 
as follows: A source (1300BC), J source (1000BC), i.e. A morphed into J 
source, E source (922BC), J and E sources merged + commentary 
(722BC), D source (650BC), P source (586BC), final editor or redactor 
(500BC).195 

 In this new book, a syncretized and polytheistically scrubbed version 
of Egyptian mythology, in short, the god Nun or water is de-deified into a 

man named Noah, the god Ra or sun is de-deified into a man named 

Abraham (Ab-Ra-ham), the 12th generation offspring of Noah, and the 
star Sirius or goddess Isis is anthropomorphized into a woman named 

Sarah, the wife-sister of Abraham, thereafter becoming famously known 
as the greatest story ever told.  
 Greenburg summarizes this polytheism-to-monotheism Noah to Nun 
syncretic transmogrification as follows:48  
 

“In the old Hebrew, the name ‘Noah’, which should be transliterated 
as ‘Noach’, consists of only two letters ‘Nun’ and ‘Ched’. It is 
interesting that ‘Nun’, Hebrew name for the first letter of Noah’s 
name, is the same word the Egyptians use to name the primeval flood. 
The name of the Biblical flood here, therefore, corresponds to the 
name of the Egyptian deity who represents the great flood of creation 
and guides the solar boat across the waters.” 

 
Noah, according to Greenberg, to summarize, derives from the god Nun of 
Heliopolis creation myth, the state-promoted religion prevalent in the 
Egyptian capital city of Heliopolis in 3,100BC. The gist of the Heliopolis 
to Canaanite creation myth morph is as follows: 
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Heliopolis 
Creation  

Myth 

   
 Nun 

[Nile flood] 
Ra 

[Sun] 
Sopdet 
[Sirius] 

 (water god) (sun god) (star god) 
 ↓ ↓ ↓ 
 

Canaanite 
Creation  

Myth 
   

 Noah Abraham Sarah 
 (man) (patriarch) (wife-sister) 

 
This, to pause, is the core literary character switch in going from Egyptian 
mythology to Canaanite mythology turned Christian mythology, or 
related, e.g. Islam or Hinduism mythologies. 
 

9.  Hindu creation myth | Brahma | 900BC  
 
In circa 900BC, India theologians, using the global predominate Egyptian 
mythology as a starting point, began to formulate a reincarnation religion, 
wherein the Egyptian sun god Ra became the Hindu supreme creator god 
Brahma, the Egyptian water god Nu became the Hindu god Vishnu (Vish-
Nu), who tells a man named Ma-Nu, the Hindu equivalent of Noah 
(Christianity) or Nuh (Islam), to build a boat to save humanity from a 
great flood to come.  
 In this Hindu reformulation, the Thebian concept of ‘god incarnation’, 
i.e. of Amen absorbing the roles of various gods, in different states of 
existence, was re-worked into the concept of an ‘avatar’, according to 
which a Hindu god could take on different forms. The first ‘avatar’ or god 
incarnation of Vishnu, of ten primary avatars, was in the form of the 
Matsya avatar, variously depicted as a giant talking fish who saves Ma-Nu 
and his boat during the flood, as shown below: 
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Vish-Nu, as the Matsya avatar, is also sometimes depicted as having a 
human torso with or connected to the rear half of a fish, such as shown 
below, who, after defeating a demon, pulls Ma-Nu’s boat out of the flood 
to safety: 
  

  
The slaying of the demon is a story aspect rewrite of the Ra doing battle 
with the demon Apep during his night journey, amid the flood, before 
being reborn the next day and yearly at the end of the 150-day Nile Flood. 
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The following shows global power dynamics from 950BC to 550BC, 
during which time we see the Egyptian god Amen-Ra morphed 
conceptually into the creator god named Brahma, aka Ra (-ra-) born out of 
the keme (-hma) following the flood (B-), being worshiped in India: 
 

  
This god character morph results from what we might call the ‘translation 
free-play rule’, according to which when creation model gets translated 
into another language, e.g. from Egyptian to Hindi or Hebrew, Hebrew to 
Greek (Greek period), Greek to Latin (Roman period), or Latin to English 
(England period), etc., a flexibility arises, in the mind of the translator or 
group or series of translators, according to which slight adjustments of 
points of specifics accrues, but where the thread of the story or creation 
model stays generally the same recognizable pattern. 
 In the Hindu version, Vishnu also warns his human protégé MaNu that 
he should conceal the sacred scriptures in a safe place to preserve the 
knowledge for the future generations. This is equivalent, in the 
Mesopotamian version, to the god Ea (Akkadian) or Enki (Sumerian) 
telling Utnapishtim (Noah figure) to take the beginning, the middle, and 
the end of whatever was consigned to writing, and to bury it in the city of 
the sun at Sippara.197   
 In circa 200AD, a book called the Laws of Manu or ‘Code of Manu’ 
was written, which Friedrich Nietzsche (1888) cites as a general ‘code of 
laws’ book, equivalent the code of laws of Moses, albeit more fair to 
women, or something to this effect.198  
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 MaNu, here, the equivalent of Nun, and flood, again is the based on 
the annual Nile River flood. The so-called Code of Manu is the Hindu 
equivalent of the Hebrew Ten Commandments, both of which are 
equivalent or rather derived from the Egptian Negative Confessions. The 
gist of the Egyptian to Hindu creation myth morph is as follows: 
 

 
Egyptian 
Creation  

Myth 

   
 Nun / Nu 

[Nile flood] 
Ra 

[Sun] 
Sopdet 
[Sirius] 

 (water god) (sun god) (star god) 
 ↓ ↓ ↓ 
 

Hindu 
Creation  

Myth 
    

 Vish-Nu Ma-Nu Brahma Saraswati 
 (god) (man) (god) (goddess) 

 
In this period, Egyptian power began to wane, while Greek, Assyrian, 
Babylonian, and Indian power grew, during which time the Greeks and 
Indians, in particular, began to absorbed and reprocess the salient aspects 
of Egyptian theological thinking, e.g. Ra = Braham, or Amen = Zeus, to 
name two examples. 
 

10. Greek creation myth | Zeus | 800BC  
 
In 800BC, with Greek power greater now in strength than Egyptian power, 
the religious capital of the world, so to say, began to shift from Egypt to 
Greece. The Egyptian models of creation floated or breezed over, so to 
say, into Greek minds.  A publication called Theogony penned in 800BC 
by Hesiod, was a dominate result, wherein many Egyptian models were 
reformulated into the guise of Greek gods in human form. The following 
histogram section, from 550 to 150BC, shows the growth of Greek power: 
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 In 425BC, Herodotus, in his observations of the Egyptian religion in 
respect to Greek mythology, established Greco-Egyptian equivalents of: 
Amen/Zeus, Osiris/Dionysus, and Ptah/Hephaestus, to give three examples 
of this.  
 It was during this period, circa 425BC ±300-years, that the Egyptian 
god Nun became the Hebrew Greco-Roman man Noah.  
 

11.  Meccan creation myth | Allah 800AD  
 
In 600AD, Arabian theologians, centered around the city Mecca, in Saudi 
Arabia, morphed the Canaanite mountain god El (or Il), according to 
Michael Jordan (1996), into a newly named god monotheistic god ‘Allah’. 
Allah, in its pre-Islamic form, to note, was a creator god of earth and 
water, considered polytheistically. Moreover, these theologians, in this 
period, also took the Canaanite creation myth (500BC), as starting points, 
and formed a new theology, called Islam, according to which a man 
named Muhammad is said to be 62 generations descendent from a man 
named Ibrahim (Abraham) who in turn is said to be 10 generations 
descendent from a man named Nuh (Noah) who survived the great flood. 
 While, to note, little scholarly work has been published, in this area of 
Islamic religio-mythology, per reason that the Islamic faith has yet to go 
through a reform, such as the way Christianity did, the beginning points, 
i.e. Egyptian mythological characters, e.g. Adam, Eve, Abraham, Sarah, 
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etc., and end rewrites, as presented in the Quran, are enough to stitch 
together the basic picture. 
 

Creation myth | Summary  
 
The following is an artistic summary of the supreme god morphing that 
has accrued up to this point in history:149 
 

  
In this diagram, to clarify, we see Apep, the snake that is said to do battle 
with the sun god each night, and Mut, the goddess who superseded 
Amaunet, therein becoming the patron goddess of Thebes. One can, if they 
so desire, spend years, decades if need be, studying the details of Egyptian 
mythology. The point to keep in mind, however, at this point is the 
following: 
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Nun = Noah = MaNu = Nuh 
 
Nun is a god, Noah and Nuh are men, and MaNu is man or god man, but it 
is one and the same myth, retold in different ways.  In sum, over the 
course of about 4,000-years, from 3,100BC to 800AD, Egyptian 
mythology was monotheistically transliterated into four new mythologies, 
namely: Jewish mythology (500BC), Hindu mythology (100AD), 
Christian mythology (200AD), and Islamic mythology (800AD), as 
diagrammed below: 
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Hindu mythology, of note, gave birth to Buddhist mythology, not shown 
above diagram, which accounts for some 6-7% of beliefs in the world. 
Buddhism, to note, according to some accounts, e.g. Ravi Zacharias 
(1990), is atheistic in some sense of the matter, i.e. in atheistic religion, 
but, nevertheless it still is a derivative of Brahma version of the Heliopolis 
creation myth. Buddha and Jesus, e.g., have parallel stories, such as 
parable of sitting under the fig tree (or Bodhi tree), meaning they are both 
rewrites of an earlier Egyptian messiah parable. 
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 To summarize, up to this point, in the Bible, Nun (or Nu) is called 
Noah, in the Quran Nun is called Nuh, and in the Rig Vida Nun is called 
MaNu. Each is associated with a flood, after which the sun or sun god is 
born. All modern human, accordingly, are descendant from this Ra + Nu 
model of creation. The following, to clarify, shows the distribution of the 
world’s religions, according to a 2012 study, each religion labeled with 
Ra-basis as indicated: 

 
The gist of this Ra-theology, or Anunian mythology, as it is sometimes 
called, is immortalized in the great pyramids, built in 2600BC under the 

direction of Egyptian polymath Imhotep, who took the general 
Heliopolis creation myth as status quo fact, and build the great pyramids 
based, so that the pharaohs could be reborn again like the sun or god Ra is 
each day and year, into the afterlife:  
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This Ra model, in turn, to review, became written, monotheistically, by 
the Isis-Ra-El-ites, i.e. followers of the gods Isis, Ra, and El, as the 

Genesis story of a man name Abraham being descendent from a man 

name Noah, or Nuh, as he is called in Islam, shown below, who was 
chosen by god, to be saved from the great flood.  
 As the famous story goes, Noah built the ark, loaded two of every 
animal aboard, the flood came, owing to man’s wrongdoings, and Noah 
sent out a series of birds to look for dry land, one of whom found land, and 
soon thereafter the ark landed on the mythical mount called Ararat, when 
the stormy flood ended, after which the sun shone forth:  
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This is the monotheistic resurrection-version of the story, as it is known in 
Christianity, Islam, and Judaism.  

 The polytheistic reincarnation-version of the story, as it is known in 
Hinduism and Buddhism, involves a creator god named Brahma (Abraham 
equivalent), his wife-sister cohort Saraswati (Sarah equivalent), a great 
flood, and a man name Ma-Nu (Noah equivalent), and a talking fish, from 
who all humans are descendent, as shown below: 
 

 
 In sum, the story of a god called Nun arising about of a flood from 
which the sun god Ra burst forth, became retold, in later versions of 
Egyptian religion, as a god Nu carrying a solar barque, containing the sun 
and 12 lunar deities, through the sky, in the sun’s daily and yearly journey; 
which became rewritten, in the Hindu religion, as the story, as the story of 
Ma-Nu, saving humans 
in a boat; which became 
written in Christianity 
and Islam as the story 
of a Noah building an 
ark and saving 
humanity and animals 
from the great flood. 
All of this, however, is 
but mythology, plain 
and simple.  
 Modern Americans 
are so abysmally ignorant to the basic factoid, namely that the story of 
Noah’s ark is a monotheistic retelling of the polytheistic story of the Nu’s 
solar barque, which itself is a New Kingdom (1200BC) rewrite of the 1st 
Dynasty (3100BC) cosmological theory of the origin of everything from a 
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universal flood, from which land (Nun) arose, out of which the sun (Ra) 
burst forth carried by a bird through the sky, that Christians, in 2016, built 
a full-sized Noah’s ark, as shown below, in Kentucky, as part of Ken 
Ham’s Creation Museum:   
  

  
Polls, conducted in 2004 by ABC, found that some 60% of Americans 
believe in the story of Noah’s ark and a global flood. These is what is 
called American ignorance par excellence, to put things frankly.  
 
Kids summary: The story of Noah is a monotheistic rewrite of the 
Egyptian myth of Nun. 
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2. Big Bang 
 

“Most of what Einstein said and did has no direct 
impact on what anybody reads in the Bible. Special 
relativity, his work in quantum mechanics, nobody 
even knows or cares. Where Einstein really affects 
the Bible is the fact that general relativity is the 
organizing principle for the Big Bang.” 

— Neil Tyson (c.2005), Source 
 
Abstract [6-pgs]: Humans, according to modern evidence, derive from an 
exploding universe, which started expanding from a singularity, or small 
point of space-time, that initiated some 13.7-billion years ago. 
 

In 1929, American astronomer Edwin Hubble found, via telescopic 

measurement evidence, that the light spectra from other galaxies 
increases in proportion to a particular galaxy’s distance from earth, and 
from this data it was determined that the universe is some 13.7-billion 
years ago originated from an exploding point or event called the big bang: 
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Out of this bang came many types of ‘things’, such as atoms, stars, star 
dust, and humans. All of these various things, however, can be reduced to 
two fundamental things.  
 Firstly, are types of thing called fermions, or things with half-integer 
spin, which constitute the substance of matter, e.g. electrons (negative 
charged things) or protons (positive charged things). The dynamics of 
spin-½ objects, by definition, are things that cannot be accurately 
described using classical physics; they are among the simplest systems 
which require quantum mechanics to describe them.  
 Secondly, are types of things called bosons, or things with integer 
spin, which constitute the substance of forces, e.g. photons (light), of the 
universe.   
 Together, fermions, or matter, and bosons, or forces, as shown below, 
define the component operational nature of the present universe as we 
know it: 

 
Some 400,000-years after this bang, fermions and bosons cooled enough 
to form atoms, the hydrogen atom, symbol H, in particular.77 In the years 
to follow, these hydrogen atoms reacted, with each other, individually, and 
in groups inside of stars, over time, to form 91 other types of element, as 
shown below, as listed on a periodic table: 
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In total, out of the big bang, the universe has made 92 naturally occurring 
element.  
 In 1734, Swedish polymath Emanuel Swedenborg, in his On the 
Principles of Natural Things, introduced what is called the ‘nebular 
hypothesis’, which asserts that some 5-billion years ago, in the region of 
space called our solar system, 92 elements, in the form of dust, gas, and 
rock, began to attract and rotate about a center, and that eventually the 
center became hot enough to form the star called our sun.71 This process, 
which is believed to be how our solar system formed, is diagrammed as 
follows: 

 
Our planet called the earth, aka the third ‘rock from the sun’, eventually 
came into existence 4.5-billion years ago, via gravitational attraction of 
planetesimals, in rotation about this newly-formed sun.  
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 Some 200,000-years-ago, according to fossil evidence, the batch of 92 
naturally-occurring elements, on or near the surface of the earth, cyclically 
powered by heat from the sun, reacted, and when the surface of the earth 
cooled to a temperature of 300 kelvins, in the region of the East African 
Rift Valley, a powered CHNOPS+20 thing, called Homo erectus or 
‘human’ formed, made from twenty-six of these 92 naturally-occurring 
elements, defined by following 26-element molecular formula: 
 

  
This type of logic was first stated in 1926 by German physical chemist and 
radical atheist Wilhelm Ostwald, as follows: 

 
These 26 naturally occurring elements, which make up modern humans, 
are shown highlighted in the above periodic table. A human, in modern 
terms, according to Harvard Medical School’s BioNumbers database, is 
formulaically defined as follows: 
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This 26-element human molecular formula is what, terminologically 
speaking, is called the ‘Thims human molecular formula’ (CHNOPS+20 
fromula), calculated by the author in 2002, and published in his Human 
Chemistry (2007), cited thereafter in textbooks such as Indian-born 
American mechanical engineer Kalyan Annamalai’s Advanced 
Thermodynamics Engineering, as taught at Texas A&M University, as 
shown below right.  

 
This so-called ‘new view’ of a human, to note, contrasts with the old so-
called Linnaean view of humans, as shown above left. 26-elements have 
replaced the term ‘mammal’ and energy and heat driven have replaced the 
term ‘living’. 
 An alternative, albeit less accurate human molecular formula, to give 
some comparison, is called the ‘Sterner-Elser human molecular formula’ 
(CHNOPS+16 formula), which is a 22-element formula model of a human 
calculated independently by American limnologists James Elser and 
Robert Sterner in 2000 as published in their Ecological Stoichiometry 
(2002), cited thereafter in books such as: the four-volume Encyclopedia of 
Ecology (2008) and Neil Shubins’s The Universe Within (2013), the latter 
of which shows a ‘big bang to human molecule’ diagram, which was used 
in the ZFK class as a simple big picture visual of things, in upgrade to the 
‘Nile River flood to humans’ model, the children were taught previously. 
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This powered CHNOPS+20 thing we call a ‘human’, overtime, eventually 
evolved or morphed, via chemical reaction mechanism, into modern 
computer using humans, no god or life involved. 
 This new Big Bang + Nebular hypothesis + Rift Valley view of the 
origin of humans, as affinity powered animate reactive chemicals, differs, 
substantially, form what kids in the past, and in some cases presently, 
were taught.87 

 
Now, instead of believing that humans are descendant from a man name 
Noah, created by god before a big flood, we believe that humans are 
derive from mixture of fermions and bosons that amalgamated to form 
humans via a great process, following an explosion. Moreover, and most 
importantly, none of this has anything to do with god. 
 
Kids summary: It’s ‘bang’ to ‘CHNOPS+20 thing’ in 13.7-billion years 
and there is NO ‘life’ spark stopping point. Animation, along with mind, 
meaning, and morals, began when carbon formed, sometime shortly after 
this bang, when light began to interact with this element via exchange 
forces called bosons. Humans are but a variation of powered carbon-based 
animation, formed 200,000-years ago, in their present form. 
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3. Four Elements and Two Forces 
 

“Nothing ever delighted me so much as the 
discovery that there were NO elements of earth, 
fire, or water.” 

— Percy Shelley (1804), on age 14 education at Eton College 
 
Abstract [10-pgs]: From the Egyptians, the Greeks gleaned the basic 
model that the universe was made of four elements: earth, air, water, and 
fire, and added to this model the postulate that two forces, attraction and 
repulsion, which in total explains all operations of nature. In the late 18th 
century, this picture was updated to the effect that a periodic table of 
elements comprise all matter, and that elective affinities is the new name 
of this attraction and repulsion force.  
 

In 600BC, Greek philosopher Thales initiated the study abroad 
method, by himself travelling to Egypt, Memphis in particular, as a young 
man, to study the Egyptian philosophy of nature. In Memphis, Thales 
learned the then-prevalent version of the Heliopolis creation myth, as 
shown below left, according to which, as summarized in the Noah chapter, 
all things drive from water, out of which land arises, out of which the sun 
or heat is made.  
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Thales, from Egyptian theology, took away the view that ‘all is water’ and 
that a flat earth floated on water:  
 

“The principle behind all things is water. For all is water and all 

goes back to being water.” 
 — Thales (c.570BC), Fragments  

 
Thales asserted, accordingly, that living things developed from the 
amorphous slime, i.e. water and earth, under the influence of heat. This is 
the basis of three element theory: every thing in the universes is 
comprised of water, earth, and fire, in Thales’ view. In the Thales model, 
to note, air, the fourth element, was not part of his model of the cosmos. 
The specific model Thales would have been taught in Memphis is the 
following:  
 

 
In this Memphis model, water, earth, and fire are real discernable things 
that Thales could wrap his intelligent mind around, while at the same time 
dismissing the theological aspects of the model. The element air, in the 
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Memphis model, was a thing that was said to have been ‘spit’ or 
‘breathed’, depending on translation, out of the mouth of the god Atum or 
Ra-Atum, as shown adjacent. 

Thales, it seems, did not 
attach to this god theory logic, 
which is why his model of the 
universe only has three 
elements. 
 Thales, however, upon his 
return, then advised Greeks 
mathematician Pythagoras, in 
550BC, to go to Egypt and to 
study their philosophy. After 
him, physicist Empedocles, in 
475BC, atomic theorist Democritus, in 440BC, and philosopher Plato, in 
400BC, followed suit and went to Egypt to study their philosophy.116 Out 
of this cultural emersion, three element theory, in these years, transformed 
into a four ‘roots’ theory, as Empedocles, called it, or four ‘elements’, as 
Plato dubbed it, namely, all things in the universe, according to this new 
four element theory are comprised of: earth, air, water, and fire. 
 In 450BC, a fifth carrier-like element called ‘ether’, was added to the 
picture by Greek philosopher Anaxagoras, which he conceived of as being 
in constant rotation and carried with it the celestial bodies. This element, 
to note, was not disabused from science until the arrival of Albert Einstein 
and his 1905 relativity theory. 
 In 320BC, all of this Greek absorbed 
Egyptian logic was amassed, synthesized, and 
distilled into the mind Aristotle, who added to 
the four element theory a so-called teleological 
principle to the picture, according to which 
earth is the heaviest element, tending to sink to 
the bottom of the mixture, water is the next heaviest element, tending to 
rise above earth, air is lighter than earth, thereby tending to rise, and fire is 
the lightest of all, tending, if left uncheck, to rise to the ceilings of the 
cosmos. The telos, or ‘ultimate object or aim’ of earth, according to 
Aristotle, was fall, the telos of fire was to rise. This is the Greek theory of 
everything, in a nutshell. 
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The gist or method in which Aristotle, via the teachings of Thales and 
those who studied in Egypt prior to him, translated Egyptian theology into 
a godless four element Greek philosophy, is as follows: 

   
The ‘purpose’ or telos of each element, or thing, made of these elements, 
e.g. a rock or human, according Aristotle, as summarized in his Physics 
(§2:8), was to move to its natural place in the order of things; this he 
summarizes as follows: 
 

“Natural things are exactly those things which do move 
continuously, in virtue of the principle inherent in themselves, towards 
a determined goal; and the final development which results from any 
one such principle is not identical for any two species, nor yet is it any 
random result, but in each there is always a tendency towards an 
identical result if nothing interferes.”  

 
This Aristotelian telos-based movement of things, to clarify, is what is 
now classified as ‘old physics’; a model that was overthrown with the 
birth of science. This old physics view of things was summarized by 
Jacques Loeb, in his Forced Movements, Tropism, and Animal Conduct 
(1918), as follows: 
 

“Science began when Galileo overthrew this Aristotelian [telos] mode 
of thought and introduced the method of quantitative experiments 
which leads to mathematical laws free form the metaphysical 
conception of purpose.” 

 
Four element based teleology theory, in short, is how people in the past 
explained or attempted to derive a sense of purpose in nature. The problem 
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with teleology, however, as this chapter summarizes, is that it is based on 
Nile River flood cosmology, aka Egyptian mythology, Memphis creation 
myth, specifically. 
 The upgrade model to Aristotelian teleology, based on the physical 
chemistry concept of ‘elective affinities’, was grappled with independently 
by Johann Goethe (1796) and by Percy Shelly (1803), and in modern form 
by Gibbs energy minimization principle, as first touched on by Harold 
Blum in 1934. This will be covered in later chapters. 
 In second millennium, the four element theory began to fall apart as a 
working model, after new elements began to be discovered. In 1250, the 
element arsenic, symbol As, atomic number 33, e.g., was discovered in by 
Albertus Magnus. In 1649, German chemist Hennig Brand discovered the 
element phosphorus, symbol P, atomic number 15. By the year 1800, a 
total of 28 elements, as shown below, where known to exist:  
 

  
In the decades to follow, students of chemistry began to wake up the 
reality that the four element model was not a true representation of nature. 
 In 1802, a young English free thinker by the name of Percy Shelley 
[GA:13] [FA:61], was sent to Syon House Academy, studying there for 
two years, wherein, during his second year, he became captivated by the 
teachings of Adam Walker, as shown adjacent, a scientist, astronomer 
and inventor, who lectured on the possibility of life on other planets, links 
between magnetism and electricity, and on the elements and the chemical 
affinities. Shelley was enraptured by these lectures and experimental 
demonstrations, many of which he repeated at home, e.g. by electrocuting 
his sisters, making human electrical discharge circuits, among others. 
Shelley was fascinated with electricity and galvanism; for example, he 
constructed a large-scale battery and repeated Benjamin Franklin’s kite 
experiments.  
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 The gist synopsis of the education that Walker taught young Shelley, is 
summarized in his System of Familiar Philosophy: in Twelve Lectures, 
which has the following abstract: 
 

“The work having been written at various times, and in various places, 
tautology has crept into many parts of it; and I fear some are more 
condensed than they should be in a system of familiar philosophy. 
Originality, or the pride of discovery, has not led me beyond the 
bounds of what I believe to be truth. The identity of fire, light, heat, 
caloric, phlogiston, and electricity, or rather their being but 
modifications of one and the same principle as well as their being the 
grand agents in the order of nature; these are the leading problems of 
the work; and the parts which have, in a great measure, any 
pretensions to novelty.” 

 
Shelley, in these lectures, gleaned, similar to Goethe, albeit done 
independently, the nuts and bolts of physicochemical atheism, i.e. the 
chemical elements, albeit not 
the Greek four elements, and 
fire, light, heat, and electricity, 
operate under one principle, and 
therein are ‘grand agents in the 
order of nature’, as Walker put 
it, NO god involved. 
 The key section of Walker’s 
lecture, that attached to 
Shelley’s young mind, was his 
lecture on what he called 
‘Affinity Attraction’, the key 
parts of which are as follows:  
 

“I think the grand basis of 
chemistry is attraction and 
repulsion. By attraction, I 
mean not only that of cohesion and gravitation (formerly explained), 

but the affinities of matter; the elective attractions, or local 
affections of it, that is, the tendency which the constituent parts of 
bodies have to unite readily with some substances, in preference, as it 

were, to all other parts of matter. Water and spirits are said to 
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have an affinity, because they unite with the utmost readiness and 

affection. Water and oil have no affinity, because they will not 
unite (except by the intervention of an alkali, by which they become 
soap); for if oil and water are shaken together, it will be found the 
parts of each attract those of the same kind more strongly than the 
other, and the two presently separate. Acids and alkalis have so strong 
an affinity, that they rush into union with effervescence and ebullition 
so strong, indeed, is the attachment between acids and alkalis, that one 
will detach the other from most compounds with which that other is 
united.” 

 
Here we see Walker implicitly citing Empedocles, and his water and wine 
and friends and model and oil and water enemies separating model, via the 
action of the forces of attraction and repulsion, which is what Empedocles, 
as mentioned, used to ‘teach kids atheism’. Here, two-thousand years later, 
we see Walker teaching Shelley implicit atheism, in a similar manner. 
Walker continues: 
 

“The sea is a compound of fresh water and salt; yet so perfectly clear 
and homogeneous (as solutions generally are), that water and salt may 

be said to have affinity. That this selection, this choice, as it were, is 
but a modification of the attraction of cohesion, I entertain no doubt; 
for as various effects in chemical experiments prove the particles of 
matter to be of various shapes or forms, such particles as by their 
figure can lie conveniently by the fides of each other, or admit their 
centers coming nearer together, will adhere more strongly than those 
combinations where the corners and edges of particles do not fit, but 
enclose great spaces or interstices among them. This last may be called 
the attraction of cohesion; the other the attraction of affinity; but it is a 
distinction with little difference.” 

 
Here, in reference to the term ‘choice’, we see the root of the conflict 
between the old physics Aristotle model, wherein the ‘choice’, of a thing 
to move, was said to arise from a ‘principle inherent in themselves’, and 
the new physico-chemical model, wherein the ‘choice, of a thing to 
move, is a result of the chemical affinities of the system, governed by a 
one over-arching principle that has to do with fire, light, heat, electricity, 
and chemical elements. 
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 In 1804, Shelley, at age 14, entered Eton College, during which time 
he translated half of Pliny’s Natural History, spent his money on books, 
chemical instruments, and acts of liberality; one of his oft-spoken 
pronouncements during this time, as quoted previous, was: ‘nothing ever 
delighted me so much as the discovery that there were no elements of 
earth, fire, or water.’ In 1806, age 16, Shelley entered Oxford University, 
where his favorite amusements were chemistry, microscopic 
investigations, and boating. 
 In 1811, Shelley, aged 19, inspired, in part, by the proto-atheism work 
of Benedict Spinoza [HD:6], wrote, together with Thomas Hogg, a college 
friend, albeit published anonymously, a 13-page pamphlet The Necessity 
of Atheism, wherein many powerful statements are found, such as:  
 

“If ignorance of nature gave birth to gods, knowledge of nature is 
made for their destruction.” 
 

The increase of the know of things, in short, according to Percy will 
eventually bring about the death of belief in gods. Moreover: 
 

“Every time we say that god is the author of some phenomenon, that 
signifies that we are ignorant of how such a phenomenon was able to 
operate by the aid of forces or causes that we know in nature.” 

 
As we now have a grasp of the so-called ‘force functions’, as Willard 
Gibbs (1976) called them, operation on and in the dynamics of human 
nature, we will no longer be saying that god is the author of any 
phenomenon. Lastly:  
 
 “The mind cannot believe in the existence of god.” 
 
This was the state of things two-centuries ago. The mind has only grown 
stronger. 
 On 25 Mar 1811, Shelley, was expelled from Oxford for his refusal to 
repudiate the authorship of his pamphlet The Necessity of Atheism. 
 In 1814, Percy Shelley, after spending three years formulating, in his 
mind, his own unique brand of elective affinities based, atheism implicit, 
philosophy, married Mary Wollstonecraft, or Mary Shelley, thereafter, the 
famed author of Frankenstein, in what Mary Shelley retrospectively called 
the ‘Church of Elective Affinities’, as shown below right:117 
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Shelley, thereafter, came to be known as ‘Britain’s most famous atheist’.  
 Unbeknownst to Shelley, four years prior, in 1809, in Germany, the 
great thinker Goethe penned the exact same theory of elective affinities, 
albeit in cryptic coded form of the multilayered physicochemical theory 
based novella Elective Affinities, as shown above left, wherein life, love, 
death and the godless battle between passion and morality are explained in 
terms of the elective affinities, the precursor to Gibbs energies. 
 This period, between the years 1809 and 1814, wherein Goethe and 
Shelley both independently arrived at the exact same brand of physico-
chemical atheism, demarcates the start of smart atheism.   
 The takeaway point from this discussion, is that if you are precious 
youth, at about age eleven, or thereabouts, the year Percy Shelley, began 
to learn, from Adam Walker, the principles of chemical affinity, that 
elements of nature number more than four, that one overall principle 
governs all the orderings of nature, and that because of this information 
the intelligent mind ‘cannot believe in the existence of god’, as Shelley put 
it, you will need to learn not only what Shelley learned, but now also 
what, according to modern science, the elements and forces of nature are 
themselves made of, namely: fermions and bosons, respectively, which is 
the subject matter of the next chapter.   
 
Kid’s summary: the precursor to elements and elective affinities, 
discerned by the Germans and English, were the four elements and two 
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forces, discerned by the Greeks, who derived this model in a roundabout 
way from the Egyptian creation myths, which themselves were based on 
the annual 150-day Nile River flood. 
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4. Fermions and Bosons 
 

“Are humans fermions or bosons?” 
— Ed Stephan (1977), dialogue with physicist Louis Barrett 

 
Abstract [9-pgs]: Fermions and bosons are the new atoms and forces. 
 
In 1897, the electron, a thing with negative charge inside of atoms, was 
discovered by English physicist J.J. Thomson. The atom, from the Greek 
atomos, meaning ‘uncuttable’, accordingly, was not so uncuttable as the 
Greek atomic theorists, 2,500-years ago, had supposed?  
 In the century to following, a so-called zoo of fundamental particles, 
61 in total, as of 2009, began to be predicted and then discovered. A 
chronological overview of some of the key discoveries is shown below:118  
 

Particle  Symbol  Spin  Predicted / Proposed 
Discovered / 

Identified 

Atom      Leucippus (c.460BC)  Jean Perrin (1909) 

Electron  e−, β−  ½  James Stoney (1874) 
J.J. Thomson 

(1897) 

Alpha particle 
α, 

He²⁺, 
α²⁺ 

  N/A 
Ernest Rutherford 

(1899) 

Photon  γ  1  N/A 
Albert Einstein 

(1905) 

Nucleus      N/A 
Ernest Rutherford 

(1909/1911) 

Proton 
p, p+, 

N+ 
½  William Prout (1815) 

Ernest Rutherford 

(1919) 
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Neutron 
n, n⁰, 
N⁰ 

½ 
Ernest Rutherford 

(1920) 

James Chadwick 

(1932) 

Antielectron  e+   
Paul Dirac (1927); Ettore 

Majorana (1928) 

Carl Anderson 

(1932) 

Electron 

neutrino 
νe  ½  Wolfgang Pauli (1930) 

Frederick Reines 

and Clyde Cowan 

(1956) 

Monopole      Paul Dirac (1931)  [Unconfirmed] 

Graviton   G  2 
Dmitrii Blokhintsev and 

F. M. Gal'perin (1934) 
[Unconfirmed] 

Gluon  g  1 
Murray Gell‐Mann 

(1962) 

PLUTO detector 

(1979) 

Up quark  u  ½ 
Murray Gell‐Mann 

(1964); George Zweig 

(1964) 

SLAC (1968) 

Down quark  d  ½ 
Murray Gell‐Mann 

(1964); George Zweig 

(1964) 

SLAC (1968) 

Higgs boson  H⁰  0  Peter Higgs (1964)  CERN LHC (2012) 

W boson  W−  1 
Sheldon Glashow, Abdus 

Salam, and Steven 

Weinberg 

CERN (1983) 

Z bosons   Z  1 
Sheldon Glashow, Abdus 

Salam, and Steven 

Weinberg 

CERN (1983) 

Those particles bolded, specifically the: electron, photon, proton, neutron, 
graviton, gluon, up quark, down quark, and Higgs boson, are important for 
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the smart atheist to keep in mind being that they ether are inside of 
humans and or mediate human interactions.  
 Human, as discussed, are bound state things made of 26 types of 
atoms, a CHNOPS+20 thing, in short. Atoms, in short, according to this 
new fundamental particle view of things, are now understood to be made 
of things called protons, which have a positive charge, and neutrons, 
which have a neutral charge, which reside in the core of each type of 
element, bundled together in what is called the nucleus:  

 
The number of protons defined the type of element. The element Helium, 
shown above right, e.g., has an atomic #2, which means that it has two 
protons in its core. Hydrogen has an atomic #1, which means that it has 
one proton in its core. Surrounding the core are things called electrons, 
which have a negative charge. Then number of electrons, give or take, 
tends to equal the number of protons in each element. The things that 
binds the electrons to the nucleus, are called photons, which is a type of 
force mediating particle, conceptualized as the field particle that mediates 
the force of light. 
 Inside of protons and neutrons are things called up quarks and down 
quarks. These are held together by force like things called gluons. A 
human, accordingly, in this new particle physics view, is a quark-gluon 
composite bound together by photon-electron exchanges, in short.  
 In 1925, Albert Weill, in his A Theoretical Basis of Human Behavior, 
was the first to define social activity as being but the dynamics of proton 
electron interactions: 
 

 “All forms of social activity or achievement are ultimately reducible 
to electron-proton interactions.” 

 
In 1933, George Lundberg, in his The Foundations of Sociology, citing 
Weiss, elaborated his own views as follows: 
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 “A human is an electron-proton configuration.” 
 
In 1999, Michael Robinson, 
in his The Nine Numbers of 
the Cosmos, defined things as 
follows:  

 
“The answer to the 
question: ‘what are we 
made of?’, is: protons 
and neutrons (the heavy 
particles, or baryons), and 
electrons (the light 
particles, or leptons).” 

 
Here we see a new fundamental particle view of humans. Some, to note, 
averse to this new view, will tend to classify this new view as ‘radical 
reductionism’ or ‘ultra-reductionism’. This new view, however, is but 
basic modern science. Lundberg summarizes things as follows:119  
 

“The arrangement of electrons and protons into various types of 
groups of different symmetrical relations to each other constitute 
matter. The structure of matter (and of behavior) is, then, a function of 
its electron-proton configuration. From these elementary 
hypothetical entities, systems of all degrees of complexity are 
constructed, variously called atoms, molecules, elements, compounds, 
tissues, plants, animals, men, races, nations, constellations, galaxies, 
etc.” 

 
Lundberg continues: 
 

“The social sciences are concerned with the behavior of those 
electron-proton configurations called ‘societal groups’, principally 
human groups. Just as the properties of a substance are a function of 
the dynamic and spatial arrangements of limited groups of electrons 
and protons, so the various energy transformations are functions of the 
movement types by which one type of electron symmetry changes into 
another until a new symmetry has been established.” 

 
In sum, into the 1930s, humans and social groups were beginning to be 
defined as configurations of protons and electrons. 
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 Of note, during these years, the systematic organization of this 
growing collection of newly-being 
discovered and predicted particles, was 
still a rather unorganized subject; 
generally owing to the fact that new 
particles were being discovered each 
decade.  
 This problem, however, was remedied 
by the great English-born American 
physicist Paul Dirac, the so-called 
successor to Einstein.  
 In 1945, Dirac, in his ‘Developments 
in Atomic Theory’ lecture, brought order 
to this particle zoo, by pointing out that all 
of these various fundamental particles 
could be divided into two types, as 
distinguished by the ‘spin’ column, above.  

 Firstly, according to Dirac, particles that have half integer spin (½, 
3/2, etc.), are called ‘fermions’, named in honor of Enrico Fermi, which 
are now understood to comprise the matter portion of the universe. 
Fermions obey what is called Fermi-Dirac statistics. There are eight main 
types of fermions, as shown below, which themselves can be sub-
classified into two groups, quarks and leptons: 

  
Secondly, according to Dirac, particles that have integer spin (0, 1, or 2), 
which are called ‘bosons’, named in honor of Indian physicist Satyendra 
Bose, which are now understood to comprise the force portion of the 
universe. Bosons obey what is called Bose-Einstein statistics. 
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There are form main types of bosons, shown below left, in terms of their 
properties, and as shown below right, artistically: 
 

  
On this new fermion and boson classification scheme, the new view, about 
what a human is, in the context of the fundamental particles of the 
universe, which began to emerge into the 1950s, and thereafter, is that a 
human is a fermionic aggregate bound together by bosons. Moreover, 
force came to reinterpreted, such that humans, and other animate things 
like humans, e.g. goats, are made or mediated via force to interact by the 
mediating agency of exchange particles called bosons, which include 
photons, which mediate the electromagnetic force, e.g. light, and 
gravitons, which mediate, hypothetically, the gravitational force.  

 
Fermions, in a roundabout sense, as explained to the ZFK students, are 
things you can ‘feel’ like the fur of the goat. Boson are things you can see 
or feel but not touch like light or the force of gravity that pulls you to the 
earth when you jump into the pool.  
 Humans, in sort, are fermions. The forces that move humans, therein 
producing work, is done via the mediating agency of bosons. This was 
reduced down to the above visual, so that the six-year-old, in the 
Zerotheism for Kids class could understand the basic message of this new 
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view of the fundamental composition of the universe. The mechanism by 
which bosons mediate force between fermions is summarized as follows: 
 

  
Here, the goat emits a boson, which relays to the eyes of the boy in the 
form of a charging goat, the boson, which the boy sees as sight or light, 
which is called the electromagnetic force, causes or forces the boy to 
obtain a new velocity, as he runs away from the charging goat. 
 In 2005, Canadian thinker Paris Arnopoulos, in his Sociophysics, 
summarized things as follows: 
 

“All entities, whether fermions or humans, need some mediating 
agency to interconnect them into systems. This indispensable 
interrelating and interacting role is ultimately played by different field 
particles named bosons. Unlike fermions, which are characterized by a 
significant mass and charge, bosons do not take partake of these to 
attributes. Rather, they only have spins and provide connections as 
they are exchanged among fermions.” 

 
The take away point to keep in mind in this new fermion and boson 
description of the nature and mechanism of the universe, is that there is 
NO god involved in any of this.  

In 1927, Paul Dirac, the coiner of the terms boson and fermion, during 
the fifth Solvay Conference in Brussels, in discussion with physicists 
Werner Heisenberg, discover of the uncertainty principle, and Wolfgang 
Paul, predictor of the electron neutrino, of the subject of the objectionable 
use of Einstein’s term ‘god’s dice’, used as a metaphor in discussions of 
fundamental physics, summarized things as follows: 
 

“If we are honest — and scientists have to be — we must admit that 
religion is a jumble of false assertions, with no basis in reality. The 
very idea of god is a product of the human imagination.  
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 It is quite understandable why primitive people, who were so much 
more exposed to the overpowering forces of nature than we are today, 
should have personified these forces in fear and trembling. But 
nowadays, when we understand so many natural processes, we have 
no need for such solutions.  
 I can't for the life of me see how the postulate of an almighty god 
helps us in any way. What I do see is that this assumption leads to such 
unproductive questions as why god allows so much misery and 
injustice, the exploitation of the poor by the rich and all the other 
horrors he might have prevented.  
 If religion is still being taught, it is by no means because its ideas 
still convince us, but simply because some of us want to keep the 
lower classes quiet. Quiet people are much easier to govern than 
clamorous and dissatisfied ones. They are also much easier to exploit. 
Religion is a kind of opium that allows a nation to lull itself into 
wishful dreams and so forget the injustices that are being perpetrated 
against the people.  
 Hence the close alliance between those two great political forces, 
the State and the Church. Both need the illusion that a kindly god 
rewards — in heaven if not on earth — all those who have not risen up 
against injustice, who have done their duty quietly and 
uncomplainingly.  
 That is precisely why the honest assertion that god is a mere 
product of the human imagination is branded as the worst of all 
mortal sins.” 

 
Moreover, in an unpublished 1933 handwritten note, Dirac stated the 
following: 
 

“Any further assumption implied by belief in a god which one may 
have in one’s faith is inadmissible from the point of view of modern 
science, and should not be needed in a well-organized society.” 

 
In sum, goats and humans, according to Dirac, are fermionic things. The 
forces that move goats and humans, according to Dirac, are bosonic 
things. Lastly, any further assumption implied by belief in god, which one 
may have in one’s faith, is INADMISSIBLE from the point of view of 
modern science, and should NOT be needed in a well-organized society 
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The following quote summarizes Dirac’s aggregate 1945 view, as 
taught to the ZFK children: 
 

“The universe is made of fermions [matter] and 
bosons [force] and god does NOT exist.” 

 
Fermions and bosons are the new components of the universe and the 
myth of god is out of a job. 

 
Kid’s summary: Humans and goats are fermions. Light and gravity are 
bosons. God does not exist. 
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5. Adam and Eve 
 

“Do you, good people, believe that Adam and Eve 
were created in the Garden of Eden and that they 
were forbidden to eat from the tree of knowledge? I 
do. The church has always been afraid of that tree. It 
still is afraid of knowledge. Some of you say religion 
makes people happy. So does laughing gas. So does 
whiskey. I believe in the brain of man.” 

— Clarence Darrow (1925), Scopes Monkey Trail 
 
Abstract [10-pgs]: Adam and Eve never existed. The story of Adam and 
Eve derive from a mixture of Egyptian mythology, Greek mythology, and 
Sumerian mythology.  
 

The story of Adam, made from dirt, dust or clay, and Eve, made from 
Adam’s rib, is one of the most confused stories of all time.  

 
Polls conducted in 2014 indicate that 56% of Americans, including many 
atheists, believe that Adam and Eve were real people.75 Some 46%, of 
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American, believe that god made human beings just as they are today 
sometime in the last 10,000 years.76  
 In preparation for the 2015 ZFK class, the author polled a number of 
people on the question of the earliest memory of having some objection to 
being taught, told, or learning some religious teaching, per reasons of the 
teaching not making any sense. Adam and Eve were a common objection; 
some comments are as follows:   
 

“Some of the Genesis stuff, e.g. creation of the world, Adam and Eve, 
etc. [didn’t’ make sense].” 

— Tommy (2015), retrospect reflection (age 10 / grade 5) 
 
“How Adam and Eve could create black people [didn’t make sense]. 
You’ve got this white girl and this white guy, and then this black 
baby? Dinosaurs; where life came from (after learning science).” 

— Sabrina (2015), retrospect confusion reflection (age 7-12) 
 
Moreover, the kids themselves, during the ZFK class, were instructed to 
bring a list of questions they wanted answered in the class. Four of the five 
kids brought a list of questions, among which, as shown below, six of 
sixteen puzzling-to-the-mind kids questions had something to do with the 
story of Adam and Eve: 
 
Caleb | Age 6 

0. How did god create the world so fast [6-days]? 
1. How did god find the perfect stuff to make us? 
2. How did god find our bones? 
3. How did god find the first seed? 
4. How did god make fur for the animals? 
5. How did god find the very first food? 
6. What was the first animal on earth? 

 
Jacob | Age 9 
 How was god born? 
 
Temple | Age 10 

1. Why did god choose to make the earth? 
2. Why did he make us out of dirt? 
3. How did he make the first animals? 
4. Why was there a first man instead of a woman? 
5. Why didn’t Adam and Eve wear clothes? 
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6. Why didn’t the build houses right away? 

 
Ricky | Age 11 

1. How did Noah manage to get two of each animal on the ark? 
2. How did god create Adam? 
3. How could god create Eve from Adam’s rib? 

 
Here we see the root problem with America’s educational system in 
respect to Jefferson’s Humpty Dumpty wall. If you sell modern 21st 
century kids myth-as-truth, contrary to Hypatia-Erasmus teaching method, 
their minds will not accept it. 
 The underlying reason why adults keep selling this myth-as-truth 
ideology, however, is a complex one. The nutshell gist of the Adam and 
Eve issue was summarized in 1902 by American writer Frank 
Stockbridge, in his article ‘Creating Life in the Laboratory’, wherein he 
gave a summary of the some of the recent parthenogenesis and or 
laboratory-created life work of those including: Louis Pasteur, Jacques 
Loeb, and Henry Bastian, as follows:78 

 
“‘Life is a chemical reaction; death is the cessation of that reaction; 
living matter, from the microscopic yeast spore to humanity itself, is 
merely the result of accidental groupings of otherwise inert matter, 
and life can actually be created by repeating in the laboratory nature’s 
own methods and processes!’ [Loeb/Bastian?] Think for a moment 
what this declaration signifies. If it be true, where is the theology? If 
you and I are merely physico-chemical compounds, slightly more 
complex than a potato, a little less durable than a boulder, what is the 
basis of our moral code? If man can lump together sand and salt and 
by pouring water on them create life, what becomes of the soul?” 

 
Here, to clarify, we see Stockbridge parroting a version of dumb atheism. 
Atoms and molecules do not react by ‘accident’. This is what is called 
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Greek chemistry. Moreover, the basis of our moral code, unbeknownst to 
Stockbridge, is found in the moral chemistry theories of Goethe and 
Nietzsche.142  
 Whatever the case, this ripe statement, which has become a popular 
quote in scientific circles, e.g. making the pages of: Carl Gaither's 
Chemically Speaking (2001) and English chemical physicist Philip Ball's 
Unnatural (2012), gets at the heart of the matter.  
 Parents tell kids that the myth of Adam and Eve is true, because main-
stream science hasn’t fully resolved the issue of the soul and the moral 
code. Parents want kids to have a moral code and to do this they have to 
sell the mentally-incongruous Adam and Eve myth, for lack of a better 
option. 
 Physico-chemical atheism, however, does have a moral code, as found 
in the so-called ‘moral symbols’ of physical chemistry, as Goethe 
explained in 1809. The specifics of this moral code, however, is something 
in need of precise clarification. Moreover, very little of this moral symbols 
based moral chemistry system is known to the general public. Some of its 
basics, however, were taught during the ZFK class, as will be elaborated 
on herein. 
 The short correctional solution to the above highlighted problem, 
moral code replacement issues aside, is that correctly humans did NOT 
come from Adam and Eve but from atoms and energy, and the story of 
Adam and Eve is a monotheistic rewrite of largely the creation of humans 
from clay on Khnum’s potter’s wheel, who were brought into animate 
existence, as the myth goes, via the power of Hathor’s ankh, a life-giving 
magic wand of sorts, the forerunner to the Christian cross, that was 
thought to input the spirit of god into the mouth of the clay figures — 
which is why Adam is Hebrew for ‘clay’ and Eve is Hebrew for ‘spirit’, 
an important footnote NOT told to modern children.10 The rewrite was 
truncated in 1654 by bishop James Ussher as follows: 
 

“God created earth at nightfall 22 Oct 4004 BC and then made Adam, 
from clay, and Eve from Adam’s rib, six days later.” 

 
This is the nutshell ‘origin of humans’ model children have been taught 
for over two-thousand years now. This is imbecility at its finest. The main 
reason this imbecility has proliferated up to the present day is dark age 
suppression of atomic theory as applied to the humanities. 
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 Khnum’s potter’s wheel, however, is not the full story. The talking 
snake aspect of the story of Adam and Eve and the eating of the forbidden 
fruit is a syncretistic rewrite of Greek poet Hesiod’s 700BC tale of the 
opening of Pandora’s box. 
 In the original version, first translated into English by Erasmus in 
1520, the ‘box’ refers to the gift box given to Pandora, the first woman of 
the human race, according to Hesiod’s Theogony, made from dirt (earth), 
water, and the four winds (air), who, owing to her ‘gift of curiosity’,  
unleashed ‘evil’ into the world, when she opened the gift box, that she was 
warned, by the gods, NOT to open—a deceptive trick by Zeus, done to get 
back at Prometheus for stealing fire from the gods and giving ‘life’ to 
humans.79 This was the Greek mythological way of explaining the origin 
of humans, using four element theory. 
 In Hesiod’s Theogony, to boot, there is also a snake, garden, and 
golden apple: ‘The Hesperides’, as summarized by Richard Caldwell 
(1987), in his editorial commentary on Theogony, are ‘beautiful nymphs 
who, along with Atlas (517-520) and a monstrous serpent (334-335), 
guard the tree of golden apples [255, 361] in a marvelous garden 
somewhere in the imaginary world at the end of the earth.’ 
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This, in 500BC, was recast into the monotheistic mold of Christian 
mythology, wherein Pandora was replaced with Eve, the gift box was 
replaced with an apple from 
the tree of knowledge, and the 
warning gods were replaced 
with a snake. 
 In 1667, John Milton, in his 
Paradise Lost, was one of the 
first to allude to a connection 
between Pandora’s box and 
Eve’s apple. Others to make 
the connection include: 
 

“We must get entirely clear of all the notions drawn from the wild 
traditions of original sin, the eating of the apple, the theft of 
Prometheus, the opening of Pandora’s box, and the other fables, too 
tedious to enumerate, on which priests have erected their tremendous 
structures of imposition, to persuade us, that we are naturally inclined 
to evil.” 

— Mary Wollstonecraft (1792), A Vindication of the Rights of 
Women: with Strictures on Political and Moral Subjects  

 
“Pandora’s box may properly be look at, in the same mythical sense, 
with the apple in the book of Genesis; and in that light the moral will 
appear without any difficulty.” 
 — Author (1795), editorial note; Cook’s Hesiod (pg. 17) 

 
The story of Eve being made from Adam’s rib has deeper mythological 
syncretistic roots. In short, as summarized by Gary Greenburg, in his 
chapter: Myth #23 Eve came from Adam’s rib, of his 101 Myths of the 
Bible (2000), the root of the woman from Adam’s rib story originated in 
the separation of Geb (earth) and Nut (sky) into two separate things from 
one original thing, as described in Heliopolis creation myth (§5. Noah). 
According to Egyptian Coffin Text 80, the god Atum created Nut so that 
‘she could be over my head and Geb could marry her.’  
 This Egyptian myth, in turn, was then merged with an older 3,500 
Sumerian myth of Enki and Ninhursag, according to which a person 
named Enki suffered from eight pains, one of which was in the rib. As 
described in ANET, 41: 
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Enki’s brother: “My brother, what hurts thee?” 
Enki: “My rib hurts me.” 

 
The name of the deity that cured Enki’s rib was Ninti, whose name, 
deriving from Nin- ‘the lady’ + -ti ‘rib’ and ‘to make live’, means the 
‘lady who makes life.’ Ninti, moreover, not only had a magical rib pain 
healing power, but also, as folklore has it, the ability to make humans out 
of a mixture of blood and clay. 
 In sum, in 500BC, the aforementioned Is-Ra-El-ite redactor, or school 
of redactors, who penned the Five Books of Moses, the first part of the 
Bible, took the myths of Pandora’s box (800BC), Khnum’s creation 
(330BC), and Enki’s rib (3,500BC), as shown below, as touched on (§: 
Hypatia-Erasmus Teaching Method), and merged them via syncretism, to 
create the now famous myth of Adam and Eve:  

 
One last myth, prevalent in the period of the penning of the Five Books of 
Moses, which may have relevance to the story of woman created from 
Adam’s rib, is Greek soul mate mythology theory, described by Plato, in 
his Symposium (380BC), via dialogue, through the voice of Aristophanes, 
according to which originally humans existed in bound pairs, stuck 
together at their back, with one soul, but who were later split into by the 
power of the god Zeus, thereafter wandering the earth in search of their 
original soul mate:80  
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This is similar to the Egyptian 
clay creation myth version of the 
origin of humans, wherein the 
god Khnum would have taken 
one original ball of divine clay, 
then split it into, to make a male 
clay human and female clay 
human, on his godly potter’s 
wheel. No doubt some version of 
the Plato split souls theory was in the air at the time of the penning of 
Adam and Eve, and in this respect, some of the Adam’s rib think would 
essentially have been symbolic of splitting one original ball of clay to 
make two humans. 
 Whatever the case, these three or four existing myths were recast and 
retold into the syncretistic Hebrew or Is-Ra-El-ite translation effect that 
god made man by taking clay, which he called ‘Adam’, in which and put 
breath or spirit, which he called ‘Eve’, and thereby making the first two 
living humans. 

 
Two glaring problems, to point out here, noticeable to the discerning 
intellect, are that firstly (a) according to modern science, clay is made 
predominately of the element aluminum, but aluminum is a poison to 
humans, and NOT part of the elemental composition of humans (§: 
Aluminum Disproof). This was pointed out by Austrian-born American 
physical chemist Alfred Lotka in 1925: 
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Secondly, life is something that does not exist (§: Abioism). This was 
pointed out by American philosopher Alfred Rogers in the 1990s. 
 One last point to bring up concerns the so-called ‘problem of evil’. 
Hesiod solved the problem by the story that the curiosity of humans is 
what let evil into the world. This was replaced by the snake warning Adam 
and Eve not to eat the forbidden fruit, which they did, thereby letting evil 
into the world, via ‘original sin’.  
 The modern way of explaining the ‘problem of evil’ is by what is 
called free energy coupling theory. This, however, is a new area of 
inquiry. In the Zerotheism for Kids calls [ZPKI|6:54-], this was 
summarized, following a comment by the six-year-old that he was told 
that one gets cursed if they play with a cross, in the context of ‘natural 
morality’, or the ‘appeal to nature’ argument, as Aristotle argued, as 
follows:81 

  
What is good or ‘natural’, in short, is described, quantitatively, via 
chemical thermodynamics, as exergonic things, processes, or reactions, i.e. 
Gibbs energy releasing phenomena. What is evil, bad, or ‘unnatural’ is 
described, quantitatively, via chemical thermodynamics, as endergonic 
things, processes, or reactions. In nature, as was discovered in the 1940s, 
exergonic processes are ‘coupled’ to endergonic things, in such a way that 
the former drive the latter, aka good drives evil in mythological speak. 
This topic will be elaborated on (§: Right and Wrong) herein. 
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 Others, historically, to point out the bunk-ness of the Adam and Eve 
story are as follows: 
 

“The story of Eve and the serpent, and of Noah and his ark, drops to 
a level with the Arabian Tales, without the merit of being entertaining, 
and the account of men living to eight and nine hundred years becomes 
as fabulous as the immortality of the giants of the mythology.” 
 — Thomas Paine (1794), The Age of Reason 
 
“It has always been a mystery to me how Adam, Eve, and the 
serpent were taught the same language. Where did they get it? We 
know now, that it requires a great number of years to form a language; 
that it is of exceedingly slow growth. We also know that by language, 
man conveys to his fellows the impressions made upon him by what he 
sees, hears, smells and touches. We know that the language of the 
savage consists of a few sounds, capable of expressing only a few 
ideas or states of the mind, such as love, desire, fear, hatred, aversion 
and contempt. Many centuries are required to produce a language 
capable of expressing complex ideas. It does not seem to me that ideas 
can be manufactured by a deity and put in the brain of man. These 
ideas must be the result of observation and experience.” 
 — Robert Ingersoll (1879), Some Mistakes of Moses 

The story of Adam and Eve, in sum, is a mythical god theory way of 
explaining why bad things happen and where humans originated in one 
mythological nutshell. 
 

 
Kids summary: the story of Adam and Eve and the garden of Eden is a 
Shrek-like amalgamation of the Greek myth of Pandora’s box, the 
Egyptian myth of Khnum’s clay humans, the Sumerian myth of Ninti’s 
life healing rib powers, and in some connective sense the soul splitting 
theory of Plato. 

Humor: Swiss anatomist Albrecht Haller, an early vitalism promoter, 
in circa 1760, based on his on the ‘scatulation theory’, which assumed 
that the outline of the entire organism, with all its parts, was present in 
the egg, according to which the ovary of the embryo had to supposed to 
contain the ova of the following generation (and, these, again, the ova 
of the next generation; and so on), calculated that god put 200 billion 
germs of men into the ovary of Eve 6,000 years ago. 
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6. Atoms and Energy 
 

“I’m an atheist because I believe in Atoms and 
Energy, not Adam and Eve.” 

— Libb Thims (2015), spontaneous response to query, by Brian, 
an age 18 atheist: ‘So, why are you an atheist?’ 

 
Abstract [13-pgs]: smart kids are advised to believe in atoms and energy, 
not Adam and Eve. 
 

Two centuries ago, in 1789, French philosopher Jean Sales, 

in his The Philosophy of Nature: Treatise on Moral Human Nature, stated 

the following discerning atomic theory based logic: 

 
Atoms, principles, and processes worked together to form things, one of 
which are called humans, some of which move about on the surface of the 
earth. The name to which Sales calls the ‘things’, we refer to as ‘you’, ‘I’, 
and ‘them’, as shown attached and interacting with each other on the 
surface, in the above picture, is ‘human molecule’, if singular, e.g. you or 
I, or ‘human molecules’, if plural, e.g. them or they. 
 A molecule, by definition, is a thing comprised of two or more atoms. 
One example is the water molecule, which is comprised of two types of 
atoms, namely: hydrogen and oxygen. The molecular formula for water is 
H2O, meaning that one molecule of water is comprised of two atoms of 
hydrogen and one atom of oxygen. The structure of one water molecule is 
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shown below, wherein we see that in the unit of one water molecule each 
individual hydrogen atom is attached to the one oxygen atom via what is 
called a bond or chemical bond: 

 
There are many types of chemical bonds. The particular type of bond 
holding each hydrogen atom to the oxygen atom is called a covalent bond. 
If two water molecules are brought near each other, another type of bond 
can form, called a hydrogen bond. This is shown below: 

 
Each type of bond has a certain amount of ‘energy’ associated with it. The 
energy of each type of bond is measured in units called joules per bond or 
kilojoules per mol, abbreviated ‘KJ/mol’, in the case of the water 
molecules. The term ‘mol’ means unit mass of substance. The bond 
energies for different types of bonds are shown below:94 

 
If three or more water molecules get near enough to each other more 
hydrogen bonds will begin to form and a ‘society’, so to say, of hydrogen 
molecules may begin to form into a larger unit. The following, e.g., shows 
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a water droplet comprised of ten water molecules attached via the bonding 
force of five hydrogen bonds: 
 

 
Humans, similar to water molecules, are types of bigger molecules that 
can associate by similar types of micro and macro social bonds, 
quantifiable in units of joules per mol or hmol, to form societies, such as 
shown below:95  

 
A human, however, is a molecule or chemical comprised of not two but 26 
types of atoms, which, like water, has its own molecular formula, as was 
shown in the Big Bang chapter.  
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 There is, however, a significant difference between a water molecule 
and a human molecule.  
 Firstly, each water molecule is the same as every other water 
molecule. A drop of water, say comprised of ten water molecules, is 
comprised of ten molecules that are each exactly the same in properties. 
Every water molecule, e.g., will have exactly the 
same bond angle, namely 104.45°, and covalent 
bond length, namely 95.84 picometers (pm), as 
shown below adjacent. 
 Each human molecule, however, is unique.96 Every single human on 
the planet, e.g., has different fingerprint pattern, even identical twins, and 
different retinal patterns. This ‘individuality’ extends to psychological 
things such as personality or temperament, as well as ‘physical’ things, 
such as one’s waste-to-hip ratio, a visual indicator of attractiveness, or 
one’s major histocompatibility complex (MHC), the part of the genome 
that regulates immune system defenses, which is the thing a person smells 
for when they select mates.  
 Secondly, humans, unlike water molecules, are carbon-based 
molecules. Carbon is unique, among the 92 naturally occurring elements 
of the periodic table, in that its atomic bonding geometry is such that it has 
the property light-sensitive animation, i.e. it will ‘bend’ or change its bond 
angles in reaction to light. The 3-element retinal molecule, which resides 
in the retina in the back of the eye, e.g., straightens, at the location of the 
bond between the 11th and 12th carbon atom, as shown below, from an 
original bent configuration, in the presence of a certain wavelength of 
light:97 

 
This light-sensitivity animation property of carbon is where humans get 
their ‘mind’ and, therein, the ability to ‘choose’, e.g. between right and 
wrong (§: Right and Wrong). Water molecules, converse, are inanimate 
things. They can move about, in fluids, similar to how rocks fall through 
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the sky when dropped off cliffs, but they their bond geometries are such 
that they are not animatedly sensitive to light.  
 Thirdly, humans differ from water molecules, in that the atoms that 
comprise each human ‘turn over’ each year, while the geometry of the 
human stays relatively the same. The atoms inside of each human, said 
another way, are replaced with new atoms.  
  This phenomenon, called turnover rate, was discovered in the 1930s 
by American physicist Paul Aebersold, as shown below, who, by injecting 
humans with what are called ‘isotopes’ of each element, was able to track, 
using radiowaves, the flow of the various elements of each human through 
the various parts of human: 

 
Each atom, to clarify, has particles called protons and, in some cases 
neutrons, in its core. The core is called the nucleus of the atom. Moving 
about the core are particles called electrons. Protons have a positive 
charge. Electrons have a negative charge. Neutrons have no charge. 
Elements with extra neutrons are called isotopes of that element. The 
element hydrogen, e.g. has three isotopes: 

 
Isotopes are generally harmless to humans, but they have the property that 
they can be tracked by radiowaves. Aebersold found, by tracking isotopes 
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injected into humans, that every year 98 percent of the atoms of every 
human are replaced with new atoms.98 This is kind of like how the parts of 
a car are replaced now and again, thereby keeping the car running like 
new, so to say, even after many tens of thousands of miles of usage. 
 This atomic replacement phenomenon, to note, raises certain 
philosophical questions, such as ‘Is a person the same person they were a 
year ago, if the atoms that comprise them are different?’ Stated another 
way, as ruminated on by American computational neuroscientist Terrence 
Sejnowski, in 2007, in respect to the mechanism of memory: 
 

“I have been puzzled by my ability to remember my childhood even 
though most of the molecules in my body today are not the same ones 
I had as a child—in particular the molecules that make up my brain are 
constantly being replaced with newly minted molecules—despite this 
molecular turnover, I have detailed memories of places where I lived 
fifty years ago.”  

 
Technically, to clarify, memories are stored in what is called the 
electromagnetic field structure of the geometry of the atoms of the brain. 
The electromagnetic field is the name of the force that moves humans. 
Nature changes the atoms, but the geometry or memory, stays the same. 
 This turnover rate property of human molecules, as compared to water 
molecules, is akin to the formation of an eddy or whirlpool in a river, as 
shown below—namely the eddy, over time, maintains the same 
geometrical structure, but the atoms or water molecules that comprise the 
eddy, are renewed: 
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American philosopher Alan Watts, in his Does it Matter? Essays on Man’s 
Relation to Materiality (1970), famously summarized this phenomena, in 
respect to humans, as follows: 
 

“A living body is not a fixed thing but a flowing event, like a flame 

or a whirlpool: the shape alone is stable, for the substance is a 

stream of energy going in at one end and out at the other. We are 
particular and temporarily identifiable wiggles in a stream that enters 
us in the form of light, heat, air, water, milk, bread, fruit, beer, beef 
Stroganoff, caviar, and pate de foie gras. It goes out as gas and 
excrement—and also as semen, babies, talk, politics, commerce, war, 
poetry, and music. And philosophy.” 

 
A human, in short, is kind of like a whirlpool of energy, a temporally 
stable geometrical atomic eddy that comes into existence, in the form of a 
bound state of atoms, for a duration of being defined reaction existence. 
 Fourth, and most importantly, in respect to the ways in which a 
human, as a type of molecule, differs from a water molecule, is in respect 
to what is called the ‘free energy of formation’ for each molecule. The free 
energy of formation refers to the measure of the Gibbs free energy change 
required to form or synthesize a molecular entity from its constituent 
components at standard state.99  
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 This method was pioneered in 1923 by American physical chemist 
Gilbert Lewis, who measured the free energies of formation for a number 
of molecules and chemical entities, compiling the data into tables of free 
energies, a section of which, for a number of chemical species, is shown 
below:100 

 

 
In this table, we see that a water molecule, in the liquid state, symbolized 
by H2O(l), has a free energy of formation of -56,560 calories or -237 
kilojoules (kJ). The negative means that when Lewis measured the energy 
change involved in the formation of the water molecule, from the reactant 
components of hydrogen H2 and oxygen O2, that 237 kilojoules were 
released OUT of the reaction system, over the course of the reaction. 
These are what are called ‘natural’ reactions.  
 Some molecules, as shown above, have positive signs in their free 
energies of formation. The gas molecule O3, e.g., has a free energy of 
formation value of 32,400 calories or 136 kilojoules. This means that 
Lewis had to add 136 kilojoules 
INTO the reaction system, comprised 
of O2 molecule reactants, to make the 
reaction GO, so to say. This are what 
are called ‘unnatural’ reactions. 
 Natural and unnatural processes, 
thermodynamically, in sum, are 
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defined by two types of energetic criterion, as was summarized by Edward 
Guggenheim in 1933, as shown adjacent. 
 The repercussion of this new free energy of formation view is that each 
person, similar to a water molecule, has a free energy formation, but, in a 
way that differs from the water molecule, each human’s free energy of 
formation, differs per person, i.e. each individual has a ‘unique’ free 
energy of formation, at birth or reaction formation. A depiction of this 
molecular synthesis event, from American physicist Daniel Schroeder’s 
2000 Thermal Physics textbook, is shown below: 
 

   
“To create [synthesize] a [human] out of nothing and place him on the 
table, the [universe] need not summon up the entire enthalpy, H = U + 
PV. Some energy equal to TS, can flow in spontaneously as heat; the 
[universe] must provide only the difference, G = H – TS, as work.” 
    — Daniel Schroeder (2000), Thermal Physics (pg. 150) 

 
This new ‘synthesis’ view of humans replaces the old ‘creation’ view of 
humans, that kids in the past were taught. Moreover, to be absolutely 
clear, in this new view, there is NO god involved in this physico-chemical 
synthesis process, just as there was no god involved when Lewis 
synthesized the water molecule in his laboratory, finding that its free 
energy of formation was -237 kilojoules. 
 The smart atheist needs to be keen to this distinction. The theist will, 
invariably, try to say, in this new free energy of formation view, that if 
humans arose by a synthesis process, there must be a ‘synthesizer’ and 
that this synthesizer is god. This is but the attempt of a child to retain 
comforts of their imaginary friend or framework of nodal structure ‘god 
complex’ (§: Deconversion) embedded in their mind. An example of this 
is found in the work of Pakistani organometallic chemist Mirza Beg who 
argues using the free energy of formation point of view, but believes in his 
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mind that the will of Allah, the god of the Muslims, is behind the free 
energy of formation. 
 A fifth point of remote similarity between the water molecule and the 
human molecule, concerns what is called the phase of the molecule or 
equilibrium condition of a chemical entity in a given state of existence. In 
the case of water, as shown in the free energy table, liquid water, 
symbolized by H2O(l), has a free energy of formation of -56,560 calories, 
whereas water in the gas phase, symbolized H2O(g), has a free energy of 
formation of-54,507 calories. The difference in energy represents the 
difference in the amount of energy required to get from one state to the 
other. 
 In the human molecular case, to go through a hypothetical example, 
we might have the following mock free energy of formation values for the 
fictional humans: Liam (m), Emma (f), Noah (m), Olivia (f), and Sophia 
(f), the notation m and f signifying male and female, respectively, say at 
the state or phase an age six child—the formulas shown, to note, being 
mock formulas, for the sake of space: 

 
Ten years later, if we measured the free energy of formation, for each 
person, or ‘human chemical species’, at phase state of existence of a 
sixteen-year-old, we will find a new free energy of formation value. Liam, 
e.g. might have an age 16 free energy of formation of -500 kJ/mol as 
compared to his previous age 6 free energy of formation value of -389 
kJ/mol, as shown in the table. 
 Also shown in this mock so-called ‘human free energy table’, are the 
enthalpy of formation of each person, symbol ΔH°f, which the ‘heat 
content’ of the person, as well as the entropy, symbol S°, or ‘organization’ 
or ‘transformation content’ value of the person. The little circle symbol 
means that the reaction occurred at standard conditions, meaning normal 
everyday temperatures and pressures. These are advanced concepts.102 
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 The long and short of this new ‘synthesis’ atoms and energy view, as 
opposed to the old ‘creation’ Adam and Eve new, was captured acutely in 
the telling words of American historian Henry Adams, as follows:103 

 
Humans, in sum are evolved or metamorphosized types of molecules, or 
chemical species, similar but more complex in properties than simple 
water molecules.  
 This free energy of formation discussion is nuts and bolts of the ‘great 
principle’ that Sales prophesied about over two centuries. This great 
principle, in more detail, is otherwise known, to scientists, as the first main 
principle and second main principle of the mechanical theory of heat, as 
German physicist Rudolf Clausius referred to them, aka the first and 
second law of thermodynamics, i.e. the two main laws of the universe, as 
they are known colloquially.  
 The first main principle plus the second main principle, in modern 
terms, combine to yield the free energy principle, the gist formulation of 
which being found in the work of Lewis, according to which all things and 

processes in nature, human or otherwise, are explained via Gibbs energy, 
which is the atheist counterpart and replacement for theistic conception of 
god’s energy. Gibbs energy, as Harold Blum, in his ‘Consideration of 
Evolution from the Thermodynamic Viewpoint’ (1934), put it, explicitly, 
is the directing factor ‘outside’ of the theological doctrine.   
 A sixth point, of note, comparing the similarities and dissimilarities 
between the water molecule and human molecule, concerns the force 
exchange mechanism by which each thing or molecule moves. This point 
can be very confusing for many. 
 In 2010, Indian chemical engineer DMR Sekhar, a closet theist who 
attempts to claim atheism, raised what is called the hotplate objection to 
the view of a human as a chemical or molecule; which he stated as 
follows:74 
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“The question of ‘self’ is a tough problem and modern scientists 
abandoned this question long back. One of my friends an American 
chemical engineer Libb Thims says that ‘life is a defunct scientific 
theory’ in other words there is 
nothing called life. Honestly, 
Libb’s position is the position 
of the present day science. I 
respect Libb for his honesty 
though I disagree with him. 
 Let us consider an 
experiment where a jar of 

water and a conscious man 

were placed on two hot plates 
of two feet by two feet size and 
let us switch on the hot plates. 
What we will observe is that in the first case the jar remains on the hot 
plate and the water will become hot. In the second case the man will 
jump out of the hot plate trying to preserve himself and hence he is 
alive unlike the water molecules.” 

 
Here we see a plethora of general confusion in the mind of Sekhar, which 
have arisen as a result of ingrained anthropomorphic beliefs. Correctly, 
both the water molecule and the human molecule will be forced to 
detached from the hotplate, as the heat is turned up, the water by the 
process of evaporation, the human by the process of reflex action.  
 When viewing things and processes, according to the Sales atomic 
process and principle point of view, one should always be on guard 
against employing assumed anthropomorphisms as explanation arguments. 
If not, descent into idiocy and laughing stock will be the result. 
 In sum, according to the ‘atoms and energy’ view, shown below left, 
humans are 26-element atomic geometries that were driven into formation 
by the cyclical heating action of the sun: 
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This is the new upgrade to the 5,000-year-old god created humans out of 
clay following a flood model, shown above right. 
 
Kids summary: Humans are atomic things that were formed through a 
great process, involving a great principle, called the free energy of 
formation principle, and there is NO god involved in this. 
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7. Abraham 
 

“So Ab, the original, Ram, or due east point, the 
orient, or origin of all light, or Braam of Sanscrit, by 
disguising its true meaning and mystifying the 
multitude by inserting at the proper place this H 
converted Abraam into Ab-ra-ham, or Ab, the first, 
original, Ra, the father or sun god, and Ham the 
Egyptian founder; or God the father of [keme].” 

— Karl Anderson (1892), The Astrology of the Old Testament 
 
Abstract [4-pgs]: Abraham is the Christian mythology version of Ra the 
sun god of Egyptian mythology. 
 

The biggest name in religion is Abraham. As children of the 
ages past have been taught, Abraham was said to have been a real person, 
who existed around 1800BC, walked the earth, had a wife named Sarah, 
who he had to claim was his ‘sister’ three times, and was told by god that 
he needed to kill his son Isaac to prove his faith in god, which he began to 
go through with, until an angel appeared and told him to stop, and that his 
faith had been proved:146 

 

  
Abraham, correctly, however, is NOT a real person. The stories associated 
with Abraham and Sarah are a monotheistic rewrite of the large corpus of 
Egyptian mythology embedded in Heliopolis creation myth, according to 
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which the ‘coupling’ [≡] of the Jun 25 sighting of the helical rising of the 
star ‘Sirius’ [aka Sarah], aka the dog star, marking the start of the 150-day 
Nile River flood [aka Noah], was correlated with flood-ending land-rising 
rebirth or return to brightness of the sun [aka Abraham] on Jun 25, the 
astronomical phenomenon in question shown below: 

 
This Ra-Sirius astro-solar coupling, became reformulated into two new 
religious sects, namely Christianity, aka monotheistic resurrection 
mythology, and Hinduism, aka polytheistic reincarnation mythology, 
respectively, as summarized as below: 
 

  
The similarities, namesakes aside, between the two rewrites are plain as 
day. The slaying of the son parable occurs in both cases. This according to 
Gary Greenburg, is a rewritten absorption of the Egyptian release of the 
soul ritual.  
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 Both the Abraham and the Brahma scenarios have the same thrice 
sister-wife parable.145 This, supposedly, is literary way of re-writing the 
thrice incest aspect of the Heliopolis creation myth origin of humans, such 
as summarized below: 

   
That both Abraham and Brahma are the same literary character is an 
established factoid of knowledge, has been known since at least the 16th 
century, this is nothing new:  
 

“Emile Petitot thinks that Abraham and Brahma are identical! Nay, 
this was his own discovery; it dawned on him in 1874; but M. E. 
Guimet had published it earlier, and Chateaubriand before Guimet, and 
Corneille de Lapierre, a Belgian Jesuit, in the sixteenth century, 
mentions it as a current opinion in his own time.” 

— Anon (1887), “English and the Red Indian Folklore”, The 
Saturday Review, Jan 8 
 

“The story of Abraham is a myth. Abraham himself is a myth. It was 
usual with the Old Arabians to regard Satum and Abram as their 
progenitor, and while looking upon Saturn as their father ... He was a 
child named Ab-ram, and this name is later changed to Ab-ra-ham. C. 
W. King in his work, The Gnostics, states that the words "brahma" and 
"abrahrn" have the same numerical value. When we run this ‘allegory’ 
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down, we discover that Abram (Abraham) is just another myth of the 
sun.” 
 — Hilton Hotema (1963), The Secret of Regeneration 
 
“Abram is but the Hindu Brama, with a as prefix instead of suffix; and 
Brama was the original name of the Hindu creator. Later the letter h 
was added, thus making it Brahma. The letter h signifies life, and thus 
did Brama, Abram, and Sarai in due time receive life, or being, which 
implies that in the beginning they did not have it.” 
 — Lloyd Graham (1975), Deceptions and Myths of the Bible 

 
That both Abraham and Brahma derive from the Egyptian god Ra, 
however, is a relatively newer discovery that was initiated after the 
Rosetta Stone was deciphered in the 1820s, after which the Egyptian 
language, written in Hieroglyphics, became readable. Most are very 
illiterate of this factoid.   
 Spending time on the details of the Ra to Abraham to Brahma rewrites, 
while amusing, however, is time consuming engagement, to say the least. 
Decades, if not more, if intellectual energy have been wasted on decoding 
these Egyptian religion rewrites. The following is the concluding message: 

 
The main point to take away from this chapter is that Ra, Abraham, and 
Brahma, are fictional entities, derived from Egyptian mythology, which 
was framed around semblance of star, solar, flood cycle dates. 
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Kid’s summary: Abraham is a myth. Any story one reads, wherein so-
and-so character, e.g. Moses, Jesus, or Muhammed, claims to be 
descendant from Abraham, is also a mythical character. 
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8. Evolution 
 

“A Christian evolutionist is an oxymoron. 
The intellectually honest theist has to check their 
brain at the Church door.” 

— William Provine (1988), “Scientists Face It! Science and 
Religion are Incompatible”57 

 
Abstract [9-pgs]: humans are morphed hydrogen atom derivatives that 
evolved over time via a free energy based natural selection mechanism. 
 

Humans, according to modern knowledge, have evolved or rather 
metamorphosized, over time, from 92 naturally occurring elements, 
themselves derived from hydrogen atom precursors, themselves derived 
from a hot early universe state of fermion and boson precursors, via a 
mechanism that spans some 13.7-billion hears, the gist of which is shown 
below:  

 
Each step or ‘event’ in this mechanism, in going from reactants to 
products, e.g. in going from hydrogen molecules H2 to methanol CH4O or 
bacteria to flat worm, over time and transformation, involves a driving 
force. This root cause of this driving motive was summarized in circa 
1887 by Ludwig Boltzmann as follows:104 
 

“The driving motive (or impelling cause) of all natural events is the 
difference between the existing entropy and its maximum value.” 
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Here, as we see, the theistic ‘first cause’ has been supplanted with the 
atheistic ‘impelling cause’ of the difference between existing measure of 
the entropy of a thing or system and the final entropy value of the thing or 
system. God, according to thermodynamics, has been disabused from the 
universe. 
 A century, earlier, Goethe had begun searching for proof that humans 
evolved from earlier forms. In 1784, he found this proof by finding traces 
of the human intermaxillary bone, a discover that was a great delight form 
him, because it shut up all the religious naysayers who said that humans 
could not have evolved from other animals because they lacked this bone: 

 
In 1787, Goethe, in his Metamorphosis of Plants, outlined the general 
view that all plants are morphological variants of an original ‘urpflanze’, 
or primordial plant, shown above. 
 In 1796, Goethe, in his Third Lecture on Anatomy, began to expand on 
this early animal fossil evidence and plant evolution theory, to assert that 
not only did humans derive from earlier animals, but possibly that 
humans, as well as plants, derived or morphed from earlier chemicals, and 
moreover that the forces that govern the drive of chemicals to react with 
each other to form new products, as outlined in Newton’s famous last and 
final 1718 Query 31, is the same as that which governs the drive of 
humans to react with each other to form new products, otherwise known 
as evolution or metamorphology as Goethe called it.105 

 Some decades later, a young man by the name of Charles Darwin, 
unsatisfied by the then prevalent creationism views of the origin of 
humans, read about form change view of Goethe, along with the 1791 
origin of life views of his grandfather Erasmus Darwin, and the 1833 
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evolution theory views of French philosopher Etienne Saint-Hilaire, and 
unified these models, as best he could, and therein synthesized these three 
models of the origin of things into a new theory of natural selection. In 
1895, Darwin published his ideas in the book On the Origin of Species: by 
Means of Natural Selection or the Preservation of Favored Races in the 
Struggle for Life, which resulted to be the single biggest blow to religion 
since Copernicus. Theologians, naturally enough, attempted to attack this 
new science, because it was contrary to their belief system. The result, 
however, according to Thomas Huxley, was futile:  
 

  
Here, to pause, in rumination of Huxley’s Hercules analogy, one should be 
keen to the fact that for a theology to thrive it must evolve with science. 
Those theologies that attempt to oppose science will become extinguished. 
The term ‘theology’, to clarify, derives from the Greek word λόγος, from 
λέγω lego ‘I say’, meaning: ‘ground’, ‘plea’, ‘opinion’, ‘expectation’, 
‘word’, ‘account’, ‘reason’, and or ‘discourse’, which became a technical 
term, in philosophy, beginning with Heraclitus, who in 500BC used the 
term for a principle of order and knowledge.  
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 When, accordingly, a new science is born, the then current theology or 
‘principle of order and knowledge’ must adapt to the new information, or 
else, according to Huxley, become like the strangled snakes beside the 
cradle of Hercules.  
 Darwin’s evolution theory, is one of these new sciences. It asserts, in 
short, that that species exist in habitat areas limited in supplies. The 
parents of each species will produce a litter of offspring, each varying in 
certain traits. Because of this supply limitedness and trait variety, 
according to Darwin, species will compete with each other, and therein 
only the favored or trait endowed species or strongest strugglers will 
survive. Individuals with the less favored traits will die off. Species with 
new traits, over time, will flourish. Therein, form change will accrue. 
 This Darwin model was, by all means, a great step up from the 
mythical six-day god creation model of everything. Darwin’s model, 
however, was not without its own difficulties. His biggest issue was that 
his model falls apart at the chemical level.  
 One of the first to address these so-called Darwinian difficulties was 
German physicist Karl Pearson, who, in his ‘Natural Selection in the 
Inorganic World’, of his The Grammar of Science, asked the following 
discerning question: 
 

“There is a problem, however, with regard to natural 
selection which deserves special attention from both physicist and 
biologist, namely: Within what limits is the Darwinian formula a valid 
description? Assuming the spontaneous generation of life as a 
plausible, if yet unproven, hypothesis, where are we to consider that 
selection as a result of the struggle for existence began? In the first 
place we notice that as soon as we conceive a perfectly gradual and 
continuous change from inorganic to organic substance, then we must 
either call upon the physicist to admit that natural selection applies to 
inorganic substances, or else we must seek from the biologist a 
description of how it came to be a factor in organic evolution.” 

 
Other variants, along the lines of this apparent problem, as pointed out by 
Pearson, include the following: 
 

“Prebiological natural selection is a contradiction in terms.” 
— Theodosius Dobzhansky (1963), discussion with Gerhard 
Schramm on terminology 

 
The Darwinian of natural selection, said another way, is not seen in the 
test tube. The following is another Darwinian dilemma: 
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“A hydrogen molecule [H2] is the thing which reacts. Homo sapiens 
[Hu] and other particular species are the things which evolve. Such 
individuals differ from classes by having particular origins in time and 
space. They may disappear or change into other things.” 

— Daniel Brooks (1988), “metaphysics of individuality”; co-
authored with Edward Wiley 

 
Its hydrogen to human, according to the big picture view of science, but 
according to Darwin humans are ‘evolving’ things, whereas according to 
chemistry, hydrogen is a ‘reacting’ thing. An apparent contradiction of 
logic. Likewise: 

 
“Could biochemistry be Darwin’s Achilles heel? Pick up any 
biochemistry textbook, and you will find perhaps two or three 
references to evolution. Turn to one of these and lucky to find 
anything better than ‘evolution selects the fittest molecules for their 
biological function’.” 
 — Andrew Pomiankowski (1996), “The God of the Tiny Gaps” 
 

There is, in short, no bio-chemical basis for evolution. The following is 
another objection to Darwin: 

 
“Why should a bunch of atoms have thinking ability? Why should I, 
even as I write now, be able to reflect on what I am doing and why 
should you, even as you read now, be able to ponder my points, 
agreeing or disagreeing, with pleasure or pain, deciding to refute me or 
deciding that I am just not worth the effort? No one, certainly not the 
Darwinian as such, seems to have any answer to this. The point is that 
there is no scientific answer.” 
 — Michael Ruse (2000), Can a Darwinian Be a Christian?  

 
How could thinking humans originate from non-thinking hydrogen atoms? 
Darwin must be off somewhere in his model?  
 This general problem, as outlined in the above gripes, was summarized 
famously in 1991 by American philosopher Roberg Pirsig, who, in his 
Lila: an Inquiry into Morals, stated the matter thusly: 
 

“This is the sort of irrelevant-sounding question that seems minor at 
first, and the mind looks for a quick answer to dismiss it. It sounds like 
one of those hostile, ignorant questions some fundamentalist preacher 
might think up. But why do the fittest survive? Why does any life 
survive? It's illogical. It's self-contradictory that life should survive. If 
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life is strictly a result of the physical and chemical forces of nature 
then why is life opposed to these same forces in its struggle to survive? 
Either life is with physical nature [natural] or it's against it. If it's with 
nature there's nothing to survive. If it's against physical nature 
[unnatural] then there must be something apart from the physical and 
chemical forces of nature that is motivating it to be against physical 
nature. The second law of thermodynamics states that all energy 
systems ‘run down’ like a clock and never rewind themselves. But life 
not only ‘runs up,’ converting low energy sea-water, sunlight and air 
into high-energy chemicals, it keeps multiplying itself into more and 
better clocks that keep "running up" faster and faster. Why, for 
example, should a group of simple, stable compounds of carbon (C), 
hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), and nitrogen (N), 'struggle' for billions of 
years to organize themselves into a professor of chemistry? 
What's the motive?” 

 
This has since been classified as the chemistry professor paradox, as 
diagrammed below, a real-time example of which can be found in the 
1925 lectures of American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis:106 

   
When, to summarize Pirsig’s query, did carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and 
oxygen, etc., start struggling to survive, as Darwin informs us, to form 
humans? 
 The chemistry professor paradox, however, unbeknownst to most, in 
the early 20th century, had gradually begun to be unraveled by a few 
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erudite scholars, namely: Lawrence Henderson (1917-1935), Alfred Lotka 
(1925), and Harold Blum (1934), the latter two each progressively citing 
the former, who began to glean the contrary to status quo view that 
evolution or the manner in which nature ‘selects’ operates NOT in terms 
of struggles and survivals, nor by ‘chance’, but rather macroscopically in 
terms of a free energy, as embodied in a thermodynamic potential 
minimization principle.  
 This free energy based model of natural selection is what Goethe was 
grasping at in the years 1794 to 1809, with his efforts to formula a 
chemical affinity based model of form change of species over time. It 
would not be until 1882, with the publication of German physicist Herman 
Helmholtz’ On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes, however, that 
the measure of chemical affinity, the nuts and bolts driving force in 
Goethe’s evolution model, was found to be quantified in terms of the free 
energy change of the system.  
 This grand memo, to note, has yet to make it up into the ivory towers, 
into the form of established knowledge, and thereafter back, in distilled 
form, into the Q&A domains between the average parent and their three to 
five year old in asking questions such as: what happened to grandma?  
 The free energy selection model is the new correct, as modern 
knowledge understands things, view of form change. Nature, according to 
this new model, selects products that yield to a decrease in the free energy 
of the reacting system.  
 The inquisitive youth, after they spend some time studying some basic 
physical chemistry, is advised to start with Harold Blum’s 1934 ‘A 
Consideration of Evolution from a Thermodynamic View-Point’, wherein 
he cites Lawrence Henderson (1913) and Gilbert Lewis (1923), to outline 
a coupling theory plus free energy decrease based theory of orthogenesis 
conceptualized evolution, in the form of what he refers to as ‘chemical 
peneplanation’, i.e. an synonym the semi-modern term Gibbs landscapes, 
as seems to be the case.107 This, however, is a college level subject matter, 
but, nevertheless, available to those who desire knowledge and the love of 
truth over all else. 
 In 2008, the author, in the ‘Molecular Evolution’ chapter, of his The 
Human Molecule, summarized the new view of evolution, in tabular 
format, as follows:109 
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In short, over time, the fermionic and bosonic entities, as shown in row 
one (element count: N/A), reacted to form atomic species, such as shown 
in row two (element count: 1), e.g. H, He-3, He-4, Li, which over time 
reacted to form larger molecular species, such as shown in row three 
(element count: 1), e.g. H2 or O2, i.e. one element comprised molecular 
entities. These rows, in turn, reacted to form the molecular species in row 
four (element count: 2), i.e. two element count molecules, e.g. H2O or 
CH3.  
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 These two element molecules or chemical species reacted over time 
with other two element molecules, of similar reactivity affinities, or other 
single element molecules or elements, to form new three and four element 
chemical species, such as CH4O or CH4ON2, as shown in element count 
rows 3 and 4, respectively. This process, powered by cyclical daily heat 
input from the sun, has continued onward through time until human 
chemical species, which, according to mass composition tables, are 
twenty-six element molecules or chemical species, that came into bound 
state existence 200,000 years ago in the East African Rift Valley, as fossil 
evidence indicates. The following diagram summarized things up to this 
point: 

 
Above, left, we see the Heliopolis creation model (3100BC), i.e. Ra born 
out of a land mound, following the flood, cosmology. This, in turn, 
became the standard Christian model, aka Bishop Ussher creation model 
(1611), according to which everything, humans, animals, plants, sun, stars, 
and planets, etc., was created six-thousand years ago, in the course of six 
magical days.  

  At center, we see the Darwin evolution model (1859), initiated with 
the of Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species, wherein creation beliefs 
were forced to morph into evolution beliefs, i.e. the view that humans 
evolved over time, from walking fish to crawling babies, over the course 
of 365 million years. 
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 At right, above, we see the new model of the origin of humans, as found in 
simplified form in Neil Shubin’s 2013 The Universe Within, showing, in 
upgrade to the Darwin view, that humans, as 26-element molecular forms, 
or powered CHNOPS+20 chemicals, or keme-icals, as the Egyptians 
would phrase things, are synthesized products resulting from a universal 
big bang that initiated some 13.7 billion years ago.  
 
Kids summary: Evolution, as introduced in 1859 by Charles Darwin, who 
built on the early 1796 chemical morphology work of Goethe, is a 
generally correct upgrade to the mythical six-day god creation myth. The 
new version of evolution or chemical form change involves Gibbs energy, 
which is an advanced topic, according to which nature ‘selects’ products 
from reactants that result in an overall free energy decrease in the evolving 
or morphing system.   
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9. Virgin Birth 
 

“And the day will come when the mystical generation 
of Jesus, by the supreme being as his father in the womb of a 
virgin will be classed with the fable of the generation of 
Minerva in the brain of Jupiter.” 
 — Thomas Jefferson (1823), “Letter to John Adams”, Apr 11 

 
Abstract [5-pgs]: The story of the birth of Jesus from a virgin named 
Mary is a myth. The virgin birth myth is a rewrite of the Egyptian story of 
the magical conception of Horus by the seed of the resurrected god Osiris 
via the reanimation powers of goddess Isis, aka ‘Stella Maris’, and the 
time stopping powers of the god Thoth.  
 

Today, Sun, 7 Aug 2016, in honor of Epicurean materialist Thomas 
Jefferson, we will classify the mystical generation of Jesus, by the 
supreme being, as his father, in the womb of a virgin, with the fable of the 
generation of Minerva in the brain of Jupiter. Both the story of the birth of 
Minerva out of the head of the god Jupiter and the birth of Jesus out of the 
womb of a virgin named Mary are children’s fables, plain and simple: 
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This, to note, is not the first time that the virgin birth story of Jesus has 
been classified as a fable.  

In 1888, German supreme atheist philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, in 
Anti-Christ, apothegm #34, classified the virgin birth of Jesus as but a re-
write of the Greek mythological fable of the conception of the man-god 
Hercules by the mythical sexual act of the god Zeus, disguised as a man 
Amphitryon, whose wife Alcmene he impregnated. Nietzsche stated things 
thusly: 
 

“I am ashamed to remind you of what the church has made of this 
symbolism: has it not set an Amphitryon story at the threshold of the 
Christian ‘faith’? And a dogma of ‘immaculate conception’ for good 
measure?... And thereby it has robbed conception of its 
immaculateness.” 

 
In short, over the last 5,000-years, as touched on by Nietzsche, the 
Egyptian supreme god Ra, in 3,100BC, the embodiment of the power of 
the heat of the sun, who is re-born on Dec 25, called various other names 
such as Re-Atum or Atum-Ra, which, over time, morphed into various 
other supreme Egyptian gods: Atum (3100BC), Ptah (2800BC), Amen 
(2000BC), and Aten (1300BC), whose ‘god mold’ is found in part in 
morphed form in the story of the Greek supreme god Zeus (800BC), 
turned Roman supreme god Jupiter (400BC), the son of whom, Hercules, 
aka Horus, morphed into the story of Jesus:  

 
Jesus, in sum, is a monotheistic rewrite of the Horus myth, admixtured 
with Osiris myth parables, and is a name that wasn’t invented until 
200AD.17 The Horus myth, in turn, is a rewrite of the Dec 25 birth of the 
sun god Ra, which predates recorded history. There are, in fact, Hercules 
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aside, over 100 famous figures with virgin births and or Dec 25 birthdays, 
prior to the invention of the figure of Jesus.186 

Why has this not been brought up before? The answer is that it leads to 
heated controversy—and ‘heat’, unlike god, is real quantifiable thing, and 
is a thing that has certain rules of operation, the rules of which are called 
the laws and principles of thermodynamics. Christian apologeticist C.S. 
Lewis, in his Mere Christianity (1944), on the subject of this heated 
controversy, stated things thusly:  
 

“Some people draw unwarranted conclusions from the fact that I never 
say more about the blessed Virgin Mary that is involved in asserting 
the ‘virgin birth’ of Christ. But surely the reason for doing so would 
be obvious? To say more would take me at once into highly 
controversial regions. And there is no controversy between Christians 
which needs to be so delicately touched as this.” 

 
There are heat, energy, and work based ‘rules’, in short, by which myths 
are overthrown. If, conversely, we as Americans about the ‘virgin birth’ of 
Horus, no controversy will be found, being that Horus was put into the 
mythology category, some two-thousand years ago, albeit not without 
many heated years of religious turmoil. 
 In modern terms, to give some evidence of the heat yet to come, some 
92 percent of Americans, according to 2014 polls, believe that Jesus was a 
real person who actually existed.18 

 

  
Moreover, among those Americans who think that Jesus actually existed, 
some 56 percent think he was god, 26 percent think he was a religious 
figure or spiritual leader, and 18 percent are unsure about his status, as 
summarized below, where we see that the millennials, or those born in the 
years 1980 to 2000, are the most apt (35% of total) to see Jesus as a non-
god religious leader: 
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The datum of 92 percent belief by Americans in the existence of Jesus, of 
note, can be compared to polled finding that 60 percent of people in 
England believe that Jesus was a real person.19 This difference highlights 
the lack of education in the American mind on this crucial, albeit 
neglected topic. 
 In this direction, in Jul 2015, in preparation of the Zerotheism for Kids 
class, the author polled dozens of adults, around Chicago, with the query 
of if they could recall being told or taught, in youth, standard aspects of 
religious doctrine, stories, or explanation, etc., that as a child DIDN'T 
make sense to them, in their mind, to which they either openly questioned 
or at least questioned in their mind. For the men, the virgin birth was the 
biggest nonsensical issue; some responses are as follows: 
 

“That the Virgin Mary was a virgin [didn’t make sense].” 
    — Aaron (2015), age: 9-10, Jul 27 
 
“How can a ‘virgin’ Mary give birth?” 
    — Anthony (2015), 3rd grade, Jul 27  
 
“I began to reject all religion as nonsense at age 5; specifically, the 
virgin birth as nonsense at age 13.” 
    — Bill (2015), Jul 31 

 
The reason for confusion is that in America children are told, generally by 
their parents, but not by their teachers, that the birth of a person named 
Jesus, from a virgin, named Mary, by power of god, termed the holy spirit, 
was an actual true event that occurred in the course of history, some two 
thousand years ago.  
 Children are not told, as they should be, that, correctly, as textual 
comparison of the stories, between those carved into the Pyramids and 
stories printed in the Bible, show that the story of the birth of Jesus, from a 
virgin, named Mary, by the power of a god, is but a rewrite of the myth of 
the birth of man-god Horus, from the goddess Isis, aka ‘Stella Maris’, by 
action of a magical process called the ‘black rite’ or the immaculate 
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resurrection copulation conception between the goddess Isis and the dead 
god Osiris 
 

Black Rite 
 
The following shows the basic act, called the black rite, of the magical 
conception of Horus, the powers of the goddess Isis, in the form of a kite, 
during a sexual act amid which the god Thoth stops time, therein bringing 
the previously dead Osiris back to life, long enough to impregnate Isis:  

 
To give some background, Osiris, the world’s first mummy, is killed by 
his brother Set, then chopped into 14 pieces — a number representative of 
the the name Kasu, pronounced ‘Chas’, the root of the term ‘Christ’, 
meaning ‘burial place’, the name of the 14th nome (or state) of upper 
Egypt — but then later re-assembled (mummified) and brought back to 
life, for one instantaneous moment, by the resurrection sexual power of his 
wife-sister Isis, amid which the god child Horus is conceived, who goes on 
to become the famed savior of mankind.184  
 Egyptologist Wallis Budge, in his Egyptian Religion (1899), cites the 
following 18th Dynasty (1550-1300BC) passage, translated by Francois 
Chabas (1857), as representative of the essentials of the begetting of Horus 
by the sperm or essence of the dead Osiris:187 

 
“Thy sister put forth her protecting power for thee, she scattered 
abroad those who were her enemies, she drove away evil hap, she 
pronounced mighty words of power, she made cunning her tongue, and 

her words failed not. The glorious Isis [Stella Maris] [Virgin 
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Mary] was perfect in command and in speech, and she avenged her 
brother. She sought him without ceasing, she wandered round and 
round the earth uttering cries of pain, and she rested or alighted) not 

until she had found him. She overshadowed him with her feathers, 
she made air (or wind) with her wings, and she uttered cries at the 
burial of her brother. She raised up the prostrate form of him whose 

heart was still, she took from him of his essence [god 
sperm], she conceived and brought forth a child [Horus] [Jesus], 
she suckled it in secret, and none knew the place thereof; and the arm 
of the child hath waxed strong in the great house of Seb [Geb] 

[House of Joseph]. The company of the gods rejoice, and are 

glad at the coming of Osiris's son [God’s son] Horus, and firm of 
heart and triumphant is the son of Isis, the heir of Osiris.” 

 
Here, to explain things explicitly, we have, as the ‘immaculate’ conception 
was later presented in the Bible, the following character morphs: 
 

 
 

Egyptian  
Myth 

    
 Osiris Isis Seb Horus 
 (god) (god sister) (god father) (god son) 
 ↓ ↓  ↓ 
 
 

Christian  
Myth 

   
 

 God Virgin Mary Joseph Jesus 
 (the father) (Mother) (step father) (god son) 

 
The etymological jump from Osiris to Lazarus, in short, to the effect that 
Isis become Mary, Osiris become the Holy Spirit, Geb, the earth god and 
father of Osiris, become Joseph (or Jo-Seb), the foster father of Jesus. The 
visual of this jump from Osiris and Isis conceiving Horus, below left, to 
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the reformulated version of God the Holy Spirit and the Virgin Mary 
conceiving Jesus, below right, are illustrated as follows: 

 
In the original Egyptian version, to note, this conception of Horus scenario 
is artistically depicted on the Temple of Isis, below left, where Isis, in the 
form of a kite, is seemingly drawing out the magical divine seed of Osiris: 

 
The version shown above right is that of Isis is shown in half-human half-
kite form, over the mummified body of Osiris, albeit artistically drawn as 
Horus, who is shown with an erection. A famous example of a mummified 
pharaoh with an erection, symbolic of Osiris resurrected or reborn, is King 
Tut, buried in 1330BC, who, as 2005 CT body scans show, was buried 
with a 90-degree upright fully erect penis, similar to that shown above 
right.180 
 The story of how the magical ‘black rite’, which is carved as stories on 
the pyramids, which is part of the famous Passion of Osiris (2700BC), a 
play that was enacted each year on the Nile Delta, akin to America’s 
Christmas, over time, was monotheistically morphed into the miraculous 
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‘virgin birth’, is covered in 14-min ZFK lecture #8: Passion of Osiris to 
Passion of Christ. In short, instead of being told the truth, namely that 
Jesus is a myth, a monotheistic retelling of the Horus myth, one of the core 
tenets of Egyptian mythology, kids, in modern times, are told that the birth 
of Jesus was an actual event that occurred in history. This is but an 
example of concealed knowledge producing ignorance; a residual effect of 
the ongoing dark age. Nietzsche, being well aware of this cultural 
ignorance, in his The Anti-Christ (§58), summarized things as follows: 
 

“Christianity is the formula for exceeding and summing up the 
subterranean cults of all varieties, that of Osiris, that of the Great 
Mother, that of Mithras, for instance: in his discernment of this fact the 
genius of Paul showed itself. This was his revelation at Damascus: he 
grasped the fact that he needed the belief in immortality in order to rob 
“the world” of its value, that the concept of “hell” would master 
Rome—that the notion of a “beyond” is the death of life.... Nihilist and 
Christian: they rhyme in German, and they do more than rhyme.” 

 
The fact that years presently are dated mythologically evidences the fact 
that we are still in the dark age. To remedy this, the author has dated the 
publication of this book in the Goethean calendar year of 266, namely this 
book was published two-hundred and sixty-six years after the birth of 
German polyintellect Johann Goethe, which is an event that actually 
occurred in reality. 
 
Kids summary: the story of the virgin birth of Jesus is a myth; it is a 
monotheistic retelling of the conception of Horus during the black rite. 
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10. Birds & Bees 
 

“Bee to the blossom, moth to the flame; Each to his 
passion; what's in a name?” 

— Helen Hunt (1893), ‘Vanity of Vanities’, in Poems 
 
Abstract [6-pgs]: In olden days, kids were told that babies come from a 
bird called the stork; modern children are taught that babies come from 
energy process, called a double displacement reaction. 
 

When should children learn about the birds and the bees? WebMD 
author Louanne Weston, in her article ‘When to Talk to Your Child About 
Sex?’, pinpoints the need for topic interjection to age six or earlier, per the 
following anecdote:82 

 
“One night at dinner, my husband asked our then 6-year-old son what 
he wanted to do for work when he grew up. He replied, ‘I don't want to 
work, I just want to be a dad’. My husband and I exchanged smiles. 
Then, without missing a beat, our son continued. ‘But I'm not sure I 
want to do that either, because then you have to pee in your wife.’ 
 
His comment came so unexpectedly that I nearly choked on my 
mashed potatoes. On the spot, I vowed to step up my efforts to provide 
sexual information for my son -- without waiting for the questions to 
be asked. I explained that while daddies sometimes do put a fluid in 
mommies’ bodies in the space between their legs, it is not pee. It is a 
very special fluid called semen that sometimes can cause the mommy 
to grow a baby inside of her. He said, ‘OK, Mom’.” 

 
Not only will the average six-year-old, as this anecdote indicates, figure 
out the basics of ‘where babies come from’, aka human reproduction, but 
will invent filler concepts, e.g. ‘pee in your wife’, and the parents will 
accordingly need to invent terminology, i.e. ‘space between the legs’, 
unless, that is, the parents have been proactive and taught correctly prior to 
this.  
 IQ studies indicated that 4-year-olds, of average intellect, will be able 
to answer the question: ‘are you a boy or a girl?’ Moreover, parents are 
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advised, according to Laura Berman, author of Talking to Your Kids About 
Sex, to begin talking about the genitals around age 2. In addition, Erin 
Dower, in her ‘Age-by-Age Guide to Teaching Kids About the Birds & 
the Bees’, advises ‘teaching child the proper names of body parts from 
your child's infancy on — without giggling — so you don't need to make 
the leap from nicknames to the proper names later on.’ Dower advises 
teaching kids, in the 0-3 age range, the words ‘penis’ and ‘testes’ for the 
male genitals and ‘vulva’ and ‘vagina’ for female genitals. Vulva is the 
name for the general area of soft skin covering the female genitalia; the 
vagina is technically the actual vaginal canal.83   
 Age 4-5, according to Dower, is when kids start wondering where 
babies come from. At this age parents, are advised to answer the question, 
with reference to someone they know that is expecting, as follows: 
 

“Mommies have a tiny egg inside of them and Daddies have 
something called sperm that can make the egg grow into a baby. The 
baby comes out of the mom's vagina. This is how a lot of animals have 
babies, too.” 

 
In the ZFK class, the kids were told that in the old days, parents would tell 
their children that babies come from a special bird called the stork, who, at 
the time when the parents were expecting, would fly the newborn baby, 
wrapped in a cloth sling, to the house of the new parents, and leave the 
baby on the porch, kind of like a gift.  

 
This story of a bird bring a baby or new life is but an historical vestige of 
the myth of birth of the sun, out of an erect land mound, called the nun or 
pyramids, by a bird called the phoenix, aka the stork  
 The ZFK children, correctly, were then taught that we now explain, 
according to the Goethe’s human chemical theory, that babies come, not 
from the stork, but from what is process called a double displacement 
reaction, as shown below:84 
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The kids were told that AG1 is the man with his germ cell G1, which is 
special type of cell, called sperm, which contains his genetic material, BG2 
is the woman with her germ cell G2, which is a special type of cell, called 
egg, which contains her genetic material, G1G2 is the sperm and egg 
combined in the form of a newly synthesized baby, and AB is the mother 
and father bound in the form of a new molecule called a couple or parents. 
 The children were taught that the symbols: G, H, and TS are the 
different types of ‘energies’ involved in this reproduction reaction. The 
symbol G is the Gibbs energy, which is the amount of energy released or 
absorbed out of or into the system of the parents, respectively, to make the 
baby. This process is diagrammed below for the energy release scenario, 
aka the ‘fall in love’ and ‘live happily ever’ after scenario:  

 
The children were taught that H, called ‘enthalpy’, corresponds to the 
‘heat content’ of the reaction, that S, called ‘entropy’, corresponds to the 
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‘ordering content’ of the reaction, where the product TS, where T is the 
temperature of the reaction, is the energy of the ‘transformation content’ 
of the reaction, and that ‘extent’ or bottom line of the above diagram 
corresponds to the length of the relationships, some parents ‘living happily 
ever after’ others ‘breaking up’ sometime after the baby is born. 
 In the class, the children were told about eggs. That only females have 
them and that most girls start to make them between ages 10 and 15 years, 
and that age 12 is the average age when egg production starts.  
 In order for the egg to turn into a baby, the egg has to make contact 
with the sperm of the male. Boys begin to make sperm between the ages 
of 9 and 15, which begins to naturally come out of them, while they sleep, 
during what are called ‘wet dreams’, wherein the boy’s penis will become 
filled with blood and turgid or erect, after which, while fanaticizing in a 
dream, the sperm will ejaculate out of the tip of the penis.  
 Girls, in smaller frequency than men, will have similar types of ‘wet 
dreams’, while the sleep. During these female wet dreams, while 
fanaticizing, the vagina will become ‘wet’, from natural vaginal mucus, 
after which they will have a nocturnal organism. Not all girls, however, 
will have wet dreams. Studies show that only 40 percent of women will 
have a wet dream by the time they turn 45-years old, and among this 
group, some 85% of these will occur before the age of 21, some before 
they turn thirteen.85 

 When two people develop a 
fondness for each other, teetering on 
love, what is called ‘sex’ will tend to 
result, during which time the male 
will insert his erect penis into the 
vagina of the female, the entry part 
of the female reproductive system, 
as shown adjacent. 
 When, if all goes well, at the 
point when they both reach the point of organism, the sperm will eject 
from the tip of penis, traveling 17-cm into the fallopian tubes, where the 
eggs are released, which are sucked into the cavity of the uterus, by the 
cervix, when the female has her organism. The contact of one sperm with 
an egg inside the fallopian tube is shown below: 
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If the sperm penetrates the surface of the egg, then fertilization occurs 
successfully, and then, over the course of nine-months, the fused sperm 
and egg will eventually transform into a new baby, which will come out of 
the vagina of the women on what retrospectively will be called one’s 
zeroth ‘birthday’. 
 The birthdate, for parents, according to many, often tends to be 
retrospectively ranked as the memory of the happiest day of one’s life. 
The human reproduction reaction, aka sex, accordingly, is a very powerful 
reaction, the energetic nature of which, i.e. the specifics of the G, H, and 
TS energies involved, one is advised to spend some time learning, both 
before and after one attempts to water-test the act of sex themselves. 
 Five-thousand years ago, to contrast this modern ‘reaction view’ of 
reproduction, people used to attribute the act of sex and the process of 
reproduction to various gods.  
   
 In modern times, all of this is reduced to the story, aka of the meaning, 
discussion, and description of sex is reduced to coded tale about birds and 
bees. This was famously stated by Cole Porter in 1928 as follows: 
 

And that's why birds do it, bees do it 
Even educated fleas do it 
Let's do it, let's fall in love 

 
An older related 19th century proverb reads: 
 

No bees, no honey 
No work, no money. 

 
Here we see a connection between: ‘love’, ‘work’, and the ‘birds and the 
bees’. Bees will sometimes sting if things related to love don’t work out. 
Sometimes relationships work, and sometimes they don’t. Work is a type 
of energy, subject to the dynamics of the forces of the universe and the 
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laws of thermodynamics. This gets into the science of human chemical 
thermodynamics, a subject that requires a certain amount of pre-requisite 
education, e.g. the learning of partial differential equations, chemistry, and 
physics, if one so desires. 
 
Kids summary: In the olden days, parents told their kids that babies come 
from the stork; in modern times, parents tell their kids that babies come 
from a process called a double displacement reaction. 
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11. God’s Rules 
 

“Those who live as though god sets the rules are not 
going by their own rules.” 

  — Criss Jami (2015), Killosophy   
 
Abstract [9-pgs]: In 3,100BC, there were 42 polytheistic god rules called 
the ‘negative confessions’. In 500BC, these morphed into 10 monotheistic 
god rules called ‘commandments’. In 1809, Goethe pointed out that there 
are problems with these ten god laws, as physical chemistry sees things. 
 
In 3,100BC, the 20 nomes or ‘states’ of Lower Egypt united with the 22 
nomes of Upper Egypt to form the Egyptian 1st Dynasty, comprised of 42 
states in total [similar to how America has 50 states], as shown below, 
with the city of Heliopolis, with its supreme creator god Ra, functioning as 
the religious epicenter of this newly formed country [similar to how 
Washington DC, is the capital of the US]:  

 
In this 1st Dynasty formation, each various 42 gods of each nome or state 
were granted the right to pick one so-called ‘negative confession’ or god 
rule that was said to thereafter govern or characterize one part of the 
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weight of a person’s soul, as would be measured in the judgment hall, 
presided over by Ra, 42 nome gods, and Osiris, aka the ‘judge’, the great 
grandson of Ra, in the afterlife. The chief priest, or assembly of priests, of 
each nome or state would be the person who picked the god rule or 
negative confession. These 42 state gods are shown below:  

 
A more detailed depiction of this afterlife judgment hall is shown below, 
where Anubis, the mortuary god, is shown leading a dead person into the 
hall, wherein his soul is being weighed on the judgment scale, against the 
feather of truth, its weight being recorded by Thoth, the god of time: 

 
The soul of a person was said to therein confess about the sins, or broken 
god rules, a person did in their days roaming the earth. If a person broke 
more than say 21 god rules, their soul would be too heavy, and Ammut, a 
tripartite crocodile, hippopotamus, lion monster, would devour the soul, 
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and its remains would be sent to a fiery lake, aka hell, situated under 
Ammut.    
 A representative listing of the first 21 negative confessions or god rules, 
as ‘divined’, i.e. thought up, by each state head priest, are as follows:156 

 
Some of these confessions or god rules began to lose power or moral 
validity as the years progressed. Confession #26, e.g., reads: Thou shalt 
not waste running water. Parents frequently tell their kids, nowadays, not 
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to waste running water as they brush. Does their soul, according to this 
god rule #26, become heavy with sin when they do this?  
 Fresh water in ancient Egypt, comparatively, was a precious quantity. 
Hence, we can understand, in retrospect, the need for this god rule. The 
following shows the remaining 21 negative confessions: 
 

 
Some of these negative soul confessions, in time, were dealt with via legal 
means, in place of confession myth. Confession #27: Thou shalt not 
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pollute the water of the land, e.g. is now dealt with in terms of pollution 
fines. 
 In time, some approximately 2,600 years later, these 42 negative 
confessions were truncated into what are commonly known presently as 
the 10 Commandments, as mythologically said to have been given to a 
man named Moses, on a mountain, penned by god with his own finger. A 
listing of the ten commandments, based on the above 42 negative 
confessions, is as follows: 
 

10 Commandments 
 

→ 1. [Thou shalt have only one god and no others] 
2. Thou shalt not take god’s name in vain. 
3. Thou shalt remember and observe the appointed holy days. 

→ 4. [Thou shalt honor your mother and father] 
5. Thou shalt not kill, nor bid anyone to kill. 
6. Thou shalt not commit adultery or rape. 
7. Thou shalt not steal nor take that which does not belong to you. 
8. Thou shalt not bear false witness, nor support false allegations. 

→ 9. [Thou shalt not covet they neighbor’s wife] 
10. Thou shalt not cover they neighbor’s goods. 

 
The ordering of the commandments, to note, varies depending on whether 
one is raised Catholic, Jewish, Protestant, or Lutheran. The ‘honor thy 
father and thy mother’ god law, e.g., is commandment #4 in the Catholic 
version, but is commandment #5 in the Protestant, Lutheran, and Jewish 
versions.  
 In 1809, German polyintellect Johann Goethe, in his physical 
chemistry based Elective Affinities, went to great lengths to show how this 
god talk based list of commandments falls apart and or is misaligned with 
the tenets of modern science. This misalignment comes out via the voice 
of the character Mittler, in the last and final chapter (P2:C18), as 
follows:157 

 
“There was but one occasion on which [Mittler] uniformly forgot 
himself—when he found an opportunity for giving his opinion upon 
subjects to which he attached a great importance. He lived much 
within himself, and when he was with others, his only relation to them 
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generally was in active employment on their behalf; but if once, when 
among friends, his tongue broke fairly loose, as on more than one 
occasion we have already seen, he rolled out his words in utter 
recklessness, whether they wounded or whether they pleased, whether 
they did evil or whether they did good. 
 The evening before the birthday, the major and Charlotte were 
sitting together expecting Edward, who had gone out for a ride; Mittler 
was walking up and down the saloon; Ottilie was in her own room, 
laying out the dress which she was to wear on the morrow, and making 
signs to her maid about a number of things, which the girl, who 
perfectly understood her silent language, arranged as she was ordered. 
 Mittler had fallen exactly on his favorite subject. One of the points 

on which he used most to insist was, that in the education of 
children, as well as in the conduct of nations, there was nothing 
more worthless and barbarous than laws and commandments 
forbidding this and that action. “Man is naturally active,” he said, 
“wherever he is; and if you know how to tell him what to do, he will 
do it immediately, and keep straight in the direction in which you set 
him. I myself, in my own circle, am far better pleased to endure faults 
and mistakes, till I know what the opposite virtue is that I am to enjoin, 
than to be rid of the faults and to have nothing good to put in their 
place. A man is really glad to do what is right and sensible, if he only 
knows how to get at it. It is no such great matter with him; he does it 
because he must have something to do, and he thinks no more about it 
afterwards than he does of the silliest freaks which he engaged in out 
of the purest idleness. 
 I cannot tell you how it annoys me to hear people going over and 

over those Ten Commandments in teaching children. The fifth is 
a thoroughly beautiful, rational, preceptive precept. ‘Thou shalt honor 
thy father and thy mother.’ If the children will inscribe that well upon 
their hearts, they have the whole day before them to put it in practice. 
But the sixth now? What can we say to that? ‘Thou shalt do no 
murder;’ as if any man ever felt the slightest general inclination to 
strike another man dead. Men will hate sometimes: they will fly into 
passions and forget themselves; and as a consequence of this or other 
feelings, it may easily come now and then to a murder; but what a 
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barbarous precaution it is to tell children that they are not to kill or 
murder! If the commandment ran, ‘Have a regard for the life of 
another—put away whatever can do him hurt—save him though with 
peril to yourself—if you injure him, consider that you are injuring 
yourself;’—that is the form which should be in use among educated, 
reasonable people. And in 
our Catechism teaching 
we have only an awkward 
clumsy way of sliding into 
it, through a ‘what do you 
mean by that?’ 
 “And as for the 
seventh; that is utterly 
detestable. What! to 
stimulate the precocious 
curiosity of children to pry 
into dangerous mysteries; 
to obtrude violently upon 
their imaginations ideas 
and notions which beyond 
all things you should wish to keep from them! It were far better if such 
actions as that commandment speaks of were dealt with arbitrarily by 
some secret tribunal, than prated openly of before church and 
congregation—” At this moment Ottilie entered the room. 
 “‘Thou shalt not commit adultery,’ ”—Mittler went on—“How 
coarse! how brutal! What a different sound it has, if you let it run, 
‘Thou shalt hold in reverence the bond of marriage. When thou seest a 
husband and a wife between whom there is true love, thou shalt rejoice 
in it, and their happiness shall gladden thee like the cheerful light of a 
beautiful day. If there arise anything to make division between them, 
thou shalt use thy best endeavor to clear it away. Thou shalt labor to 
pacify them, and to soothe them; to show each of them the 
excellencies of the other. Thou shalt not think of thyself, but purely 
and disinterestedly thou shalt seek to further the well-being of others, 
and make them feel what a happiness is that which arises out of all 
duty done; and especially out of that duty which holds man and wife 
indissolubly bound together.’ ” 
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 Charlotte felt as if she was sitting on hot coals. The situation was 
the more distressing, as she was convinced that Mittler was not 
thinking the least where he was or what he was saying; and before she 
was able to interrupt him, she saw Ottilie, after changing color 
painfully for a few seconds, rise and leave the room. 
 Charlotte constrained herself to seem unembarrassed: “You will 
leave us the eighth commandment,” she said, with a faint smile. 
 “All the rest,” replied Mittler, “if I may only insist first on the 
foundation of the whole of them.”  
 These "though shalt not commit adultery" comments, echoed into 
the ears of Ottilie, as she entered the room, resulted immediately in her 
collapse to death, and shortly thereafter to the death of Edward. 

 
In 1830, Goethe wrote the following retrospect commentary about his 
great novella to his friend composer Carl Zelter: 

 
“Following on what went before, let me tell you in fun, that in my 
Elective Affinities, I took care to round off the inward, true catharsis, 
with as much purity and finish as possible, but I do not therefore 
imagine that any handsome fellow could thereby be purged from the 
lust of looking after the wife of another. The sixth commandment, 
which seemed to the Elohim-Jehovah to be so necessary, even in the 
wilderness, that he engraved it on granite tables with his own finger,—
this it will still be necessary to uphold in our blotting-paper 
catechisms.” 

 
Here, to pause, we note, firstly, digression on the sixth commandment 
aside, that Goethe, in his mention of ‘Elohim-Jehovah’ and ‘god’s finger’, 
is intuitively aware that the Bible, in respect to these sections, is 
employing a god-merger of three different gods: 
 

Elohim = El the Canaanite creator god 
Jehovah [YHWH] = Atum / Amen copy 
God with finger = Aten the god of Akhenaten 

 
Goethe, here, secondly, is pointing out the absurdity of the idealization of 
the sixth god law that if a man even ‘look at’ or ‘think about’ the wife of 
another man, that he has therein mentally committed adultery, and as 
punishment should be ‘put to death’ as proscribed by the Bible (Leviticus 
20:20).158  
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 In the new view, morals, which, according to Goethe, are governed by 
the ‘symbols of physical chemistry’, and passions, which, according to 
Goethe, do ‘not shuffle like playing cards’, are always in battle with each 
other. The 42 state god rules method, turned 10 supreme god rules 
method, in Goethe’s atheistic view, is a system in need of reform.  
 
Kid’s summary: Religious kids are told to follow the 10 commandments, 
which they are told came from god, as given to Moses on a mountain. 
Smart atheist kids now understand that the ten commandments are but a 
truncated listed of 42 ‘don’ts’ thought up by various Egyptian priests. The 
new list of suggested dos and don’ts have not yet been formulated.  
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12. Golden Rule Plus 
 

“I feel that if we all taught our children the golden 
rule, without any sort of god attached, the world 
would be a much nicer place to live in.” 

— Anna (c.2012), ex-Christian nonbeliever 
 
Abstract [6-pgs]: Smart atheists should aim to 
follow the golden rule, but also be keen to the 
fact that gold only selectively follows the golden 
rule. 
 
The fallback one-sentence morality system for 
the over-typical average atheist is the golden 
rule, namely: ‘do unto others as you would have 
them do onto you’, ‘treat others as you would 
like to be treated’, or ‘treat people good, and 
they will treat you good’, among other variants. 

The new morality system, in upgrade terms, 
for the new atypical smart atheist, as will be referred to herein, is the 
golden rule plus, namely:  
 

“Do unto others as you would have them Do unto you, but Do keep in 
mind that you, gold, symbol Au, and others, each, as a chemical thing, 
has a unique and characteristic free energy of formation, which 
quantifies the work energy formation value of each thing, in its given 
formation state, and therein resultantly determines the reactions that 
will accrue when such things are put in contact.”  

 
Free energy, in short, is what determines how things are going to react 
together. You, as a good atheist, will generally strive to treat people good, 
believing that, as would be the case in the ideal world, the recipient will 
treat you good in return, and in most cases this will result. You be nice to 
me; I’ll be nice to you.  
 In the real world, however, sometimes people will not treat you good 
in return; they will ‘react’ to you differently than you would expect them 
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to react, if the standard golden rule held in all cases. I’ve been so nice to 
you; you’ve been down right mean to me. 
The golden rule for determining how the golden rule operates in real time 
is determined according to what is called free energy mathematics, namely 
the sum of the free energies of the products less the sum of the free 
energies of the reactants have to be less than zero if the process is to occur 
naturally or spontaneous, i.e. in an unforced manner. 
 To go through a simple example, 
let’s say that Jack, age 5, wants Jill, 
age 4, to go with him up a hill to fetch 
a pail of water. Jack decides to ask Jill 
to go up the hill with him. Jill agrees, 
and they go up the hill together. When 
they get to the top the following 
happens: 
 
    Jack and Jill went up the hill 
    To fetch a pail of water. 
    Jack fell down and broke his crown, 
    And Jill came tumbling after. 
 
To get a crude idea of how much energy it requires to bring an age five 
Jack and age four Jill into existence, the following table shows the amount 
of money per year a middle income family of two spends on the average 
child, per age range:159  
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The amount of money invested in Jack and Jill, according to this model, to 
bring them into their age respective states of existence, is $59,000 and 
$47,000.  
 Now, in ballpark terms, using the datum that one barrel of oil, which 
costs $43 presently, has combustion chemical energy of 6 gigajoules (GJ), 
neglecting emotion forms of child raising energy, we can calculate that it 
took 8,200 GJ and 6,600 GJ of energy, respectively, to get Jack and Jill 
into their respective reaction states, prior to Jack asking Jill to go up the 
hill. Let us call these values their free energies of formation.  
 Let us also suppose that someone somewhere has previously 
calculated that the free energies of formation for the newly-formed 
friendship of Jack and Jill at the top of the hill, symbolized by Jack≡Jill 
complex, is 10,000 GJ. This Jack and Jill hill climbing reaction would be 
the following: 
  

Jack + Jill → Jack≡Jill 
8,200 GJ  6,600 GJ  10,000 GJ 

 
To calculate the free energy change for this reaction we use the following 
equation: 
 

  
For the Jack and Jill reaction, using the free energy of formation values 
calculated above, we have the following: 
 
 ΔG = 10,000 – (8,200 + 6,600) 
        = -4800 GJ 

 
The negative sign here is the important 
thing. It means that the Jack and Jill 
reaction is a natural reaction. The golden 
rule will hold, so to say. Jill will 
reciprocate Jack’s doings. If the sign, 
conversely, would have been positive, the 
reaction would have been unnatural or non-
spontaneous, and Jill would not have been 
amenable to following the golden rule, so 
to say, at least in respect to Jack. 
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 The values of free energy of formation for an age five Jack and age 
four Jill, to clarify, herein this example, are calculation guestimates, so to 
say. Calculating the free energies of formation for people in different 
states of existence is a relatively new field, if not a field of study slotted 
more towards future years.  
 On the other hand, to put things into historical perspective, it has been 
over a century since German physician and physicist Ludwig Buchner 
prophetically declared, in his Force and Matter (1855), that ‘man reacts 
with woman, just as hydrogen reacts with oxygen.’ In modern terms, Jack 
will react with Jill, IF the free energy change of the reaction is negative. 
 The following, to explain via example, are the actual measured free 
energy of formations for hydrogen molecule, oxygen molecule, and water 
molecule, per mol of substance: 
  

H2 + ½O2 → H2O 
0 KJ  0 KJ  -237 KJ 

 
The free energy change for this reaction, accordingly, is: 
 
 ΔG = -237 – (0 + 0) 
   = -237 KJ 
 
The negative sign means that the water molecule forms naturally when 
hydrogen and oxygen are put in contact. The same rule, aka the 
spontaneity rule, holds for human, whether Jack and Jill, man and woman, 
or other types of pairings or reactions. 
 In respect to gold and the golden rule, to elaborate a bit, the following 
data table, in column three, shows the free energy of formation for gold, in 
three different states of existence, namely: solid state, monoatomic gas 
(Au) state, and diatomic gas (Au2) state, respectively:155 

  
The free energy of formation, symbol ΔfG°, is the amount of energy 
required to bring a thing into existence, starting from the 92 naturally 
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occurring elements, and is sometimes called the ‘available energy’ of a 
thing. The circle superscript means that the reaction occurs at normal room 
temperatures and pressures. 
 In human terms, the free energy of formation is loosely conceptualized 
as the sum energetic value of a person, or the ‘cash value’ of a person, 
economically speaking, as John Neumann surmised things in 1934. The 
first to state that each human, as a chemical thing, as a free energy of 
formation was American metallurgical engineer Norman Dolloff, as 
explained in his Heat Death and the Phoenix (1975).  
 The other columns are also important to keep in mind, in respect to the 
golden rule plus. 
 The fourth column is the entropy, symbol S°, defined as the measure 
of the ‘order’ of a thing and or the ‘transformation content’ of the thing, 
depending.  
 In human terms, entropy is often conceptualized as the ‘mental’ 
component of a human. The first to state that each human, as a chemical 
thing, has an entropy was English-born American chemical engineer 
William Fairburn, as explained in his Human Chemistry (1914). 
 The second column is the enthalpy of formation, symbol ΔfH°, is 
known as the ‘heat content’ of the chemical thing. Enthalpy, in human 
terms, has a variegated meaning, loosely thought of as the ‘physical’, 
‘material’, and or ‘hotness’ of person.  
 The first to state that each person, as a chemical thing, has an enthalpy 
or is quantified by enthalpy change is Australian organic chemist James 
Reiss, in his “Comparative Thermodynamics in Chemistry and 
Economics” (1994). 
 All things, e.g. you, gold, and others, have these measurements. For 
simpler things, such as gold Au, water H2O, or carbon dioxide CO2, these 
data values have been calculated to precision, and readily available, e.g. 
online, in what are called thermodynamic data tables. For humans, 
calculation of these data values is a fledgling field.  
 Now let us, as learning-to-become smart atheists, attempt to assert that 
gold should follow the golden rule, because some, as popularly asserted 
have decreed it as the atheistic moral rule of the universe. In this sense, we 
might assert that gold, as a moral agent, should ‘treat other [chemical 
things] as it would like or want to be treated’! 
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 How exactly would gold like to be treated? What exactly does gold 
want in terms of treatment? Well, to start with, gold, symbol Au, like a 
human, symbol Hu, is a ‘proton-electron configuration’, as George 
Lundberg likes to classify things. Gold, atomic number 79, meaning it has 
92 protons in its nucleus, however, differs from humans in that it is 
relatively unreactive, owing to the nature of the inertness of its proton-
electron configuration, whereas humans, owing to their proton-electron 
configuration, are relatively reactive. The electron configuration for gold 
is the following: 
 

[Xe] 4f14 5d10 6s1 

2, 8, 18 32 18 1 
 
The last column means that gold has one solo electron in its outer valence 
shell, meaning that, speaking teleologically or anthropomorphically, it 
‘wants to go to two electrons or it wants no electrons’. This means that 
gold will react acids, such as aqua regia, but not with bases. Gold will 
react with other chemical things that are able to take or give away one 
electron. Chlorine wants to (take or give away) one electron, becoming an 
(ion or isotope). This is why when people by gold, they are often advised 
to keep their gold away from chlorine. Gold, it seems, does not follow the 
golden rule; it selectively follows the golden rule. 
 
Kid’s summary: Treat others as you would like to be treated, but be keen 
to the fact that there are rules to treatment dynamics. 
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13. Moses 
 

“Moses did not exist.” 
— Ludwig Wittgenstein (1953), Philosophical Investigations 

 
Abstract [3-pgs]: The story of Moses is a monotheistic rewrite of 
Pharaoh-as-Horus (in life) right to rule model. 
 

The great Moses, so the story goes, in 1300BC, after being found as 
an infant floating in a reed basket in the Nile, parted the red sea, smited 
water from a rock, talked to a burning bush, received the Ten 
Commandments from god while on a mountain, and wrote the first five 
books of the Bible: 

 
Sigmund Freud, in his Moses and Monotheism (1939), summarized things 
as follows: 
 

“The man Moses, the liberator of his people, who gave them their 
religion and their laws, belonged to an age so remote that the 
preliminary question arises whether he was a historical person or a 
legendary figure.” 
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The figure of Moses, in short, is an aggregate religio-mythology figure, 
constructed to fill the role of an Osiris-free monotheistic translation of 
Egyptian religion. Moses, as a person, never existed. 
 The details of the story of Moses derive from the Egyptian mythology 
story of how the goddess Isis had to hide her newborn child Horus on a 
floating island in the Nile, after the evil god Set had killed her husband 
Osiris, which is a parable concerning the ‘right to rule’ Egypt, and therein 
by that right, decree divinely inspired laws.110 
 The significance of being found as an infant floating on the Nile is 
symbolic of the birth of Ra out of the water of the Nun, and therein a way 
to symbolically claim divine birthright parentage to the supreme god. This 
is the reason that Christian kids, nowadays, are ‘baptized’ by having holy 
water pored over their head at age one. Both are symbolic of connection 
with divinity or the birth of Ra out of the waters of the Nun. 
 In early dynasties of ancient Egypt, 3100 to 2500BC, all of Pharaohs 
were considered as the son of Ra. In the sixth dynasty onward, each 
Pharaoh, as described in the Pyramid Texts of 2400 to 2300BC, were 
characterized as the Pharaoh-as-Horus in life, who became the Pharaoh-as-
Osiris in death, where he was united with the rest of the gods. New 
incarnations of Horus succeeded the deceased pharaoh on earth in the 
form of new Pharaohs. 
 This model was later adopted by other cultures. The Greek god 
Dionysus turned Roman equivalent god Bacchus had the same 
fundamental traits as Horus. In circa 1810, French writer Charles Lebrun, 
in his Doubts of Infidels, summarized this religious transmogrification as 
follows: 
 

“The history of Moses is copied from the history of Bacchus, who 
was called Mises by the Egyptians, instead of Moses. Bacchus was 
born in Egypt; so was Moses. Bacchus passed through the Red Sea on 
dry ground; so did Moses. Bacchus was a lawgiver; so was Moses. 
Bacchus was picked up in a box that floated on the water; so was 
Moses. Bacchus by striking a rock made wine gush forth. Bacchus was 
worshiped, well before Abraham’s day” 

 
Toward the end of the Egyptian Dynasty, in circa 500BC, at which time 
the power of the Egypt was beginning to falter, and wherein Roman and 
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Mesopotamian powers were on the rise, the need to capture this Pharaoh-
as-son-of-Ra turned Pharaoh-as-Horus tradition, as a means to justify 
laws, via divine means, albeit in a new monotheistic scheme, became 
apparent. Hence, the character of Moses was invented to fill this role. 
 The jump from Egyptian religion to Jewish religion, via the character 
of Moses, beyond the Horus modeled floating birth story, is a bit more 
involved. Ahmed Osman’s 1990 Moses and Akhenaten and Sigmund 
Freud’s 1939 Moses and Monotheism cover some of the terrain of this 
religious morph. The just of this Moses morph, to avoid prolonged 
digression, is that Atum-Ra based Egyptian polytheism, centered around 
the Ramesses pharaohs (Ra-Moses pharaohs), plus Aten-based 
monotheism, centered around pharaoh Akhenaten, as it existed during the 
years 1400 to 500BC, morphed into Jewish translated theology, recast in 
the form of the gods: El and YHWH, and the people: Noah, Abraham, and 
Moses. During the Greek conquest of Egypt and Canaanite, in 330BC, 
these models were translated into Greek language. During the Roman 
conquest of these regions, in 300AD, the Osiris afterlife model was added 
back into the picture in the form of the New Testament, as found in the re-
cast story of Jesus. 
  
Kids summary: Moses is a myth. The story of Moses is a monotheistic 
character crutch used to justify moral laws. 
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14. Right and Wrong 
 

“Alright. Let me ask the question another way. This is my 
last question. If god does not exist why do all people have a 
fixed moral obligation to love and not murder? How do 
molecules in motion have any authority to tell you how to 
behave? When you do something wrong, whose standard 
are you breaking, who are you displeasing? The carbon 
atom? The benzene molecule? Who?” 

— Frank Turek (2008), query to atheist Christopher Hitchens 
during ‘Does God Exist?’ debate at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Sep 8 

 
Abstract [13-pgs]: Kids of olden days were taught that what was right or 
wrong was something decreed by god as told to some prophet. Kids of 
modern days are taught that what is wrong is endergonic, that what is right 
is exergonic, that these are coupled, via free energy, together in nature, 
and that an empathetic reciprocity, based on the spontaneity criterion, 
baring exact measurement, is the new atheistic moral compass.  
 
Explaining ‘right and wrong’, atheistically, is one of the more difficult 
subjects of smart atheism, per reason that the science of moral chemistry, 
initiated by Empedocles, put into form by Goethe, and expanded on by 
Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, is yet in fledgling state.142 Nevertheless, the 
children of the ZFK class, were taught a basic outline of this subject.  
 The new method of determining right from wrong is called the action 
and reaction method. The old method is called the god method. 
 In the old method of explaining right and wrong, in short, someone 
would pen some proscription, rule, proverb, ought, not, or commandment, 
etc., he or she felt strongly about, from experience or observation, in the 
form a scroll or printed book, justified by the validation signatory that 
‘god told me this’. These were then compiled in lists, modified here and 
there, and then voted on by consul members. The finalized list of rights 
and wrongs then became the moral guidance code of each respective 
religion. As times changed, social mores changes, and, therein, 
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accordingly, some codes would be put into filing cabinets, and other codes 
would be ‘received from god’. In working form, a person who wanted to 
understand right or wrong would then consults their respective decreed by 
god religious, or their respective religious advisor, who then consults one 
of these respectively made books, for guidance, and therein obtain ought 
and not guidance. 
 This old method, while it may have worked in the past, in modern 
times, is no longer is operational. Recent studies, to exemplify, conducted 
over the course of thirty-years, by American gerontologist Vern Bengtson 
(2015), as analyzed by sociologist Phil Zuckerman, indicated that atheist 
parents are now better at raising ethical children than religious parents. 
Moreover, the study found that children of atheists tend to have closer 
families, be less racist, and are less likely to go to prison.148 Times, it 
seems, are changing? 
 Why are atheist parents better at teaching right and wrong to kids than 
theist parents? The following, to help us engage this question, is from 
English Christian apologeticist David Anderson’s 2008 talk ‘Can an 
Atheist Believe in Right and Wrong?’:151 

 
“Atheists believe in right and wrong. Atheists have families, parents 
and children just like everyone else. And if you take an atheist’s little 
girl and twist her arm until she cries, the atheist will become angry 
with you as quickly as anyone else. If you smash his windows he’ll 
become annoyed as quickly as anyone else. The atheist can read the 
newspapers and get annoyed about the injustices of life in this world as 
rapidly as the most devout believer. So, atheists definitely believe 
strongly in right and wrong, if you take their actions and reactions as 
a guide. In the real world, there’s no question about it.” 

 
In the real world, according to Anderson, what is right and wrong is a 
function of actions and reactions. This is called true morality. A wrong 
action or act will have a corresponding wrong reaction. A good action or 
act will have a corresponding good reaction. This rule is called the third 
law of motion. The sum of reactions, in any given system, will be 
governed by the free energy change of the system. This what is called the 
combined law of thermodynamics. 
 This is all fairly straight-forward established knowledge. Both the 
theist, e.g. Frederick Rossini (1971) and Mirza Beg (1987), to name two 
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examples, and the atheist, e.g. Johann Goethe (1809) and Ludwig Buchner 
(1855), to name two examples, believe in this system of action and 
reaction logic based morality.152 The problem that arises, however, is 
when the theist, who believes that god’s will, energy, or something to this 
effect, is working away and governing these actions and reactions, and 
therein claims that god already spoke to some prophet of the past and 
thereby decreed to that person what is right and wrong, as penned in their 
holy book. This is where mythology conflicts with modernity.   
 This action and reaction view of morality, to note, is a relatively new 
point of view. Most atheist parents, at present, for the most part, on the 
topic of right and wrong, tend to teach their kids golden rule based 
utilitarianism guided by the instinct of empathy, or some variant along 
these lines. 
 Modern children, who learn about smart atheism, however, have a new 
moral chemistry method of understanding the difference between right and 
wrong, a step above that of golden rule empathetic utilitarianism, based on 
the reality of atoms and the ability to measure the difference between the 
naturalness and unnaturalness of an act by the reactionary effect it has on 
free energy change of the system.  
 The following, to go through a simple two scenarios of how to 
understand, and or explain to a child, the difference between ‘right’ and 
‘wrong’, as we currently understand the energetics of natural processes, is 
called the flower stealing vs flower picking morality model:127 

 
In the first scenario, a girl picks a flower, say in the woods, or in her 
backyard, then gives the beautiful bouquet to her mother, who then puts it 
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in water, in vase, on the window sill, to look at in the sunlight. In the 
second scenario, a girl steals a flower, from a flower shop, then gives the 
flower or a bouquet full of stolen flowers to her mother, who then, 
unknowingly, puts the stolen flowers a vase full of water on the window 
sill to look at in the sunlight.  
 In the first scenario, the instantaneous act of picking one flower is 
quantified energetically by the following differential: 
 

dG < 0 
 
meaning a small amount of energy, symbolized by dG, was released out of 
the system into the surroundings. This is shown in the diagram by the 
arrow going out of the system, across the boundary of the system, 
symbolized by the dotted line, and into the surroundings of the universe. 
 The beauty of the flower makes the girl and, in turn, the mother, 
happy, and the reactive system of the mother and the girl becomes 

warmer and more stable, without any other human scale energetic 
changes in the system other than the energy change in the follower itself, 
when picked and put in the vase. 
 In the second scenario, the instantaneous act of stealing one flower is 
quantified energetically by the following differential: 
 

dG > 0 
 
meaning a small amount of energy, symbolized by dG, was absorbed into 
of the system from the surroundings. This is shown in the diagram by the 
arrow going into the system, across the boundary of the system, and into 
the surroundings of the universe. 
 The beauty of the flower makes the girl and, in turn, the mother, 
happy, and the reactive system of the mother and the girl becomes warmer 
and more stable, but the reactive system of the family that runs the flower 

shop becomes colder and more unstable. 
 In the Zerotheism for Kids class (ZFKI|6:40-), the author explained, in 
response to one of the kids saying ‘did you know that god will give you a 
curse if you play with crosses’, as shown below, that ‘we’re going to teach 

you a new morality, where, instead of god giving you a curse, when 
you do something wrong, a so-called wrong-doing what is now called an 
endergonic reaction or act’:  
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This means, as explained to the kids, that when one does something 
wrong, the ‘act’ itself absorbs energy from the universe, and the system 
therein become colder, and more unstable. Something defined as wrong is 
defined as an unnatural act. A wrongful act, as shown on the video screen 
shot, is defined energetically, by the inequality sign pointing to the right, 
as follows: 
 
 dG > 0  
 
This means that Gibbs energy, symbol dG, has to be put into the system to 
make the reaction, act or process go, because it will not go on its own 
naturally.  
 Many, to note, having been ingrained with theological dogma, will not 
be at ease to being able to explain morals without god. Some, such as 
Indian-born American ex-atheist Christian Ravi Zacharias, as shown 
below, will even consider this to be an absurdity: 
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This, however, is but the result of a combination of ignorance plus 
religious mental anchoring. Zacharias, e.g., is a noted Nietzsche scholar, 
but is ignorant of the fact that Nietzsche was one of the pioneers of moral 
chemistry, who built is ethics on the moral symbols of Goethe.142 

 In the ZFK class, the children were given the example of the arranged 
marriage, where two people are forced to get married, is the prime 
example, or marriage that wasn’t ‘meant to be’, so to say, are examples of 
this type of reaction. This was diagrammed in 2001 by American chemist 
turned physician David Hwang, as shown in ZFK2 (8:41-9:50), as 
follows:120  

  
The products, i.e. the AB couple, of this so-called endergonic reaction, are 
at a higher energy level, GF above the equilibrium line, than the reactants, 
A and B as singles, and therein must absorb energy from the universe to 
maintain that unhappy, unstable, cold state. This relationship coldness is 
described aptly, in terms of emotion, in the 2008 song ‘I Hate This Part’ 
by the Pussycat Dolls, as follows: 
 

We're driving slow through the snow; On fifth avenue 
And right now radio is; All that we can hear 
 
Man we ain't talked since we left; It's so overdue; It's cold outside 

But between us; It's worse [colder] in here 
 
A rightful act, conversely, is defined energetically, by the inequality sign 
pointing to the left, as follows: 
 
 dG < 0  
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This means that Gibbs energy is released out of the system during the 
reaction, act or process. These will go on their own naturally. The so-
called marriage ‘made in heaven’, metaphorically speaking, is the prime 
example of the idealized so-called exergonic reaction. This was 
diagrammed by Hwang as follows: 

 
The products, i.e. the AB couple, of this so-called exergonic reaction, are 
at a lower energy level, GF below the equilibrium line, than the reactants, 
A and B as singles, and therein naturally release energy from their system 
into the universe, therein working to maintain a happy, stable, warm state.  
 This general ‘spontaneity rule’, as it is called in chemistry, for natural 
and unnatural processes, as touched on in Atoms and Energy chapter, were 
first summarized in 1933 by English physicist Edward Guggenheim, in his 
Modern Thermodynamics by the Method of Willard Gibbs, as shown 
below: 
 

  
These two basic criterion, the moral system for the naturalistic atheist, for 
what, energetically, quantifies, natural, aka ‘wrong’, and unnatural, aka 
‘right’ acts, processes, or reactions, as was summarized in the kid’s 
atheism class, actuates in the form of the following three rules to gauging 
out right and wrong choices: 
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This morality decision making rule, historically, connects back to morality 
as defined by Goethe, in terms of chemical affinities, symbol A, via what 
is called the affinity-free energy equation, first derived by German 
physicist Herman Helmholtz in 1882, the shorthand version of which is as 
follows:147 

 
 A = – ΔG  
 
This means that the sum of the affinities or micro forces operating in the 
system equal the negative of the change in the Gibbs energy in the system. 
 Goethe, in his Elective Affinities, explained this by the accidental 
drowning death of the child Otto, on the lake, while being watched by the 
baby sitter Ottilie, as shown below right: 
 

  
The death of the child, according to Goethe, which itself was the product 
of a ‘mental double adultery’, i.e. Charlotte and Edward made the child, as 
described in part one, chapter eleven (P1:C11) of Elective Affinities, in an 
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act wherein each was imagining someone else in their mind, as shown 
above left. The child was made ‘unnaturally’, so to say, speaking 
thermodynamically, i.e. made not in alignment with the affinities or 
chemical forces of the wills of the sum respective persons. In the words of 
English professor Richard Weaver:178  
 

“Nothing good can be done if the will is wrong. If the disposition is 
wrong, reason increases maleficence; if it is right, reason orders and 
furthers good.” 

 
The moral of Goethe’s story is that things done against the laws of nature, 
were not meant to be. 
 In the 1900s, German physical chemist and radical atheist Wilhelm 
Ostwald, building somewhat on Goethe’s elective affinity morality model, 
began to ferret out an atheist morality system; an example statement of 
which is as follows: 
 

“There remains one last and most important question: ‘what becomes 
of the foundation of all our ethics without the idea of a personal future 
life, in which vice shall be punished and virtue rewarded?’ I do not 
hesitate to answer that I not only think ethics possible without this 
idea, but that I even think that this condition involves a very refined 
and exalted state of ethical development.” 
 — Wilhelm Ostwald (1906), Individuality and Immortality 

 
In 1910, Ostwald, building on Immanuel Kant’s categorical imperative: 
‘act that your conduct may be taken as a universal law’, introduced what 
he called the ‘energetic imperative’, namely: ‘waste no energy, turn it all 
into account’. In 1915, Ostwald’s energetic imperative was truncated or 
translated, so to say, by William Bayliss, into the following cryptic 
statement: ‘waste not free energy’.121 
 All of this, to note, is explained WITHOUT the concept of god. This is 
what is called physicochemical morality, such as found in the works of 
Johann Goethe, Ludwig Buchner, Arthur Schopenhauer, and Friedrich 
Nietzsche, in prototype form. In modern terms, affinity is upgraded to 
Gibbs energy, which is a measurable quantity, which usurps previously 
held mythical ideas about God’s energy. Gibbs energy, however, is a bit 
more complicated to deal with than chemical affinity, being that it 
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involves a dig into Willard Gibbs famous set of 700-equations as found in 
his 1876 On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances. 
 One thing that makes the subject complex, as was discovered in the 
1940s, via study of mechanism behind the powering of muscle 
contraction, is that in nature, natural processes are ‘coupled’ to unnatural 
processes, in such a way that the former drive the latter, as shown below: 

  
This diagram [ZFK:I|7:13-] shows how right and wrong, or good and evil, 
in colloquial terms, are coupled to each other.  
 What is right or wrong, as touched on in the Adam and Eve chapter, is 
now explained in terms of acts that are exergonic or endergonic, 
respectively. An anon post, from Schmoop.com, on ‘Free Energy’, in 
respect to the nature of coupling, applied to human social interactions, 
gives the following take on the matter: 
 

 “The only way that an endergonic 
reaction (dG1 > 0) can occur 
spontaneously is if it is linked to an 
exergonic reaction (dG2 < 0) such 
that the sum of the two dG 
reactions (dG1 + dG2 < 0) is 
negative. A good analogy would be 

when an introvert breaks out his 
‘party hat’ whenever his 

extroverted buddy stops by. 
This process [change] of hooking 
together is called coupling, and your cells [and people] use coupling 
all the time to perform many of the energetically unfavorable 
[unnatural] reactions in a cell [or society].” 
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This introvert + extrovert coupling analogy is not perfect, but it gets at the 
general idea. Just as energy release from ATP couples or powers many 
endergonic processes in the body, so to can an extrovert couple or power 
the party hat of an introvert. 
 Very little, to note, has been published on explaining morality in terms 
of Gibbs energy, and coupling theory. Iranian-born American 
metallurgical-electrical engineer Robert Kenoun, in his A Proposition to 
Theory of History and Social Evolution (2006), to cite a rare example, 
outlines a semi-approximate thermodynamics system-based view of social 
change, using a logic of hierarchical systems embedded within systems 
and a type of social energy ‘coupling’ theory.  The energy he uses, 
however, is internal energy, symbol dU, which is not the correct 
thermodynamic potential for social systems.  
 The correct coupling potential is Gibbs energy, symbol dG. Glimpses 
of this view can be found in the works of Mirza Beg (1987), Harold 
Morowitz (2002), and Thomas Wallace (2009). Morowitz, e.g., in his The 
Emergence of Everything, defines the Gibbs energy change as: 
 

ΔG = ΔH – TΔS 
↑  ↑  ↑ 

‘Working’  ‘Material’  ‘Mental’ 
 
where ΔH is the enthalpy change, T is the temperature, and ΔS is the 
entropy change, of the system, respectively. Morowitz, citing Pierre 
Teilhard, and his The Phenomenon of Man (1938), goes on to state that 
enthalpy can be thought of as the material part of human interactions, and 
the entropy as the mental part of human interactions, concluding with the 
statement that ‘the two energies exist in Gibbsian thermodynamics, as well 
as in the Teilhardian perspective.’ Some of this grappling with right and 
wrong in terms of the laws of chemistry, to note, was touched on by C.S. 
Lewis in his Mere Christianity (1944) as follows: 
 

“This law or rule about right or wrong used to be called the law of 
nature. Nowadays, when we talk of the ‘laws of nature’ we usually 
mean things like gravitation, or heredity, or the laws of chemistry. But 
when the old thinkers called the law of right and wrong the ‘law of 
nature’, the really meant the law of human nature. The idea was that 
just as all bodies are governed by the law of gravitation, and organisms 
by biological laws, so the creature called man also had this law—with 
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this great difference, that a body could NOT choose whether it obeyed 
the law of gravitation or not, but a man COULD choose either to obey 
the law of human nature or to disobey it. It seems, then, we are forced 
to believe in a real right and wrong. People may be sometimes 
mistaken about them, just as people sometimes get their sums wrong; 
but they are not a matter of mere taste and opinion any more than the 
multiplication table.” 

 
In 2010, English thinker Mark Janes, in his video on the thermodynamics 
of good and evil, used the following diagram to explain things: 
 

 
While there are issues in James’ theory, to many to discuss herein, the take 
away point from the above diagram, is that people in the 21st century are 
beginning to independently grasp at the notion that morality can be 
defined and quantified in terms of Gibbs energy changes ΔG in social 
systems. 
 The concluding point, without getting lost further in technical details, 
is that what is good or ‘natural’, is now described NOT by what god 
decreed as moral, as divined by some prophet, but now described, 
quantitatively, via chemical thermodynamics, as exergonic things, 
processes, acts, and or reactions, i.e. Gibbs energy releasing phenomena. 
Likewise, what is bad or ‘unnatural’, is now described NOT by what god 
decreed as immoral, as divined by some prophet, but now described, 
quantitatively, via chemical thermodynamics, as endergonic things, 
processes, acts and or reactions, i.e. Gibbs energy absorbing phenomena. 
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Kids summary: Good things are endergonic. Bad things are exergonic. 
Good and bad, or ‘natural’ and ‘unnatural’, to speak correctly, are coupled 
in all natural process, e.g. natural energy released from ATP hydrolysis, 
power motor protein function in muscle, human social processes included. 
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15. God Made LIFE on the Fifth Day 
 

“After death the force, or power, we call ‘will’ 
undoubtedly endures; but it endures in this world, 
not in the next. And so with the thing we call ‘life’, 
or the soul—mere speculative terms for a material 
thing which, under given conditions, drives this way 
or that. It too endures in this world, not the other.” 

  — Thomas Edison (1910), NY Times interview 
 
Abstract [4-pgs]: Life is an anthropism, fortified by god theory. 
 

On the third day of creation, so the Egyptian mythology based Bible 
tells us, god made grass, herb yielding seed, and tree yielding fruit. Light, 
in the form of the sun, the moon, and the stars, the precursor ingredient 
needed prior to the formation of grass and trees from seeds, to note, were 
not yet created yet, but these little details are of no concert to us here, 
since this is just mythology. 

 On the fourth day of creation, god made the stars, the sun, and the 
moon. 

 On the fifth day of creation, 
as shown adjacent, god let the 
waters bring forth moving 
creatures that have ‘life’ or 
‘soul’, depending on translation, 
flying fowl, great whales, and 
every ‘living’ creature. 
 This is the Christian 
mythology account of the origin 
of life on earth, in nutshell. Some 
15 percent of Americans, according to recent polls, believe this story to be 
true. In more detail, the results of a 2013 study, of 3,000 Americans, 
conducted by Calvin College sociologist Jonathan Hill, found the 
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following distributions of beliefs about evolution and creation in greater 
detail:163 

 

 
This can be compared to the 2005 global polls, as discussed previously, 
which show that only 40 percent of Americans believe in some form of 
evolution.  
 One salient belief, amid these pollings, whether one believes in natural 
evolution, creative evolution, or creation, is belief in the existence of ‘life’ 
and that life at some point in the past started on a certain day.  
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 This belief in the existence of ‘life’, as property of certain types of 
moving things, to note is not solely the brainchild of Christian mythology. 
The Greeks, prior to this had their own semi-god infused model of the 
origin of life. Roman scholar Marcus Varro, in his On the Latin Language 
(50BC), summarized the then pre-Christian view of what exactly 
constitutes life as follows: 

  
Life, according to Varro, is either a god-based property, e.g. the vis of 
Venus or Aphrodite, or a force.  
 This general set of mutually exclusive beliefs held sway in the mind of 
people until the mid-19th century, during which time vitalism, 
conceptualized in terms such as ‘life force’, or vital energies, etc., began to 
come under attack as nonsensical notions: 
 

  
Two examples of such ripe confusion are shown below. In the left 
example, Carl Linnaeus divides things into mineral life, plant life, and 
animal life; in which he asserts the nonsensical statement that rocks grow? 
In the example to the right, Francis MacNab, in his attempt to reconcile 
religion and science, in his attempt to demarcate where the soul fits into 
the grand scheme of things, matter to mind, defines the growing plant as 
not being alive? 
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Two more example of confusion are as follows: 

 
In the left example Mary Shelley, famed Frankenstein author and wife of 
super atheist Percy Shelley, ruminates on Luigi Galvani’s dancing dead 
electrified frog legs and the nature of ‘life’ and death. In the right 
example, radical Christian Henry Bray attempts to reconcile Goethe’s 
model of elective affinities with theology and life and the reality of the 
humans being products of the periodic table of elements; therein leaving 
the matter undecided. 
 Into the 20th century, it began to be pointed out, e.g. by Charles 
Sherrington (1938), that chemistry and physics do not recognize life. 
Others, such as Alfred Lotka (1925) and Francis Crick (1966), even went 
so far as to say that we should abandon the word alive. Something, 
apparently, was amiss in this ubiquitously-believed in term ‘life’, so 
science was beginning to tell us? 
 
Kid’s summary: Life is an anthropomorphic religious term. People in the 
20th century, realizing this, began to suggest or assert that the terms ‘life’ 
and ‘alive’ be abandoned. 
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16. Abioism 
 

“Let us abandon the world ‘alive’.” 
— Francis Crick (1966), Of Molecules and Men 

 
Abstract [7-pgs]: Abioism, or disbelief in the existence of life, is one of 
the new tenets of smart atheism. 
 
In 1925, Austrian-born American physical chemist Alfred Lotka, in his 
Elements of Physical Biology, informed us that the person who goes 
searching for the ‘thing’ in nature that corresponds to the word in our 
vocabulary that conclusively distinguishes living from non-living is what 
is called the hunt for the Jabberwock, i.e. nonsense: 
 

  
Lotka went on to explain that someday we would abandon the word alive, 
as an obsolete albeit colloquially-employed term, similar to the way we 
say the sun ‘rises’, even though we correctly know, per accepted 
heliocentric theory, that the sun is still, compared to the earth, and it is the 
earth’s surface that turns toward the sun. Specifically: 
 

“If we continue to use the word ‘life’, this is merely a matter of 
convenience and does not imply any departure from the point of view 
set forth in the opening chapter Regarding Definitions.” 

 
In 1938, American neuro physiologist Charles Sherrington, in his Man on 
His Nature lecture turned book, gave a very compelling to the mind 
summary of why, from the point of view of physics and chemistry, life is 
not a recognizable term, according to modern knowledge:  
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“Both the scientific and the everyday elbow are one and the same 
system of electrical charges. It is of no use asking physics and 

chemistry whether it is alive. They do not understand the word. 
When physics and chemistry have entered on their description of the 

perceptible, life disappears from the scene, and consequently death. 
Both are anthropisms.”  

 
In short, according to Sherrington, one is strongly advised to work to de-
anthropomorphized one’s mind from pre-conceived notions about what is 
real. 
 In circa 1963, Francis Crick, in reaction to the metaphysical vitalism 
of Pierre Teilhard and the scientific vitalism of Michael Polanyi, gave a 
lecture to the Cambridge Humanists group on the topic of vitalism. In 
1966, Crick gave a series of lectures at the University of Washington 
under the title “Is Vitalism Dead?”, which resulted in the book Of 
Molecules and Men, wherein he famously suggested: ‘we should abandon 
the word alive’, per reason that it is objectionable nonsense term, from the 
point of view the physics and chemistry of molecules such as DNA, 
viruses, and humans. 
 In 2005, Michael Brooks, in his New Scientist article turned book 13 
Things That Don’t Make Sense, ranked ‘life’ as one of the top five things 
in modern science that don’t make sense: 
 

 
In 2009, the author, in the wake of debates with emergent life 
thermodynamic models of Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev 
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and the god-coded entropy-covered genopsych theories of Indian chemical 
engineer DMR Sekhar, and the Planck-scale panbioism awareness theories 
of American physicist and chemical engineer Ted Erickson, classified 
‘life’, from the point of view of chemical thermodynamics, as applied to 
the origin of humans as defined by molecular evolution tables, as a 
defunct scientific theory.164 The following, to exemplify, is a 2015 Yahoo 
Answers query and answer on the implications of this view in respect to 
religion and spirituality: 
 

 
In recent years, two others, namely Alfred Rogers (2010), curator of 
LifeDoesNotExist.com, and Ferris Jabr (2013), independently, have begun 
to classify ‘life’ as something that does not exist.165 

 
In 2015, the term ‘abioism’ was introduced by the author, as a working 
term on the atheism types by denial and belief page, to classify this 
general point of view, meaning anyone who ‘denies life’, similar to how 
an atheist is one who ‘denies god’, therein being one of the six main 
disbeliefs, along with: achristism, mortalism, asoulism, and aspiritism, of 
the modern smart atheist. 
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Life, in this perspective, is kind of the new ether of science. Some do not 
believe that it exists, but falsifiable experiments are at present wanting, 
prior to being able to jettison the notion of life from the corpus of modern 
knowledge. 
 What the abioism positon allows us to do is to circumvent the classic 
unsolved recursiveness problem of attempting to define life: 

 
In its place, we use so-called ‘life terminology upgrades’ to resolve the 
issue, such as shown below (left), where we see American plant 
physiologist Frank Throne (1936) defining a plant NOT as living thing, 
but as a ‘CHNOPS plus’ thing:166 
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Here, accordingly, instead of attempting to define a frog or plant as a ‘bio-
thing’, we correctly, in upgrade physico-chemically neutral terminology, 
defined by a plant, a frog, and human, as a ‘powered CHNOPS+ thing’, 
the exact element count of the thing being included when known, a 
human, e.g., is a ‘powered CHNOPS+20 element thing’, a fish is a 
‘powered CHNOPS+16 element thing’, and so on.  
 This, in short, sidesteps the perennial #1 theism objection to atheism 
that the science can’t explain how life came from non-life. The answer to 
the objection is that life does not exist. The theist is selling the ignorant 
atheist a loaded question, to which the atheist fumbles around trying to 
appease with patch answers, such as the Miller-Urey experiment, 
hydrothermal vent theory, clay substrate catalysis model, negative entropy 
arguments, and so on. 
 In other words, instead of attempting or scrambling to scrape up some 
type of cobbled together patch model so to say that at ‘this specific point’, 
according to this ‘specific mechanism’, in the evolution timeline, such as 
shown below, that life started, we now conclude that life does not exist in 
the first place: 
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This issue was famously gripped about by creationist Ken Ham during his 
popular 2014 debate with Bill Nye the science guy, in the form of what he 
called his ‘molecules-to-man’ objection to atheism:167 

 
We now say, in a loosely similar way to the old Greek panbioism view, as 
shown below (top), that humans derived from the interaction of energy 
and atoms, and that, of these elements, carbon has the property of 
animation, when stimulated by light:  
 

  
The abioism view, however, is a step above both panbioism model, the 
everything is alive model, and the abiogenesis model, the ‘life’ emerged at 
a certain point hypothesis. Therefore, accordingly, as carbon, by 
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definition, is not alive, neither are large light-sensitive animate carbon-
based atomic aggregates, such as shown below, derived therefrom: 
 

  
Much of this was summarized in the author’s 2016 University of District 
of Columbia, Washington, DC, talk ‘Lotka’s Jabberwock: on the ‘Bio’ of 
Biophysical Economics’, and in Alfred Rogers’ 2016 video ‘Life Does 
Not Exist’, both of which are available on YouTube. 
 
Kid’s summary: Life does not exist. Powered carbon-based animation 
does exist. 
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17. Jesus the Mummy 
 

“The story of Mary ‘embalming’ [anointing] Jesus 
with oil is [the story] of Isis embalming [anointing] 
Osiris [with oil].” 

  — William Henry (2006), Mary Magdalene: the Illuminator 
 
Abstract [19-pgs]: The story of Jesus Christ, aka Jesus anointed, is a 
monotheistic rewrite of the myth of Osiris anointed. 
 
WorldCat, a union catalog that itemizes the collections of 72,000 libraries 
in 170 countries, in 2007, began providing online pages for 20 million 
‘identities’ of authors or persons who are the subjects of published titles. 
Among WorldCat identities, the top seven are: Bach, Goethe, Jesus 
Christ, Lincoln, Mary, Mozart, and Shakespeare. In this group, Bach, 
Goethe, Lincoln, Mozart, and Shakespeare were real people (non-fiction), 
and Jesus and Mary were not real people (fiction). 
 The identity of Mary refers to the tales, myths, and stories concerning 
the goddess Isis, aka ‘Stella Maris’, meaning star of the sea, i.e. the star 
Sirius, the brightest star in the sky, whose helical rising, on Jun 25, marks 
the start of the Nile River flood, the symbol of the primordial water, in 
Egyptian cosmology.  
 In the form of the goddess Isis, Sirius or ‘Stella Maris’, is one of the 
characters whose presence during the sacred sexual act known as black 
rite, involving oil, aka ‘anointing’, enables the act of the resurrection of 
the dead Osiris. When, so the story goes, as summarized by Plutarch, Isis 
recovered the body of Osiris, which was hidden away in wooden pillar in 
Byblos, she covered it with linen and poured sweet ‘oil’ upon it, i.e. she 
anointed his dead body, and thereafter brought him back to life.183  
 The identity of Jesus Christ is a bit more complicated, etymologically 
speaking, being that it involves two terms: Jesus + Christ. To begin with 
the latter, The Online Etymology Dictionary, by Douglas Harper, defines 
Christ as follows: 
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Christ is the title given to Jesus of Nazareth, Old English crist (by 
830, perhaps 675), from Latin Christus, from Greek khristos "the 
anointed" (translation of Hebrew mashiah; see: messiah), noun use of 
verbal adjective of khriein "to rub, anoint" (see: chrism). The Latin 
term drove out Old English Hæland "healer, savior," as the preferred 
descriptive term for Jesus. 

 
The epitaph ‘Christ’ derives, 
according to Harper, in sum, 
from the Greek Khristos, which 
is a transliteration of the Hebrew 
mashiah (Messiah), pronounced ‘maw-shakh’, meaning the ‘anointed’ or 
‘anointed one’. To anoint means to rub with oil or an oily substance or to 
apply oil as a sacred rite especially for consecration, or to choose by or as 
if by divine election. This is what is called the surface etymology, i.e. one 
that has been whitewashed, unknowingly, to the mold of status quo 
ideologies. 
 The deeper etymology, is that Christ, according to Gerald Massey 
(1883), derives from the Egyptian hieroglyphic ‘krst’, shown below left, 
meaning mummification, or to anoint and steep in oil, as shown below 
right: 

 
The name of the mummy itself, according to Samuel Birch’s Dictionary of 
Hieroglyphics (1838), is called the ‘karast’; hence the name ‘Jesus Christ’ 
means ‘Jesus the Anointed Mummy’, in short. The term “krst”, spelled 
karas, Kas, or Chas, itself, supposedly, derives from the term Kasu, 
meaning ‘burial place’, the name of the metropolis of the 14th Nome of 
Upper Egypt.184 

 In the transition from Egyptian dynasty power to Greek dynamistic 
power, the anointed mummy model, became truncated to the model that an 
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‘anointed’ one was someone who would arise from the dead, after being 
oiled and wrapped in linen, i.e. mummified.  
 The following, to get our bearings on this multi-millennial long 
confusing subject matter, are four examples, of about fourteen, of the New 
Testament (c.300AD), where a person named ‘Jesus’ is referred to as the 
anointed one: 
 

The lord has anointed me (Isaiah 61:1–3). He has anointed one to 
preach the gospel (Luke 4:16–22). Jesus was anointed by god the 
father (Acts 4:27). God anointed Jesus of Nazareth (Acts 10:38).   

 
Jesus, according to the Bible, was anointed two times, once by a woman 
named Mary and a second time by an unnamed woman, all done in the 
days prior to his burial.  
 The first ‘anointing’ of Jesus, as shown adjacent left, in John 12:1-8, 
took place on Saturday, six days before Passover, which is the celebration 
period of freedom of slavery in Egypt, in an unnamed home, in Bethany, 
by a ‘Mary’, the sister to Martha and Lazarus, who anointed only his feet: 

   
This first anointing of Jesus described as follows: 
 

“Six days before the Passover, Jesus came to Bethany, where Lazarus 
lived, whom Jesus had raised from the dead. Here a dinner was given 
in Jesus’ honor. Martha served, while Lazarus was among those 
reclining at the table with him. Then Mary took about a pint[a] of pure 
nard, an expensive perfume; she poured it on Jesus’ feet and wiped his 
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feet with her hair. And the house was filled with the fragrance of the 
perfume.” 

 
Here, to pause, we note that there were four key people present at the first 
anointing, namely: Jesus, the person being anointed, Mary, Marth, and 
Lazarus, the latter of which—a subtle but important point—Jesus had 
previously raised from the dead! In total, the Bible describes ten people 
being raised from the dead:179 

 
1. Widow of Zarephath’s son (by Elijah) [1st Kings 17:22] 
2. Shunammite woman (by Elisha) [2nd Kings 4] 
3. Anon man (by the bones of Elisha) [2nd Kings 13] 

4. Widow of Nain’s son (by Jesus) [Luke 7] 
5. Jairus’ daughter (by Jesus) [Luke 8] 
6. Lazarus (by Jesus) [John 11] 

7. Jesus (by god) [Matthew 28:6; Acts 2] 
8. Dorcas (by Peter) [Acts 9] 
9. Eutychus (by Paul) [Acts 20] 

 
Not to mention a whole slew of saints that arose from the dead when Jesus 
died on the cross [Matthew 27:52]. Apparently, raising people from the 
dead was a common thing, back in these days, or so we would be led to 
believe? Not only did Jesus, according to the Bible, have the power to 
raise people from the dead, but so did Elijah, Elisha’s bones, John, Peter, 
and Paul?  
 The important raising from the dead person here, to keep in mind, is 
that of Lazarus, aka L’Azarus or El Osiris, as independently pointed out 
by John Morris (1880), Gerald Massey (1883), and Albert Parsons (1893), 
as he was originally called, being that this is code for Egyptian god 
reduction: the ‘god Osiris’, as children of olden days were taught, 
becomes the ‘person Lazarus’, as children in modern times are taught. The 
entire Christian Bible is written in this manner.185 

 When Jesus asked, in his first anointing, why this expensive anointing 
liquid, valued at year’s salary, was frivolously wasted on his feet, he 
replied that Mary did this in preparation for his coming burial. This subtle, 
but very important, storyline plot, is a monotheistic god-reduction rewrite 
of the original polytheistic story of the raising of Osiris from the dead by 
Horus with his life-giving ankh, in the presence of Stella Maris, aka Isis, 
shown below left, a depicted in a 250BC Bas-Relief at Philae:  
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By 300AD, this Horus raising Osiris story had been reformulated into the 
story of Jesus raising Lazarus, as shown above right. The life-given ankh 
of Horus became a magic wand or rod in the hand of Jesus. Isis, aka Stella 
Maris, becomes the Mary who anoints Jesus’ feet. Osiris becomes a man 
named Lazarus. More recent artistic renditions of this are as follows:  

 
This is summarized by Gerald Massey (1907) as follows:158  
 

“The rod [magic wand] that is waved by Jesus at the raising of 
Lazarus is the symbolic scepter [Ankh] in the hand of Horus when 
he raises the Osiris. Those who are present in this scene are Osiris, 
Isis, Nephthys, and Horus the reconstituter of the father, and these, are 
the prototypes or original characters of Lazarus, Mary, Martha, and 
Jesus in the scene of the resurrection at Bethany.” 
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Later rewrites and artistic representations of this magical raising of the 
dead, naturally enough, were scrubbed of this ankh, rod, or magic wand 
aspect, to the effect that the only place we now see a magic wand in use, is 
in stories such as Harry Potter.  
 This Horus polytheism to Jesus monotheism switch, or ‘god reduction’ 
as Massey refers to it, accrued to the effect that an original four god set of 
a god, his son, and two goddesses were reformulated into the story of a 
mummy, god’s sun, and two women: 
 

 
 

Egyptian  
Myth 

    
 Osiris Isis Nephthys Horus 
 (god) (god sister) (god sister) (god son) 
 ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ 
 
 

Christian  
Myth 

    
 Lazarus Mary Martha Jesus 
 (man) (sister) (sister) (god son) 

 
The etymological jump from Osiris to Lazarus, according to Massey, 
accrued, over time, as follows:158 

 
“The process of reducing the fairy-godmother's coach-and-six to the 
status of a one-horse cab may be seen in the Gospel according to Luke 
in getting rid of Osiris.”  

 
The Luke (16:19-25) passage, referred to here by Massey, wherein the 
Egyptian god Osiris is rewritten into the literary guise of a Christian 
beggar named Lazarus, is called the parable of the ‘Rich Man and 
Lazarus’, which reads as follows: 
 

“There was a rich man who was dressed in purple and fine linen and 
lived in luxury every day. At his gate was laid a beggar named 
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Lazarus [Osiris], covered with sores and longing to eat what fell from 
the rich man’s table. Even the dogs came and licked his sores. 

 
This is depicted, in the Codex Aureus of Echternach (c.1240), as follows: 
 

 
The soul or body of Lazarus the beggar, aka Osiris-rewritten, then goes 
into Abraham’s bosom, or ‘side’ as it is latter translated, aka the house or 
Ra, or judgment hall, depending, as it was originally conceptualized in 
Egyptian mythology: 

 
“The time came when the beggar died and the angels carried him to 
Abraham’s [Ra’s] bosom.”  

 
This is depicted as follows: 
 

  
The rich man, being a wrong man, because of his wealth hording, as the 
parable is meant to imply, then goes to Hell: 
 

“The rich man also died and was buried. In Hades [Hell], where he 
was in torment.”  
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This is depicted as follows: 
 

  
The tale continues: 
 

“He looked up and saw Abraham far away, with Lazarus by his side. 
So he called to him, ‘Father Abraham, have pity on me and send 
Lazarus to dip the tip of his finger in water and cool my tongue, 
because I am in agony in this fire’.” 

 
Here, in short, Lazarus is Osiris who dies and goes to the ‘House of Ra’ or 
Abraham’s bosom, as described in the King James Version (1611), or 
Abraham’s side, as it is later translate in the newer versions of Bible. 
 The model of going into the bosom of Abraham when one died, to 
clarify, is based on the Egyptian 
model that when the sun ‘died’ it 
would travel, at night, through the 
bosom of another god, before 
being reborn in the morning. The 
pharaohs, and later ‘righteous’ 
humans, in turn, were believed to 
die and be reborn this way.   
 The adjacent diagram, to 
elaborate on how Lazarus went 
into the bosom of Abraham, 
shows Ra the sun god, on Nu’s 
solar barque, being ‘taken in’ by 
Nut, the sky god, who is shown 
protruding out of the head of 
Osiris, the sun thereby going into the body or bosom of Osiris, so to say.160  
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 The ‘Rich Man and Lazarus’ Biblical parable ends with Abraham, aka 
Ra, referring to both the rich man and Lazarus as his son’s: 
 

“But Abraham replied, ‘Son, remember that in your lifetime you 
received your good things, while Lazarus received bad things, but now 
he is comforted here and you are in agony.” 

 
Osiris (or Lazarus), in Heliopolis creation myth, to clarify, is the great 
grandson of Ra (Abraham). In the rewritten Biblical version, Lazarus is 
the son of Abraham. 
 Abraham, in his house in heaven, in the Luke version, continues 
talking to the dead rich man as follows: 
 

“And besides all this, between us and you a great chasm has been set 
in place, so that those who want to go from here to you cannot, nor can 
anyone cross over from there to us.’ He answered, ‘Then I beg you, 
father, send Lazarus to my family, for I have five brothers. Let him 
warn them, so that they will not also come to this place of torment.’ 
Abraham replied, ‘They have Moses and the Prophets; let them listen 
to them.’ ‘No, father Abraham,’ he said, ‘but if someone from the dead 
goes to them, they will repent’.” 

 
An older variant of this rich man poor man tale, found in a demotic 
papyrus (c.400-30BC), dating to the fall of the Egyptian dynasty, reads as 
follows:171 

 
“A demotic papyrus, dating from the first years of our era, tells of an 
infant prodigy, a magician born, who goes down to the underworld 
with his father and visits the great abode of Osiris, King of the Dead. 
Before entering, they have passed the funeral procession of a rich man, 
buried in magnificent state, and the body of a poor wretch, rolled up in 
a dirty mat and followed by no one.  
 
When they come to the hall were Osiris judges the dead, the see a 
distinguished personage, clad in fine line, sitting quite close to Osiris. 
‘Father’, says the child, ‘do you not see that high personage? The poor 
wretch (whom we say just now) … it is he. He was brought here, his 
misdeeds were weighted against his merits, and his merits were found 
more numerous than his misdeeds. Since he was not given a large 
enough sum of happiness while he was on earth, it was ordered, before 
Osiris, that the funeral gear of that rich man (whom you say carried out 
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of Memphis in great honor) should be given over to this poor man 
here, and that he should then be placed near Osiris.  
 
The rich man whom you say, his misdeeds were found more numerous 
than the merits which he had on earth. He was bidden to pay here, and 
you have seen him, lying at the door. The pivot of the door is set in his 
right eye, and turns in his eye when it is opened or shut, while his 
mouth gives great cries.  He who does good on earth, good is done to 
him here; but he who does evil, evil is done to him. These things 
which you see here have been stablished forever, and they will not 
change; and they happened in the forty-two nomes where are the gods 
of the tribunal of Osiris.” 

 
French Egyptologist Aleandre More, in his The Nile and Egyptian 
Civilization (1926), cites this passage, in comparison with Biblical rewrite 
found in Luke 19:19-25, and states following:171  
 

“Of course, this is only a story; but, but at least, it illustrates the 
spread among the mass of the people of the religious feeling which had 
been growing among the few ever since the Middle Kingdom [2000-
1700BC]. The gods no longer bow before magical formulas. The 
house of Osiris is no longer an office of weights and measures, where 
the total offence against the social order is weighted against the total of 
serves rendered, with a balance and weights which magic falsifies. The 
Wide Hall of the Double Maat is now a moral tribunal.” 

 
This, of course, is only a story. How these words differ when the ear hears 
the word Jesus inserted in place of Osiris or Horus? Both, of course, are 
only stories. The difference, however, is that the newer version is so 
thoroughly soaked through the cultural milieu mind that to speak of ‘Jesus 
as only a story’, brings about quivers of either excitement or confusion. 
The kids in the ZFK class, e.g., expressed this mix of excitement and 
confusion after being told that Jesus is not real, after attending Catholic 
schools and or having been given standard Children’s Bibles as kids.  
 In the Bible, to conclude, Abraham goes on to say that: ‘If they do not 
listen to Moses and the Prophets, they will not be convinced even if 
someone rises from the dead.’ This is the way, according to Gerald 
Massey (1907), that the Biblical authors recast or subsumed the god Osiris 
into the form of a Biblical character, a man named Lazarus. And so it is 
with ever story in the Bible. 
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 Massey continues with his deconstruction of the first ‘anointing’ of 
Jesus as follows: 
 

“The pair of sisters, Martha and Mary, appear in this Gospel, but 
without their brother Lazarus, and also without the resurrection. After 
all that has now been done towards identifying Bethany with the house 
in Annu and the nest of the two sisters, the two sisters with Isis and 
Nephthys, and the Christ with Horus, it cannot be considered far-
fetched if we look upon Lazarus as a form of the Osiris that was dead 
and buried and raised to life again.” 

 
Massey explains the etymology of ‘Lazarus’, being Latinized from the 
Aramaic: אלעזר, Elʿāzār, compare: Hebrew Eleazar, as follows:  

 
“As to the name, the Egyptian name of the Greek Osiris is Hesar, or 
Asar. And when we take into consideration that some of the matter 
came from its Egyptian source through the Aramaic and Arabic 
languages (witness the Arabic Gospel of the Infancy) there is little 
difficulty, if any, in supposing that the Al (article the) has been 
adopted through the medium of the Arabic, or derived from the 
Hebrew prenominal stem L,N, to emphasize a thing, as in the Osiris, 
which passed into the article Al for "the" in Arabic, and was prefixed 
to the name of Osiris as Al-Asar, which, with the Greek "s" for suffix 
becomes L-azarus. The connecting link whereby Al-Asar was turned 

into Lazarus, the Osiris, was in all likelihood made in the Aramaic 
language, which had its root-relations with the Egyptian. Hieroglyphic 
papyri are among its monumental remains, as well as the inscription of 
Carpentras.” 

 
The story of Jesus raising the mummified Lazarus from the dead with his 
magic rid, in short, is the story of Horus raising the mummified Osiris 
from the dead with his ankh. 
 

Second Anointing 
 
The second anointing of Jesus, as shown previously, above right, in 
Mathew 26:6-13 and Mark 14:3-6, took place on Wednesday of Holy 
Week, two days before Passover, in the home of Simon the leper, in 
Bethany, by an unnamed woman, who anointed Jesus’ head. This is 
described as follows: 
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“While Jesus was in Bethany in the home of Simon the Leper, a 
woman came to him with an alabaster jar of very expensive perfume, 
which she poured on his head as he was reclining at the table.  

 
The reason Jesus had to be anointed twice, by two different women, a 
Mary and ‘another woman’, FIRST at the feet, and then SECOND at the 
head, is that two Maries, namely: Isis and Nephthys, aka the ‘Mertae 
sisters’, were present when Horus raised Osiris at the ‘House in Annu’, 
aka Bethany or Beth-Annu. This is explained by Massey as follows:158 

 
“Osiris lying as a breathless mummy in the cave, when Horus comes 

to raise him from the dead, is watched over and protected by the two 
Mertae-sisters, one at the head and one at the feet as keepers of the 
body, and watchers in the burial-place. In this the Osiris cries, "Let the 
door be opened to me" as the Osiris buried in Amenta." Who is with 
thee?" is asked. The reply is, "It is the mertse," the two watchers over 
Osiris in the sepulchre.” 

 
A pyramid carving showing the resurrection of ‘anointed’ Osiris, with one 
Mary, namely the goddess Isis (Stella Maris), at the ‘head’, aka the 
phallus, and the other Mary, namely the goddess Nephthys (Stella Maris’ 
sister), both in the form of kites, acting the so-called black rite, a time 
stopping sexual resurrection process, is shown below left. 
 

  
The equivalent Biblical version, a monotheistic rewrite of the former, is 
shown above right, where the two ‘Mertae-sisters’ have been replaced by 
to Maries, a Mary and a Mary Magdalen (or Mary and Marth), among 
other Mary pairs found in the Bible, depending on story. Jesus, in short, is 
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crucified, then oiled, and ‘wrapped in linen’, which is code for 
mummification, and only after TWO females named Mary, i.e. Virgin 
Mary and Mary Magdalene, clime "on top of" the sepulcher, which is a 
literary way of saying they have resurrection sex with the dead Jesus, such 
as the two kite-form Maries are doing above the mummified Osiris, is 
Jesus reborn into the afterlife.  
 The following, a relief from the temple of Seti I, who reigned from 
1290-1279BC, shows Isis in the form of a kite having black rite 
resurrection sex with the ‘christened’, i.e. oiled, dead body of Osiris.   
 

  
The burial tomb of the famous King Tut, who ruled from 1332 to 1323BC, 
whose penis was mummified erect at a 90-degree angle, as 2005 CT scans 
indicate, is an example of this.170  
 King Tut, born Tut-ankh-aten, meaning ‘Tut life force of Aten’, turned 
Tut-ankh-amun, or ‘Tut life force of Amun’, the supposed-to-be son of 
Akhen-aten, the Egyptian monotheism-making-pharaoh, who attempted to 
make the sun disc god Aten, as discussed in the Noah chapter, the new 
‘one god’ model for Egypt. When his son Tut-ankh-amun assumed control 
he was said to have been the restorer of the religious status quo with the 
reinstatement of the hegemony of the god Amun-Re. 
 In 2013, Egyptologist Salima Ikram, in her ‘Some Thoughts on the 
Mummification of King Tutankhamum, speculates the erect penis was a 
deliberate attempt to make the king appear as Osiris, the god of the 
underworld, in as literal a way as possible. The erect penis evokes Osiris' 
regenerative powers, i.e. resurrection via the black rite sex with Isis. Ikram 
states the following about the ‘anointing’ of the body:181 
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“The mass of oils and resins applied to [the anointed] Tutankhamun’s 
body might also allude to the black color associated with Osiris as lord 
of the land of Egypt, dark with the rich soil of the inundation, and the 
source of fertility and regeneration. This is an echo of the life-size 
black guardian striding statues of the king and his ka. Even the resins 
themselves, imported from Lebanon/Syria might indirectly evoke the 
time that Osiris spent in Levant, encased in a pillar.” 

 
Making the king appear explicitly like Osiris, according to Ikram, may 
have helped to undo a religious revolution brought about by his father 
Akhenaten, as widely believed. Akhenaten had tried to focus Egyptian 
religion around the worship of the Aten, the sun disc, going so far as to 
destroy images of other gods. Tutankhamun was trying to undo these 
changes and return Egypt back to its traditional religion with its mix of 
gods. Ikram elaborates on this as follows: 
 

“The king in his various coffins was being shown as Osiris – and 
indeed this states what Egyptologists often take as a fact: the living 
king was Horus, and the dead king was Osiris, and it was thus for 
all kings. But perhaps for Tutankhamun, this was being emphasized 
more than for his predecessors as he (and his immediate successors) 
were embracing and rejuvenating all aspects of traditional Egyptian 
religion. Perhaps Tutankhamun was also following the ideas of 
Amenhotep III in emphasizing, in a manner acceptable to Egyptian 
theological norms, the real divinity of the king who ruled as Horus in 
his lifetime and as Osiris in death”  

 
Here, to summarize, we see the basic model of what would eventually 
become, some 1,500 years later, after the pharaoh model became defunct, 
Jesus as the god the son in life, and Jesus as god the father in the afterlife, 
all bound together by the holy spirit, aka the trinity. 
 

Jesus Never Existed 
 
The important point to keep in mind here is that just as Osiris never 
existed, so too did Jesus never exist. This is confusing for many, who may 
think that a ‘person’ named Jesus of Nazareth existed, but was not divine. 
This is equivalent to saying that yes there were 170 total pharaohs, each of 
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whom were ‘anointed’ prior to burial, 
that existed as real people during the 
3,100-year long Egyptian Dynasty, 
but Osiris nor Horus did not exist. 
The anon German-Jew author of The 
Existence of Christ Disproved (1841), 
humorously puts it thusly:  
 

“We do not deny that many men 
called Christ, may in former 
times, have existed in Jerusalem 
and elsewhere, any more than we 
deny that such a person or persons 
as Hercules once existed in Greece—but we do distinctly deny that 
either Christ or Hercules were gods, demi-gods, or prophets, or 
performed the works commonly attributed to them. Christ no more 
foretold the destruction of Jerusalem than did Hercules conquer the 
Nemean lion. Christ no more performed the miracles, Testament-
makers have ascribed to him, than did Prince Hohenloe the miracles 
ascribed to him! To destroy the divine and prophetic character of 
Jesus, is to destroy all that which 
renders him sacred in the eyes of 
Christians, and at once strips his 
character of that gaudy plumage 
which dazzles the eyes of his 
worshippers. When this is done, 
it will be time enough to 
consider whether one or fifty 
Jesus Christs walked about the 
streets of Jerusalem eighteen 
hundred years ago; and really, of 
no more practical consequence than it would be to inquire whether 
certain men called Bacchus once lived in Thebes.” 

 
What he is trying to say here is that in the period of the end of the 
Egyptian dynasty, dozens of so-called ‘anointed ones’ began to appear in 
the form of prophets, priests, saviors, and messiahs, just as there were 170-
pharoahs who claimed to be Horus in life and Osiris in the afterlife. If 
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there were 50 ‘Jesus Christ’ types, aka Osiris anointed copies, in the years 
200BC to 300AD, then the total of Osiris mummies arisen personas, in 
these years along would total 220 (50 Jesus Christ types + 170 pharaoh 
Horus types) alone.  
 In Old Testament (c.500BC) alone, comparatively, prior to the 
invention of the monotheistic version of Horus anointed, aka Jesus 
anointed, things were different, and there were multiple so-called 
‘anointed ones’ or Christoses, some of which are referred to as follows: 
 

Do not touch my anointed ones (Psalm 105:15). God has anointed 
you with the oil of joy above (Psalm 45:7). The lord has anointed me 
to bring good news to the afflicted (Isaiah 61:1). Who can stretch out 
his hand against the lord’s anointed and be without guilt? (1 Samuel 
26:9) 

 
In these years, as we see there were people being defined or claiming to be 
anointed ones? This is a vestige of the Egyptian model wherein each of the 
pharaohs was considered as ‘Horus’, i.e. the son of Osiris, in life, and 
‘Osiris’ in the afterlife. In total, there have been hundreds of people 
claimed to be a Horus-like son of god.182 Jesus, in short, never existed, just 
as Horus, never existed, just as Osiris never existed, just as Ra never 
existed. These are each different forms of the same myth.  
 The religion of Christianity, however, does exist and did come into a 
semblance of form at certain point in time. This religion, however, was not 
formed by any one person, but rather, as we will explain in the following 
chapter, by power of the Roman empire, just as Osirianity was formed by 
the power of the Egyptian empire, before it. This view was summarized by 
by Goethe in his 1770 law school dissertation (rejected on the grounds that 
it was unorthodox) on “The Legislature, On the Power of the Magistrate to 
Determine Religion and Culture”, wherein he argued the following: 
 

“Jesus Christ is not the author of Christianity. It is a religion composed 
by a number of wise men and is merely a rational, political 
institution.” 

 
As to when the character of ‘Jesus Christ’, as we know him now, was 
invented, some opinion indicates Roman emperor Constantine invented 
Jesus during the Council of Nicaea (335), when it was decided that the 
Roman empire should have one unified religion to unite the empire. 
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Massey, to continue, in his deconstruction of the ‘anointing of Osiris’ 
(2800BC) turned ‘Jesus the anointed one’ (300AD) turned ‘Jesus Christ’ 
(800AD), explains how ‘house in Annu’ became ‘Bethany’ as follows: 
 

“The deceased then asks that he may have milk, cakes and meat given 

to him at the house which is in Annu, the Kamite prototype of 
Bethany. On the way to the sepulchre in Annu, Horus meets the two 
sister-goddesses, saying to them "Hail, ye pair of goddesses Mertae, 
sister pair, Mertae! / inform you of my words of power. I am Horus, the 
son of Isis, and I am come to see my father Osiris," and to raise him 
up from the sepulchre.” 

 
Massey, in summary of the jump from ‘Horus raising Osiris’ to ‘Jesus 
raising Lazarus’, concludes with:   

 
“Jesus on his way to the cave of Lazarus likewise informs Martha of 
his words of power, saying "thy brother shall rise again." "I am the 
resurrection and the life." "He that believeth on me shall never die" 
(John xi. 25, 26). "Now as they went on their way a certain woman 
named Martha received him (Jesus) into her house. And she had a 
sister called Mary, which also sat at the Lord's feet (like Isis) and 
heard his word." And because Mary took her place at the feet of Jesus 
it is said that she had "chosen the good part" (Luke x. 38, 42). The two 
sisters in Bethany are the Aramaic or Hebrew replica of Isis and 
Nephthys, who are the attendants upon Osiris; the two divine sisters of 
Osiris in Annu. Mary and Martha are the two sisters of Lazarus in 
Bethany.”  

 
Here, to note, Massey points out that the first ‘Mary’, in the Biblical 
rewrite, sits at Jesus’ feet, aka anoints his feet, while the other Mary or 
‘unnamed woman’ anoints his head, which differs from the previously 
pictured kite-form Maries, Isis Mary sits on the anointed head (phallus of 
Osiris) and the other Nephthys Mary sits at or above the anointed feet. A 
rendition of this, where Mary-Isis is positioned at the feet of the dead 
mummified Osiris, in a position ready to have resurrection sex, while the 
other Mary-Nephthys watches on at the [thinking] head of Osiris, is 
shown below.173   
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The above visual of Stella Maris (Isis) at the feet of Osiris, or phallic head 
position, during the anointing mummification, and the sister of Stella 
Maris (Nephthys) at the physical head, is what we see described in the 
Bible, as Massey explained. 
 

Two | Two Goddesses 
 
The reason why two Maries had to anointing of Jesus, and why two 
Maries had to climb ‘on top of’ the sepulcher before Jesus could be 
resurrected, and why two Stela Maris goddess, namely Isis and Nephthys, 
first in the form of kites (Egyptian angels) than in human form, had to be 
present to bring Osiris back to life, is based on the older stellar model of 
the rising of the Orion constellation, in which the star Sirius had to push 
Osiris (or Orion) into the vertical position, as he rises from the dead:  
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Here, accordingly, there was not just one Sirius star, but a pair of twin 
stars, Sirius A and Sirius B, the latter rotating around the former, the 
relative sizes of which are shown below: 
 

  
The following shows the trajectory of Sirius B in rotation around Sirius A: 

 
The following shows the ‘raising of Orion’, aka the ‘raising of Osiris’, as 
observed at three times, 7:15PM, 12-midnight, and 4:36AM, at an 
observatory in Calgary, Alberta, Canada: 
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This raising of Osiris model became rewritten so that the pharaohs could 
be reborn or rise back to life like the Orion constellation: 

 
 
Hence, just as twin stars, Sirius A and Sirius B, had to be present for the 
stellar rising of Orion, so too did two star goddess, Isis and Nephthys, 
have to be present for the raising of Osiris, which was re-cast in 
Christianity to the effect that two Maries, in the form of woman, had to 
anoint Jesus before he was raised from the dead, then climb on top of his 
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tomb to make him rise back to life, then two angels had to appear after he 
was risen from the dead.208 

 
Jesus rising from the dead is but an anthropomorphized metaphor for the 
Orion constellation rising into the vertical position in the presence of the 
twin Sirius stars. 
 

Anointing | Meaning 
 
As to where the ‘anointing’, etymologically speaking, proper came from, 
chronologically, prior to the Osiris | Isis | Nephthys | Horus resurrection 
model (turned Lazarus | Mary | Martha | Jesus resurrection model), the 
‘anoint’ was symbolic sexual metaphor of the liquid or primordial water of 
the god Nun or the start of the Nile River flood out of which the erect land 
mound would arise when the flood receded, as shown below:  

 
This erection model of the land mound rising is found on the pyramids in 
the form of the benben stone, a golden tip that was placed at the top of all 
of the great pyramids, conceptualized as the petrified semen of the god 
Ptah. In this scheme, just as the sun could be reborn each day and each 
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year, so to could the dead pharaoh be reborn into the afterlife, in a similar 
sexual resurrection black rite like process. 
 Metaphorically speaking, in the Egyptian mind, the start of the flood 
was marked by Jun 25 helical rising of Stella Maris, aka the star Sirius. 
The flood lasts for 150-days. When the flood subsides, as discussed in the 
Noah chapter, land mounds ‘appear’ to arise ‘like an erecting’ of Nun (or 
Atum), out of the liquid of the Nun or vaginal lubrication of the woman, 
so to say. At full erection, the sun is reborn or ejaculated out of the mound, 
bursting forth in the form of the sun disc, carried by a bird on its head. 
 The Ra reborn pharaoh afterlife model (3100BC), over time became 
the Osiris reborn rich person Egyptian model (2800BC), which became 
the through belief Horus one could be granted access to the afterlife 
judged by Osiris (2000BC), which became the modern day version of 
‘Jesus is the way, the truth, the light’ and ‘no one comes to the father, but 
through me model’ taught to American children, presently.  
  
Kid’s summary: Jesus is a mythical figure and not real. The story of Jesus 
Christ is a monotheistic rewrite of Osiris anointed mythology. 
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18. Passion of Osiris 
 

“Quote.” 
— Person (DATE), Source 

 
Abstract [#-pgs]: 
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← Core | Addendum → 
 
The previous chapters functioned as core chapters, in the form of old 
model new model pairs, based largely on the content of the ZFK class. 
The following are the addendum chapters.  
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